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Chapter 1

NEUROBLASTOMA EPIDEMIOLOGY AND ORIGIN
Cancer is the primary cause of death by disease in children beyond the age of oneͭ. In ͮͬͮͬ,
more than ͭͱ,ͱͬͬ children and adolescents living in the European Union were diagnosed with
this devastating disease. Approximately ͳ-ͭͬ% of all paediatric malignancies is a neuroblastoma, making it the second most common extracranial tumour and the most common solid
tumour in infants. The incidence in Europe and North America per year amongst children
younger than ͭͱ years of age is ͭͬ.ͱ per one millionͮ–Ͱ. Between ͮͬͭͬ and ͮͬͭͰ an average of
ͮͲ patients per year were diagnosed with neuroblastoma in the Netherlands, resulting in a
Dutch incidence rate of ͵.ͭ per millionͱ. The majority of patients is diagnosed before the age of
five, with a median age of ͭʹ-ͮͮ months. Only ͱ% of the patients is older than ten years when
diagnosed. The disproportional death rate of ͭͱ% of all childhood cancer deaths clearly indicates the aggressiveness of this disease.
Neuroblastomas are embryonic tumours of the sympathetic nervous system, which connects
the central nervous system to the organs. During embryonic development, neural crest cells
migrate and form the paraspinal ganglia of the sympathetic nervous system, chromaffin cells
and the adrenal medullaͲ,ͳ. Neuroblastomas are thought to arise from these neural crest cells
when proliferation or differentiation is disturbed, although the underlying mechanism remains
unknownʹ. Reflecting the migration pattern, the tumours are mostly located in the adrenal
medulla or along the sympathetic chain͵. Neuroblastomas can be divided in several subtypes
with different degrees of maturation. It is hypothesised that these distinct subtypes reflect the
timing of the differentiation block, but further research is necessary to confirm this. The subtype
spectrum ranges from ganglioneuromas, which are mainly composed of stroma, via ganglioneuroblastomas to the stroma-poor neuroblastomas. Latter tumours are histologically
classified as either differentiating, poorly differentiated or undifferentiated. The more differentiated a tumour is, the better the prognosisͭͬ.

CLINICAL PRESENTATION
The clinical presentation of neuroblastomas varies greatly, mainly depending on location and
size of the tumour(s). Patients with an abdominal mass can be either asymptomatic or present
with abdominal pain or swelling, hypertension, constipation or urinary retentionͭͭ,ͭͮ. Tumours
in thoracic regions can be the underlying cause of Horner syndrome. Approximately ͱͬ% of the
patients has metastatic disease at diagnosis, which mostly involves bones, the bone marrow
and regional lymph nodesͭͭ,ͭͯ. Metastatic disease can present with anaemia and thrombocytopenia due to bone marrow infiltration, ecchymoses (“raccoon eyes”) after spreading to
orbital bones, immune-mediated opsoclonus-myoclonus syndrome or more systemic symptoms (such as fever, flushing, weight loss, tachycardia and hypertension) due to catecholamine
release by the tumour(s).
Neuroblastoma is diagnosed using a combination of physical examination, imaging techniques
(ultrasound, MRI or CT), urine tests, an MIBG scan and possibly a bone marrow biopsyͭͭ. Over
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the years, different staging systems were developed and adapted. In the ͭ͵ʹͬs, the International Neuroblastoma Stage System (INSS) was establishedͭͰ,ͭͱ. According to this staging
system, tumours are post-surgically classified into stages ranging from stage ͭ (localised,
completely resected) to stage Ͱ (distant metastases). Stage ͰS is used for infants with metastases restricted to skin, liver and/or bone marrow. Nowadays, neuroblastomas are mostly
staged using the International Neuroblastoma Risk Group Staging System (INRGSS). The
INRGSS (Table ͭ) is based on preoperative imaging and Image Defined Risk Factors (IDRFs) that
indicate that the tumour is more dangerous and resection more challenging, hence a lower
chance of survival. Localised disease is staged as Lͭ if the tumour is restricted to one body
compartment and does not involve vital structures. If at least one IDRF is identified, the tumour
is staged as Lͮ. Metastatic disease is staged as M or MS; latter is comparable to previous stage
ͰS. Stage MS tumours frequently regress spontaneously and are often monitored without any
treatmentͭͲ. Patients are divided into risk groups, based on the INRGSS stage, age, histologic
category and specific genomic aberrations (discussed below)ͭͳ–ͭ͵. Risk stratification is important to reduce therapy in low-risk patients and intensify treatment in high-risk groups. While
low-risk patients have a ͱ-year event-free survival (EFS) of more than ͵ͬ%, this is less than ͱͬ%
for high-risk patientsͮͬ.

NEUROBLASTOMA GENETICS
MYCN amplification
In the ͭ͵ʹͬs, amplification of the MYCN gene, which occurs in ͮͬ% of all primary
neuroblastomas, was identified as the first clinically relevant genetic biomarkerͮͭ,ͮͮ. MYCN is
located on the short arm of chromosome ͮ and regulates the transcription of genes involved in
cell survival and cell cycle arrest, apoptosis, proliferation, differentiation, pluripotency, angiogenesis, migration and immune surveillanceͮͯ. Hence, MYCN-amplified tumours show highly
aggressive behaviour and low stage tumours with MYCN amplification have an unfavourable
outcome.

Chromosomal aberrations
Another early identified prognostic biomarker is the ploidy of the tumour cell. Neuroblastomas
with near-diploid or tetraploid nuclear DNA content in the tumour cells tend to be more
aggressive, whereas near-triploid tumours have a more favourable outcomeͮͰ–ͮͲ. Latter
tumours, which account for approximately ͱͱ% of all primary tumours, often contain whole
chromosome gains and losses with very few structural aberrations. Diploid or tetraploid
tumours, on the other hand, generally have many chromosomal rearrangements, are
genomically less stable and thus show more aggressive behaviour. In addition, several recurrent
segmental chromosomal copy number alterations have been described and linked to disease
outcome. Approximately half of the neuroblastomas have a ͭͳq gain, whereas ͭp loss is present
in a quarter of the tumoursͮͳ. Both aberrations correlate with poor prognosis and co-occur with
MYCN amplification. Loss of ͭͭq, which has been shown in up to ͰͰ% of the tumours, is
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INRG stage

<ͭʹ
<ͭͮ
ͭͮ to <ͭʹ
<ͭʹ
ιͭʹ
<ͭʹ

ιͭʹ

<ͭʹ

Age
(months)
GN maturing;
GNB intermixed
Any, except GN maturing
Or GNB intermixed
Any, except GN maturing
or GNB intermixed
GNB nodular;
neuroblastoma

Histology

No

Poorly differentiated
or undifferentiated

Amp

NA

Amp
NA
NA
NA
Amp

NA

NA
Amp
NA

MYCN

Differentiating

Grade of tumour
differentiation

No
Yes

No
Yes
No
Yes

ͭͭq
aberration

Hyperdiploid
Diploid
Diploid

Ploidy

High
Low
Intermediate
Intermediate
High
High
Very low
High
High

Very low
High
Low
Intermediate
Low
Intermediate
Intermediate

Very low

Risk group

Table ͭ The INRG staging system. Adapted from Cohn et al.ͭ͵. GN: ganglioneuroma; GNB: ganglioneuroblastoma; Amp: amplification;
NA: not amplified.
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inversely correlated with MYCN amplification, but is associated with poor outcome, nonethelessͮͳ,ͮʹ. Other recurrent chromosomal alterations are loss of ͯpͮ͵, Ͱpͯͬ, ͱqͯͭ, ͵pͯͮ, ͭͰqͯͯ and
ͭʹqͯͰ. Contrary to other cancers, the “two-hit” model does not seem to be of significant
relevance in neuroblastoma. Instead, it is thought that frequently lost areas in neuroblastoma
carry tumour suppressor genes and that lower expression may contribute to tumourigenesis.
Likewise, gained areas code for oncogenes that stimulate oncogenic transformation when
expression is upregulated due to the gain. Several candidate tumour suppressor genes and
oncogenes have been described; examples are CHDͱ on ͭpͯͱ, CADMͭ on ͭͭqͯͲ, and PPMͭDͯͳ,ͯʹ
and BIRCͱ (survivin)ͯ͵ on ͭͳq.

Other recurrent aberrations
Neuroblastomas are characterised by a paucity of somatic mutations. Despite several efforts to
find recurrent mutations that contribute to the development and aggressive behaviour of
neuroblastomas, only a few candidate genes, were identified. One of these genes is ALK, which
is mutated in approximately ʹ% of the cases. The three most common mutations (FͭͭͳͰ, FͭͮͰͱ
and Rͭͮͳͱ) all affect the tyrosine kinase domain of the ALK receptor, resulting in constitutive
activation of ALK and its downstream pathways, which play a major role in cell cycle, proliferation, survival, migration and metastasis (discussed below)Ͱͬ. Also resulting in higher
activation are ALK amplifications, which are present in ͮ% of the neuroblastomasͰͭ. ALK lies on
chromosome ͮp, near MYCN and consequently, these genes are often co-amplified.
More recently, two genes involved in telomere maintenance were added to the list of prognostic
markers. The expression of ATRX, an RNA helicase and transcriptional regulator, is disturbed in
approximately ͭͬ% of the patientsͰͮ. Loss of ATRX function can be caused by mutations, but
more frequently it is due to large in-frame deletions, resulting in truncated proteins. The other
gene is TERT, which encodes telomerase reverse transcriptase. TERT rearrangements, leading
to massive overexpression of TERT due to enhancer hijacking, are present in about one-fourth
of the patients. Although both aberrations are mutually exclusive with MYCN amplification,
they are associated with aggressive disease as they enable telomere maintenance.

Predisposition
Of all neuroblastomas, only ͭ-ͮ% is familialͰͯ. Hereditary neuroblastomas typically present at a
younger age and are more likely to have multiple primary sites. Up to this date, only two genes
have been significantly associated with familial neuroblastoma: PHOXͮB and ALK. The PHOXͮB
gene encodes a transcription factor that is required for neuronal differentiation and plays a
crucial role during the development of neural crest-derived autonomic neurons. Germline lossof-function mutations in PHOXͮB lie at the basis of diseases of neural crest origin, such as
congenital central hypoventilation syndrome (CCHS) and Hirschsprung disease. While the
general population has a chance of ͬ.ͬͭ% to develop a neuroblastic tumour, this chance is
increased to ͱ-ͭͬ% in children with these syndromes. The majority of familial cases, however,
can be attributed to germline gain-of-function mutations in ALK. This receptor is expressed
during the development of the sympathoadrenal nervous system and is thought to regulate the
balance between proliferation and differentiation through several downstream pathwaysͰͰ.
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Other cancer predisposition syndromes and RASopathies (germline mutations in the RAS
pathway, which is crucial for correct neural crest cell development) are also thought to increase
the risk of developing neuroblastoma. Finally, germline variants in, among others, LINͮʹB,
BARDͭ, LMOͭ, SDHB and GALNTͭ have previously been linked to familial neuroblastoma
through genome wide association studies (GWAS)ͭͯ,Ͱͱ.

CELL CYCLE AND APOPTOSIS IN NEUROBLASTOMA
In addition to the aforementioned recurring alterations, cell cycle regulators or upstream
signalling pathways are frequently mutated in neuroblastoma tumours, resulting in high
proliferation rates and uncontrolled cell divisionͰͲ. Cell cycle progression, or more specifically
the transition from Gͭ phase into S phase, is mediated by the Rb protein (pRb – not to be
confused with phosphorylated Rb protein). In cycling cells, pRb binds to and represses EͮF
family transcription factors. These transcription factors regulate the expression of several
target genes involved in, among others, DNA replication, mitosis, and differentiationͰͳ. The
release of pRb from EͮF is mediated by its phosphorylation by cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs).
CDKs are protein kinases that control different phases of the cell cycle. To exert their function,
they depend on the binding of cyclins and the phosphorylation by CDK-activating kinase (CAK).
CDKͰ and its homolog CDKͲ are, together with cyclin D (which is expressed upon mitogenic
stimulation), responsible for the initial phosphorylation of pRb. The phosphorylation of pRb
results in a conformational change and the release of EͮF transcription factors, which are then
able to initiate transcription of genes necessary for S phase entry (Figure ͭ). Among the
transcribed genes is cyclin E, which binds to and activates CDKͮ, thereby facilitating the
phosphorylation of pRb on additional sites. This hyperphosphorylation of pRb is kept until
mitosis is complete.
The kinase activity of CDKs is inhibited by cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors (CKIs). The CKIs
that oppose CDKͰ/Ͳ activity are part of the INKͰ family (pͭͲINKͰa, pͭͱINKͰb, pͭʹINKͰc and
pͭ͵INKͰd); they bind to CDKͰ and thereby inhibit its ability to phosphorylate pRb, thus
enforcing Gͭ arrest.
Besides the catalytic function of the CDKͰ-cyclin D complex, it serves another function, namely
the sequestration of Cip/Kip family members. This family is another group of CKIs, with the
most important members being pͮͭCipͭ and pͮͳKipͭ. Both pͮͭ and pͮͳ are usually bound to
the CDKͮ-cyclin E complex, inhibiting its kinase activity, but are drawn to the CDKͰ-cyclin D
complex once this is formed. This sequestration results in lower inhibitory levels and hence
activation of the CDKͮ-cyclin E complex. Interestingly, pͮͭ/pͮͳ seems to have a dual role in
regard to the CDKͰ-cyclin D complex; especially pͮͳ appears to rather facilitate its activity by
stabilising the complexͰʹ.
Disturbances in the pRb pathway are very common in human cancer. Typical aberrations are
the inactivation of pRb, overexpression of CDKͰ or cyclin Dͭ, and loss of pͭͲ. While pRb loss is
rare in neuroblastoma, the majority of cases presents with overexpression of cyclin DͭͰ͵,ͱͬ. Only
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Figure ͭ Simplified version of the pRb (left) and the p�� (right) pathway. The CDK�‐cyclin D complex,
which is inhibited by p��INK�a, is responsible for the phosphorylation of the Rb protein. Consequently,
the transcription factor E�F, responsible for the transcription of genes involved in G�/S phase
transition, is released. The transcription factor p�� regulates expression of many cell cycle regulatory
and apoptosis‐related genes. MDM� binds to and targets p�� for proteasomal degradation. MDM� is
bound and inhibited by p��ARF. The CKI p��Cip� is a target gene of p�� and, together with p��Kip�,
able to inhibit the CDK�‐cyclin E complex. The CDK�‐cyclin D complex is able to sequestrate these
CKIs away from CDK�‐cyclin E, which is then able to further activate pRb via hyperphosphorylation.
The CDK�‐cyclin D complex is either inhibited or stimulated by p��; phosphorylated of p��’s residues
Tyr�� and Tyr�� results in a conformational change, which activates the trimer.
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in some cases amplification of the CCNDͭ gene is the underlying mechanism; in most tumours,
transcriptional upregulation causes overexpression of cyclin Dͭͱͭ. Recently, Gartlgruber et al.
further highlighted the important role of CCNDͭ by showing how strongly it is regulated by
super enhancers and proving the dependency of neuroblastoma cells on cyclin Dͭ expressionͱͮ.
Besides overexpression of cyclin Dͭ, CDKͰ overexpression and loss of pͭͲ (discussed below) are
also recurrent events in neuroblastoma. There are few studies on CDKͰ copy number changes
(both amplifications and gains) in neuroblastoma, but frequencies up to ͱ% have been
describedͱͯ,ͱͰ.
Even though mutations in the pRb pathway interfere with the cell cycle, its disruption is not
sufficient to induce tumour growth. In order to become a cancer cell, other pathways, such as
the pͱͯ pathway, need to be disturbed simultaneouslyͱͱ. The TPͱͯ gene encodes for a
transcription factor that regulates the expression of more than ͯͬͬͬ genes and is sometimes
referred to as “the guardian of the genome”. In response to DNA damage, pͱͯ is stabilised and
activated, which initiates transcription of genes involved in cell cycle arrest and apoptotic
pathways. Loss of pͱͯ results in uncontrolled cell division with accumulating mutations; hence,
it is no surprise that TPͱͯ is frequently mutated in cancerͱͲ. One of the main regulators of pͱͯ is
MDMͮ, an Eͯ ubiquitin ligase that can bind to and block the transcriptional activity of pͱͯ
(Figure ͭ). Moreover, it targets pͱͯ for proteasomal degradation and inhibits its mRNA translation. MDMͮ, in turn, can be either transcriptionally regulated by pͱͯ itself or by pͭͰARFͱͳ,ͱʹ.
Latter protein, whose expression is mainly induced by oncogenic stimuli, blocks the binding of
MDMͮ to pͱͯ and thus its inhibitory action.
The inactivation of pͱͯ via mutation also occurs in paediatric cancers, although at much lower
frequencies, as childhood tumours tend to have lower mutational burden in generalͱ͵. In
neuroblastoma specifically, TPͱͯ is mutated in less than ͮ% of primary and a maximum of ͭͱ%
of relapse tumoursͲͬ,Ͳͭ. However, the pͱͯ pathway is often disturbed due to aberrant expression
of MDMͮ or pͭͰ (latter is discussed below). MDMͮ overexpression was described in up to ͱͯ%
of neuroblastoma patientsͲͮ. Partially responsible for this overexpression are low-frequent
gains or amplifications of chromosomal region ͭͮqͭͱ, which encodes MDMͮͲͭ,Ͳͯ. High expression of MDMͮ was shown to correlate with poor survivalͲͮ.
The pͱͯ and the pRb pathway are linked together in several ways. Among the connecting
members is, first, the CKI pͮͭ, which affects activity of the CDKͰ-cyclin D complexͱͳ. Since pͮͭ
is one of pͱͯ’s target genes, the pͱͯ pathway can also induce cell cycle arrest (Figure ͭ).
Secondly, EͮFͭ is able to activate pͱͯ, both through pͭͰ-dependent and pͭͰ-independent
pathwaysͱͱ. MDMͮ, on the other hand, can stabilise EͮFͭ by binding and inhibiting its ubiquitinationͲͰ. Thirdly, different connections between pRb and MDMͮ were reported. pRb was shown
to form a trimeric complex with MDMͮ and pͱͯ, thereby modulating pͱͯ stabilityͲͱ, but MDMͮ
seems also able to stimulate degradation of pRbͲͲ. Last but not least, the CDKNͮA locus
encodes both pͭͰ and pͭͲ. This locus, which resides at ͵pͮͭ, has a very unusual structure
(Figure ͮ). Initially, it was thought that it coded only for pͭͲ, but shortly after, a second
transcript was identifiedͲͳ. This alternative reading frame (ARF) coded for the pͭͰ protein. The
two transcripts share the same sequence on the DNA and exons ͮ and ͯ but have different
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promoters and alternative first exonsͲͳ. This design of two distinct proteins being transcribed
from the same DNA sequence is common in viruses and bacteria, but extremely rare in
eukaryotes.

Figure ͮ The human CDKNͮA locus on chromosome ͵pͮͭ. The two proteins encoded by this locus,
pͭͰARF and pͭͲINKͰa, share exon ͮ and ͯ but have distinct first exons, promoters, start sites and
reading frames. Exon ͯ of pͭͰ is not translated and forms the ͯ’ UTR. Caused by the different reading
frames, two unrelated proteins are transcribed, despite overlapping coding regions. PͭͰ blocks the
binding of MDMͮ to pͱͯ, whereas pͭͲ inhibits the CDKͰǦcyclin D complex.

Given the fact that the products of the CDKNͮA locus modulate both pRb and pͱͯ, it is not
surprising that deletion of this locus is one of the most common genetic events in cancerͲʹ,Ͳ͵. In
humans, inactivation of pͭͲ alone occurs through point mutation, deletion of exon ͭȽ or
promoter methylationͳͬ,ͳͭ. Interestingly, inactivation of only pͭͰ by promoter methylation or
inactivating missense mutations is rare in humans, and it is mostly deleted together with
pͭͲͳͬ,ͳͮ. While inactivation of either gene alone has also been described in neuroblastoma,
typically the whole CDKNͮA locus, affecting both genes, is lostͲͭ,ͳͯ,ͳͰ. This aberration might be
rare in primary neuroblastoma, but there is an enrichment of CDKNͮA deletions in relapse
tumoursͲͭ,ͳͱ,ͳͲ. Moreover, homozygous deletion of CDKNͮA is frequently found in paediatric
precision medicine programsͳͳ,ͳʹ and is the most frequent actionable event (unpublished data).
The double deregulation of the pͱͯ and the pRb pathway is not only a consequence of CDKNͮA
deletion but can also be a result of simultaneous gain or amplification of MDMͮ and CDKͰ. These
two proto-oncogenes are located at ͭͮqͭͱ and ͭͮqͭͰ.ͭ, respectively, and co-amplification has
been reported in up to ͱ% of neuroblastomasͳ͵–ʹͯ. Given the amount of crosstalk between the
pͱͯ and the pRb pathway, it seems obvious that deregulation of one of them also affects the
other, resulting in further disturbance of cell cycle progression.

NEUROBLASTOMA TREATMENT
Fast-dividing tumour cells need rigorous treatment to stop further proliferation. However, the
different treatment protocols are divergent and range from observational approaches only for
low-risk tumours to multimodal treatment for high-risk tumours. In the Netherlands, patients
are treated according to the DCOG (Dutch Children’s Oncology Group) NBLͮͬͬ͵ protocol
(Figure ͯ)ʹͰ. Generally, patients get a biopsy or undergo surgery at the beginning of treatment
for either diagnostic reasons alone or to additionally reduce tumour burden. Low-risk patients
then follow a wait-and-see policy. If the tumour progresses or symptoms become threatening,
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Figure ͯ Dutch treatment protocol for the different neuroblastoma risk groups (adapted from DCOG
NBL ���� treatment protocol). Low‐risk patients are generally observed and, upon progression,
treated with a maximum of four N� cycles. Intermediate‐risk patients are treated with surgery,
different cycles of chemotherapy and radiotherapy. High‐risk patients are randomly divided into the
GPOH or the Rapid COJEC arm for induction chemotherapy and in the BuMel only or BuMel with high‐
dose thiotepa arm for consolidation therapy. All high‐risk patients receive autologous stem cell
replacement, followed by radiotherapy. Maintenance therapy consists of ��‐cis retinoic acid and
dinutuximab‐β. Syringes indicate (optional) stem cell harvest and asterisk the optional radiotherapy
boost. N� chemotherapy includes doxorubicin, vincristine and cyclophosphamide; N�: cisplatin,
etoposide and vindesine; N�: vincristine, dacarbacine and doxorubicin; N� consists of cyclo‐
phosphamide only; A: vincristine, carboplatin and etoposide; B: vincristine and cisplatin; C: vincristine,
etoposide and cyclophosphamide; BuMel consists of busulfan and melphalan; S: surgery (dashed line
indicates optional surgery); RT: radiotherapy; ASCR: autologous stem cell replacement.

surgery and/or up to four courses of NͰ chemotherapy with doxorubicin, vincristine and cyclophosphamide are given. In case of continuous progression after these four cycles or progression
to stage Ͱ, patients are treated according to the high-risk protocol.
Medium-risk patients are treated with alternating cycles of Nͱ and NͲ induction chemotherapy.
Additional (or alternative) surgical removal is possible after cycle four or six. The maintenance
therapy consists of four cycles of Nͳ chemotherapy with radiation therapy after the first cycle.
High-risk patients are now randomised into two different arms. In the GPOH (Gesellschaft für
Pädiatrische Onkologie und Hämatologie) arm, patients receive six alternating cycles of Nͱ and
NͲ chemotherapy with surgery after cycle four or six, whereas in the Rapid COJEC arm, they
receive eight cycles of different chemotherapeutics and then undergo surgery (Figure ͯ).
Consolidation therapy is given to eradicate all remaining tumour cells in the bone marrow and
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here, patients are again randomised. One arm receives BuMel (busulfan and melphalan hydrochloride) only, the other arm additionally receives high dose thiotepa. Subsequently, all patients receive autologous stem cell transplantation (ASCT) and radiotherapy. Radiotherapy is
given at ͮͭ.Ͳ Gy, but patients with macroscopic disease might be randomly assigned to receive
an additional ͭͰ.Ͱ Gy boost. Maintenance therapy then consists of ͭͯ-cis retinoic acid treatment
combined with immunotherapy.

Immunotherapy
Neuroblastoma cells typically express the GDͮ disialoganglioside on their cell surfaceʹͱ.
Dinutuximab (or chͭͰ.ͭʹ) is a chimeric monoclonal antibody that is now added to the maintenance therapy protocol for high-risk neuroblastoma patients to prevent relapse and treat
residual disease. The effect of anti-GDͮ monoclonal antibodies is achieved through activation
of antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) and complement-dependent
cytotoxicity (CDC)ʹͲ. The immunotherapy treatment unfortunately has some signi-ficant side
effects, such as neuropathic pain, fever, hypotension, allergic reactions and capillary leak
syndrome, which led to discontinued treatment in almost ͮͬ% of patients in the clinical trialʹͳ.
Nevertheless, when combined with granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor (GMCSF), it increases the ͮ-year EFS by ͮͬ%ʹʹ, which is why Dinutuximab was approved by the FDA
and the EMA in ͮͬͭͱ. Of note, it remains somewhat unclear to what extent these superior EFS
and OS rates persist over timeʹ͵.

RELAPSE
Over the past ͮͬ years, survival rates for patients with neuroblastoma have improved significantly. For patients diagnosed between ͭ͵͵ͬ and ͭ͵͵Ͱ ͱ-year overall survival (OS) was ͮ͵%,
whereas this was ͱͬ% for patients diagnosed between ͮͬͬͱ and ͮͬͭͬ͵ͬ. For Dutch patients, ͱyear OS increased to Ͳͭ% between ͮͬͭͬ and ͮͬͭͰͱ. This increase is probably attributable to
intensified treatment with myeloablative therapy and immunotherapy. Despite the intense
multi-modal treatment and the initial response of high-risk tumours to these therapies, up to
ͱͬ% of the high-risk patients will eventually relapse. Of these relapses approximately ͳͱ% occur
within two years of diagnosis͵ͭ. Survival chances after relapse are currently still below ͭͬ% and
even lower in the case of MYCN amplification͵ͭ–͵ͯ. Mutational burden is generally higher in
relapse tumours and mutations found in primary-relapse paired samples suggest the outgrow
of resistant subclonesͳͱ. As a consequence, relapse tumours are typically resistant to standard
treatments, indicating that it is pivotal to focus more on targeting tumour-specific aberrations.
By incorporating these targeted treatments into frontline therapy, chances of relapse can
potentially be reduced.
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TARGETED TREATMENT
Advances in neuroblastoma treatment success have been rather limited compared to, for
example, leukaemia. The implementation of new (targeted) therapies usually takes many years,
if not (more than) a decade, and hence high-risk patients are still mostly treated with high-dose
systemic chemotherapy. Even though multi-national consortia now try to accelerate clinical
evaluation of drugs for paediatric cancer, most clinical trials still focus on adult patients only.
The development of targeted therapies for paediatric cancer, and neuroblastoma in particular,
is further hampered by the fact that patient numbers are small, with genetic subpopulations
being even smaller. However, to improve survival and lowering the chance of recurrent disease
there is an urgent need to evaluate targeted compounds in neuroblastoma and match
responses with specific biomarkers. Some recent advances include targeting MYCN through
downstream or interacting proteins, as well as targeting ALK, the PIͯK/Akt/mTOR pathway and
the RAS-MAPK pathway. Moreover, (pre)clinical research also focuses on targeting DNA repair,
cell cycle regulation and apoptosis͵Ͱ. Latter two are also the focus of this thesis and are further
discussed below.

MYCN inhibition
Targeting MYCN itself is challenging due to a lack of suitable binding surfaces for small molecule
inhibitorsͮͯ. As a consequence, MYCN activity can only be blocked indirectly, e.g. by targeting
regulators of MYCN mRNA and protein stability or downstream targetsͮͯ,͵ͱ. One of the most
promising targets to do so is Aurora Kinase A (AURKA), which is essential for mitosis. AURKA
interacts with MYCN and prevents its proteasomal degradation. Overexpression of this protein
correlates with poor survival in neuroblastoma patients͵Ͳ. Recent studies showed promising
results when AURKA inhibitors were combined with ATR kinase inhibition in MYCN‐driven
neuroblastoma mouse models͵ͳ.
BET inhibitors are also being investigated, as this family of epigenetic modifiers regulates the
transcription of many genes, including MYCN. Bromodomain-containing protein Ͱ (BRDͰ) is a
member of the BET family and can be inhibited with the small molecule inhibitor JQͭ. Treatment with JQͭ results in downregulation of MYCN, decreases proliferation and increases
differentiation͵ʹ,͵͵. Other promising candidates to combat MYCN-driven neuroblastoma are
CDK͵/ͮ inhibitorsͭͬͬ, as well as (combinations with) histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitorsͭͬͭ.

ALK inhibition
ALK is a receptor tyrosine kinase involved in apoptosis inhibition, proliferation and angiogenesis via several downstream pathways, including the PIͯK/Akt/mTOR and the RAS-MAPK
pathways. ALK also drives the transcription of MYCN. In neuroblastoma, the majority of
reported ALK mutations affect the kinase domain, leading to constitutive activation. The first
ALK inhibitor, crizotinib, showed only modest response in ALK-positive neuroblastoma
patientsͭͬͮ. Secondary resistance, caused by acquired mutations in the kinase domain, is a
major challenge with tyrosine kinase inhibitors. Hence, several second- and third-generation
inhibitors have been developed and tested since. Alectinibͭͬͯ, brigatinibͭͬͰ and entrectinibͭͬͱ all
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showed efficiency in preclinical neuroblastoma models and lorlatinib with chemotherapy is
currently investigated in several clinical trials.

Targeting the PIͯK/Akt/mTOR pathway
The PIͯK/Akt/mTOR pathway plays a key role in tumourigenesis and was demonstrated to be
recurrently disturbed in neuroblastomaͭͬͲ–ͭͬʹ. It is a complex signalling network, which obtains
signals from various receptors and regulates many different target genes. In short, PIͯK is
activated by either a receptor tyrosine kinase or a G-protein-coupled receptor. PIͯK phosphorrylates PIPͮ into the active second messenger PIPͯ, which then activates Akt. Akt is a serine
threonine kinase and able to regulate many downstream targets. Among those targets is
mTOR, or more specifically the mTOR complex ͭ (mTORCͭ), which regulates cell growth and
protein synthesis via SͲK and ͰEBPͭͭͬ͵. Of note, Akt also phosphorylates MDMͮͭͭͬ,ͭͭͭ. The
PIͯK/Akt/mTOR pathway can be blocked at various levels of the signalling cascadeͭͭͮ. Inhibitors
of IGF-ͭR, one of the pathway’s receptors, PIͯK, Akt and the two mTOR complexes (mTORCͭ
and mTORCͮ) are currently investigated in neuroblastoma patientsͭͭͯ,ͭͭͰ.

Targeting the RAS/MAPK pathway
The RAS/MAPK pathway also plays a crucial role in cellular growth. Briefly, RAS is triggered by
receptor tyrosine kinases and activates RAF. Via a phosphorylation cascade, MEKͭ/ͮ and ERK
(also known as MAPK) are activated. MAPK is involved in the regulation of several transcription
factors important for cell proliferation and survival. Cyclin D expression is also regulated by this
pathwayͭͭͱ. While mostly absent in primary tumours, RAS/MAPK activating mutations are
present in approximately ͯͬ% of relapse neuroblastomasͳͱ. Inhibition of this pathway focuses
mainly on MEKͭ/ͮ and RAF.

Targeting apoptosis and the cell cycle
The apoptotic pathway and the cell cycle became popular targets to attack cancer cells, with
MDMͮ and CDKͰ inhibition being the most logical therapeutic options, since substituting lost
tumour suppressor genes, like CDKNͮA, is not possible yet. To date, several small molecule
MDMͮ inhibitors have been developed; most of which occupy the pͱͯ binding cleft of MDMͮͭͭͲ.
MDMͮ is then no longer able to bind to and block pͱͯ activity, which ultimately results in growth
inhibition, cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in pͱͯ wildtype cells. The “nutlins” are the class of
MDMͮ inhibitors furthest in clinical development. The first inhibitor of this class, nutlin-ͯa (and
its inactive enantiomer nutlin-ͯb), was discovered in ͮͬͬͰͭͭͳ. Despite showing good efficacy,
the clinical development was discontinued due to limited solubility, potential toxicities and
nonspecific targetingͭͭʹ. RGͳͭͭͮ showed improved pharmacological properties, but also rather
severe side effectsͭͭ͵,ͭͮͬ. RGͳͯʹʹ, or idasanutlin, is the most potent and most selective nutlinͭͮͭ.
It is also the drug furthest in clinical development, as it passed phase II testing in adult cancer
and is currently being evaluated in a phase I/II trial in paediatric cancer (ClinicalTrials.gov
identifier: NCTͬͰͬͮ͵Ͳʹʹ). Next to the nutlins, several other MDMͮ antagonists are currently
clinically evaluated in adult malignanciesͭͭͲ,ͭͭʹ. Of these, HDM-ͮͬͭ is also evaluated in neuroblastoma (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCTͬͮͳʹͬͭͮʹ).
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For targeting CDKͰ and its homolog CDKͲ, choices are less abundant. The only three currently
available targeted compounds, palbociclib (PD-ͬͯͯͮ͵͵ͭ), ribociclib (LEE-ͬͭͭ) and abemaciclib
(LYͮʹͯͱͮͭ͵), all bind to the ATP binding pocket of CDKͰ and CDKͲͭͮͮ. All three inhibitors are
currently approved for HR+/HERͮ- breast cancer, with abemaciclib showing the highest
response rates in clinical trialsͭͮͯ. Moreover, abemaciclib is able to penetrate the CNS, contrary
to the other two drugs, and has a different toxicity profile. Clinical evaluation of all three
compounds for neuroblastoma was either done or is currently underway (e.g., ClinicalTrials.gov
identifiers: NCTͬͯͱͮͲͮͱͬ, NCTͬͭͳͰͳʹͳͲ, NCTͬͮͲͰͰͰͲͬ).

OUTLINE OF THE THESIS
The studies included in this thesis all revolve around the pͱͯ and the pRb pathways and
therapeutic options in neuroblastoma and other childhood tumours. In chapter ͮ, we present a
new concept for systematic literature reviews, the so-called Target Actionability Review (TAR)
strategy. A TAR provides insight in the status of and gaps in the current (pre)clinical knowledge
of a gene/pathway in childhood cancers and the results, presented in a heatmap, can be of value
for the prioritisation of future (pre)clinical research. The TAR strategy is presented using MDMͮTPͱͯ as an example. In chapter ͯ, we apply the TAR strategy to CDKͰ/Ͳ and their inhibitors. The
amplification of MDMͮ and CDKͰ in neuroblastoma and their potential to serve as a biomarker
for MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors, respectively, is further studied in chapter Ͱ. In this chapter,
we also examine the combined inhibition of MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ. In chapter ͱ, we have a closer
look at the CDKNͮA locus. We establish pͭͰ, pͭͲ and pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockouts in neuroblastoma cells
and examine the consequences of these different knockouts on gene expression and drug
sensitivity. In chapter Ͳ, we discuss the results presented in this thesis and elaborate on future
directions.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Children with cancer are in urgent need of new therapies, as approximately ͮͱ%
of patients experience a relapse and ͮͬ% succumb to their disease. Moreover, the majority of
survivors suffer from clinically relevant health problems. Repurposing of targeted agents
developed for adult indications could provide novel therapeutic options for paediatric cancer
patients. To prioritise targeted drugs for paediatric clinical development, we applied a systematic review methodology to develop a Target Actionability Review (TAR) strategy. These TARs
assess the strength and completeness of published preclinical proof-of-concept (PoC) data by
structured critical appraisal of and summarising the available scientific literature for a specific
target (pathway) and the associated drugs in paediatric tumours.
Methods: A sensitive literature search in PubMed was performed and relevant papers were
identified. For each paper, the individual experimental findings were extracted, marked for
paediatric tumour type and categorised into nine separate PoC data modules. Each experimental finding was scored for experimental outcome and quality independently by two
reviewers; discrepancies were assessed by a third reviewer and resolved by adjudication. Scores
corresponding to one PoC module were merged for each tumour type and visualised in a heatmap matrix in the publicly available Rͮ data portal [rͮ.amc.nl].
Results and conclusions: To test our TAR methodology, we conducted a pilot study on MDMͮ
and TPͱͯ. The heatmap generated from analysis of ͭͲͭ publications provides a rationale to
support drug development in specific paediatric solid and brain tumour types. Furthermore, our
review highlights tumor types where preclinical data are incomplete or lacking and for which
additional preclinical testing is advisable.
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INTRODUCTION
Paediatric cancer remains the leading cause of disease-related death in children and
adolescentsͭ. However, due to its rarity (<ͭ% of cancersͮ), the majority of cancer drug development is focused on adult malignanciesͭ. In addition, a limited number of paediatric-specific
clinical trials are feasible because of low patient numbers and funding at any given time.
Therefore, far fewer therapies are approved for children than for adults. Paediatric oncologists
may resort to off-label use of drugs approved or in clinical trials for adults, but this ad hoc
administration outside of systematic paediatric trials precludes systematic evaluation and
cannot fulfil the ethical and legal demand of safe and tested drugs for children with cancerͯ.
Furthermore, paediatric tumours generally have a lower mutational burden than adult
malignancies and thus fewer, yet potentially more specific, therapeutic targetsͰ,ͱ. In order to
efficiently guide clinical development for a novel targeted agent, comprehensive proof-ofconcept (PoC) preclinical data are essential. To this end, we have developed a systematic
literature review strategy for targeted interventions in paediatric tumour types as part of the
Innovative Therapies for Children with CancerͲ Paediatric Preclinical PoC Platform (ITCC-PͰ),
an Innovative Medicines Initiative ͮ (IMIͮ)-funded public–private partnership between academic research institutions and pharmaceutical companies. This structured stepwise review of
published literature was performed on a particular target gene or pathway and corresponding
drug(s)/compound(s) across a broad panel of ͭͲ paediatric solid and brain tumour types. Our
review highlights the strength and extent of, and gaps in, the current knowledge of the drug
target and associated drugs in a specific paediatric malignancy. Furthermore, it encourages
additional preclinical testing in a more efficient manner. With these efforts, we provide
guidance for well-informed decision-making on and prioritisation of subsequent further preclinical and clinical evaluation.

METHODS
Two independent reviewers performed the initial stepwise systematic review process by
determining whether individual published studies address one of eight preclinical and one PoC
modules. These modules are based on the output of the International Society of Paediatric
Oncology (SIOP) Taskforce on Target Actionability and focus on aspects of tumour dependency
on a specific target as well as the effects of corresponding targeted compounds on tumour
growth and disease progression (see Table ͭ for details on the PoC modules). Both reviewers
independently extracted and appraised experimental findings from the selected papers guided
by critical appraisal questions for each of the PoC modules. A third reviewer was included at
Step ͯ to ensure the robustness of the review and to aid in the resolution of discrepancies
between the first two reviewers. The publicly available web portal Rͮ [rͮ.amc.nl] was set up for
online review, appraisal adjudication, and visualisation of results. The four general steps are
summarised below and in Figure ͭ and an example is given in Supplementary Figure Sͭ.
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Table ͭ Critical appraisal questions and framework for key experimental findings to summarise in TAR.
Proof-of-concept
Critical appraisal questions
Module (PoC)

Information to include in summaries of
experimental findings

PoC ͭ:
Total size of cohort (consider only the number
Is the target pathway active in the tumour of interest?
target/pathway
of patient samples, not cell lines)
activation in
Target/pathway evaluation in clinical series: DNA
paediatric clinical
aberrations, (over)expression, methylation
Methodology used
series
changes?
Percent of samples expressing the target (and
Target DNA aberrations: Mutation, translocation,
associated alterations or mutation) or with
amplification, in/del, CNV
activated target pathway
Percent of samples with aberrant target/pathway
in clinical series
Distribution over clinical risk groups
Correlation to clinical outcome
Correlation to other tumour biology
Target expression/pathway activity compared to
normal tissue, other cancers, and/or other
reference tissue
Tumour target
dependence

Is the tumour of interest dependent on the target or pathway
for survival?

PoC ͮ: In vitro

In vitro

In vitro/in vivo
Molecular target gene silencing in cells (RNAi,
AOs, CRISPR, etc.) or ectopic expression;
preferably≥ � cell lines

Model(s)

Phenotype analysis (apoptosis, cell viability, etc.) Methodology used
Biological effect of molecular silencing or ectopic Results of initial experiment (generally, cell
expression of target
viability or tumour growth)
Appropriate controls (use of multiple silencing
Rescue experiment used
tools, rescue experiments, control cell lines, etc.)
Additional functional assays showing target or
pathway dependence for
mutated/translocated/amplified target genes
PoC ͯ: In vivo

Validation (effects on apoptosis, proliferation,
cell cycle, migration, gene or protein
expression, etc.)

In vivo
Molecular silencing or overexpression of target
gene in xenografts (inducible shRNA or
expression vectors)
Transgenic models (mice, zebrafish, etc.) for
mutated/translocated/amplified target genes or
for activated pathways

Sensitivity to
tool
compound/drug

Does the targeted compound reduce survival of the tumour
of interest in preclinical models?
('Proof of principle': can a chemical 'tool compound' hit the
target and produce the desired biological effect?)
(Proof of concept': can a drug in clinical development hit the
target and produce the desired biological effect at a
clinically relevant concentration(s)?)

PoC Ͱ: in vitro

In vitro

In vitro
Preferably ≥� cell lines with target dependence Type (established cell line or patient-derived
(preferably with ≥� control cell line without target [i.e. ex vivo]) and number of cell lines used
dependence)
[including controls])
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readout ͭ Cell viability: IC��, GI��, LC��, survival curves

Drug(s) used and concentration range tested;
time point(s) used to assess cell viability

Biological efficacy: Preferably measured with
readout ͮ pharmacodynamic (PD) assays intended for
extrapolation to clinical studies

Percent of sensitive lines (IC�� ≤ ��� nM or
clinically relevant [if known/applicable])

TAR: matching targeted drugs to paediatric cancers

Correlation of efficacy with tumour biology
PoC ͱ: in vivo

In vivo

Validation (effects on apoptosis, proliferation,
cell cycle, migration, gene or protein
expression, etc.)
In vivo

Model(s) (cell-line or patient-derived
Xenografts / PDX / GEMM (both with dependency
xenografts, transgenic mice, orthotopic v
on evaluated target)
subcutaneous, etc.) and n/arm
Preferably measured with predictive biomarker
to be used in clinical trial for patient selection
Pharmacokinetics (PK; plasma and
readout ͭ
intratumoural)

Dosing schedule used
Tumour growth inhibition and/or overall
response extrapolation for each experiment

Pharmacodynamics in tumour: ͭ. target binding, Validation (effects on apoptosis, proliferation,
readout ͮ ͮ. target inhibition, ͯ. pathway modulation, Ͱ.
cell cycle, migration, gene or protein
biological effect
expression, etc.)
PK - PD relationships: Preferably use assays
intended for extrapolation to clinical studies
readout ͯ

Response rates and survival measures (use
established, measurable tumours)
Efficacy - PD - PK relationships

PoC Ͳ: predictive Can biological compound efficacy be determined by a specific
Biomarker(s) reported
biomarkers
marker in preclinical models?
Evaluation of existing, validated biomarkers in PoCͰ and PoCͱ

In vitro/in vivo correlation (include statistical
values if available)

Predictive biomarker (intended for extrapolation Patient correlation (include statistical values if
to clinical studies and patient selection)
available)
Efficacy biomarkers (PD markers)
PoC ͳ: resistance Are the mechanisms of resistance understood?

Patient correlation (include statistical values if
available)
Model(s) (in vitro/in vivo)

(Analysed in preclinical models, use knowledge from adult
studies, added observations in patient samples from trials)
Methodology
Target mutations

Resistance reported and drug concentration /
validation (if applicable)

Upregulation of alternative pathways
Increased drug transporters
Other mechanisms
PoC ʹ:
combinations

Are synergistic combinations with other drugs/compounds
Model(s) (in vitro/in vivo)
established?
Methodology for combination (combination of
Rational combinations: based on pathway knowledge and/or
multiple drugs, combination of drug plus
resistance observations from PoCͳ
knockdown, etc.)
Compound/drug + cytotoxics

Drug(s) used and concentration range tested;
time point(s)

Compound/drug + targeted compound

Drug(s) used and concentration range tested;
time point(s)
Results (Combination index [CI]/method of
determining combination effect, percent of
models showing synergism)
Validation (effects on apoptosis, proliferation,
cell cycle, migration, gene or protein
expression, etc.)

PoC ͵: clinical
evaluation

Can the targeted compound safely be administered to Number of patients included in the trial and
children with cancer? ('phase I')
tumour types considered
Has a formal phase I trial been conducted with a
targeted compound in children with cancer?

Study design (phase, type of design [openlabel, randomized, controlled, other])

Has a recommended dose been established for
single drug use?

Toxicity profile
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Has a recommended dose been established for
use in combinations in standard of care (SOC)??

Recommended phase II dose, if applicable

Does the targeted compound show efficacy (clinical or Efficacy signal observed (ORR, CR, PR, SD or
biological) in relapsed/refractory disease? ('phase II')
PD), if applicable
Has a formal phase II trial been performed with a
targeted compound in children with cancer?
In which diseases has efficacy been investigated?
In which stage of disease (Relapsed/refractory?
Treatment-naïve?)
Were trials done with single drug or in
combinations?
Has 'biological efficacy' (PD biomarkers) been
shown?
Does the targeted compound add benefit to the standard-ofcare treatment? ('phase III ')
See EBM critical appraisal checklists for
'therapeutic interventions'
(http://www.cebm.net/critical-appraisal/)

Step ͭ: extensive literature search for papers on paediatric tumours of interest.
PubMed is queried using specific keywords agreed upon by the initial two reviewers: [“paediatric
cancer type” AND “target(s)/pathway”] and, in some cases, [“paediatric cancer type” AND “drug
name”]. The scope of the TAR is limited to paediatric solid and brain tumour histologies (listed
in Table ͮ). Based on the identified titles and abstracts, the reviewers independently decided
which papers identified by the PubMed search merit inclusion in the downstream analysis.
Papers addressing at least one of the corresponding critical appraisal questions for a specific
PoC module (Table ͭ) are included; review articles were excluded. Reviewers agreed on a single
list of PubMed IDs (PMIDs) to upload to the Rͮ data application, which automatically links the
PMIDs to the full texts of these relevant papers.

Step ͮ: critical evaluation and scoring of papers.
Papers were critically read and appraised by the two reviewers independently, guided by the
critical appraisal questions for each PoC module (Tables ͭ, ͯ, and Ͱ). Both reviewers identified
the tumour type(s) and PoC data modules addressed in each study, then summarised the key
experimental findings for each PoC and entered these in the Rͮ TAR platform. To ensure a
standardised literature review, a scoring system was defined based on two parameters: ‘experimental quality’ and ‘experimental outcome’. ‘Experimental quality’ is a measure of the quality
of reported findings, with scores ranging from ͭ to ͯ, which are determined by experimental
methods, number of samples and controls, and additional variables (Table ͯ); ‘experimental
outcome’ (ranging from -ͯ to +ͯ) scores the extent of the reported results in pre-defined
quantitative categories based on whether the study results support targeting a particular
pathway in a specific tumour type (Table Ͱ). Both reviewers scored each key experimental
finding for the two parameters independently from each other (Figure ͭ). The resultant data
summary and accompanying scores for both reviewers constitute one ‘data entry’ and are
stored in the Rͮ TAR platform (Figure ͯd).
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Table ͮ Tumour types included in TAR search criteria.
Tumour histology

Subtypes

Neuroblastoma (NBL)

MYCN‐amplified
Non-MYCN-amplified

Rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS)

Alveolar (aRMS)

Reference

ͳ,ʹ

PAX�-fusion positive
PAX�-fusion positive
Embryonal
RAS mutant
RAS wild-type
Synovial sarcoma (SS)
Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumour (MPNST)
Ewing's sarcoma (ES)

FET-ETS

͵

FET-ETS-plus
Non-FET-ETS
Osteosarcoma (OS)
Atypical teratoid/rhabdoid tumour + malignant
rhabdoid tumour (AT/RT + MRT)

TYR
SHH
MYC
Extracranial rhabdoid

Wilms tumours/nephroblastoma (WT)
Hepatoblastoma (HB)
Inflammatory myofibroblastic tumour (IMT)
Extracranial germ cell tumour (GCT)
Retinoblastoma (RB)
Low-grade glioma (WHO grades I and II) (LGG)
High-grade glioma (WHO grades III and IV) (HGG)

KͮͳM mutant

ͭͬ

GͯͰ mutant
MYCN
RTK
NOS
Diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma (DIPG)
Ependymoma (EPN)

ST-EPN-RELA

ͭͭ,ͭͮ

ST-EPN-YAPͭ
PF-EPN-A
PF-EPN-B
Medulloblastoma (MB)

WNT

ͭͯ,ͭͰ

SHH - pͱͯ wild-type
SHH - pͱͯ mutant
Group ͯ
Group Ͱ
These subtypes were defined during expert panels of the ITCC-PͰ consortium. Brain tumour histologies are shaded in grey.
MYCN-amplified: NBL with ιʹ copies of MYCN; PAXͯ-fusion positive: RMS with PAXͯ fusions, most common PAXͯ-FOXOͭ;
PAXͳ-fusion positive: RMS with PAXͳ fusions, most common PAXͳ-FOXOͭ; RAS mutant: tumours with mutations in NRAS,
HRAS or KRAS; FET-ETS: fusion between FET family member and ETS family member proteins and no other alterations; FETETS plus: FET-ETS fusion ES with STAGͮ and/or TPͱͯ and/or CDKNͮA alterations; non-FET-ETS: Ewing-like sarcoma (typically
with BCOR, CIC or NFACTͮ fusions); TYR subgroup: high expression of the TYR gene; SHH subgroup: extensive sonic hedgehog
(SHH) signalling; MYC subgroup: characterised by overexpression of the MYC gene; KͮͳM mutant: gliomas with a somatic KͮͳM
histone (Hͯ) mutation; GͯͰ mutant: gliomas with a somatic GͯͰR/V histone (Hͯ.ͯ) mutation; MYCN; gliomas enriched for
MYCN/MYC amplifications; RTK: gliomas with PDGFRA amplifications; NOS: not otherwise specified; ST-EPN-RELA: supratentorial EPN with RELA fusions; ST-EPN-YAPͭ: supratentorial EPNs with YAPͭ fusions; PF-EPN-A: posterior fossa EPN with a
largely balanced chromosomal profile; PF-EPN-B: posterior fossa EPNs with a high degree of genomic instability; WNT: MB
primarily driven by Wingless signalling pathways; SHH: MB primarily driven by sonic hedgehog signalling pathways, with or
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without TPͱͯ mutation; Group ͯ: no unifying underlying pathway known, worst prognosis; Group Ͱ: no unifying underlying
mechanism known.

Step ͯ: reviewer adjudication.
The Rͮ TAR platform detected and highlighted scoring discrepancies between the two reviewers who then discussed the discordant PoC modules to reach a consensus in their scores.
Subsequently, a third reviewer, blinded to the previous scores in Rͮ, independently assessed
the highlighted papers with scoring conflicts to add another layer of unbiased review. In the
event that the third reviewer disagreed with the adjudicated scores of the first two reviewers,
the three reviewers discussed and came to a consensus, resulting in one set of finalised scores
and experimental findings, which were updated in Rͮ.

Step Ͱ: generation of finalised heatmap.
The adjudicated experimental outcome and quality scores for each data entry are multiplied by
Rͮ in order to better separate higher quality data from lower quality. Multiplication of both
scores results in scores ranging from -͵ to +͵. The application subsequently averages all available multiplied scores into one ‘appraisal score’ for each PoC module within a specific tumour
type, with the direction and magnitude indicating the strength of a positive or negative result.
Papers with high quality methodology are thus weighted in this appraisal score.
A heatmap is generated in Rͮ (Figure ͯc) from the appraisal scores in a gradient colour code,
with yellow indicating negative results and blue signifying positive results. Hovering over a
square representing the average appraisal score for a POC module within a specific tumour type
causes a box to pop up and display the average and median scores along with the number of
papers analysed for that particular module. The number of papers can also be displayed within
each box of the heatmap. Clicking on a square in the heatmap will display the list of papers
included in that specific PoC module along with the accompanying summary of the experimental findings, the scores for experimental quality and outcome, and direct links to PubMed
(Figure ͯd).
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Methodology
Tumour cell viability
Biological pathway readout

Model used
Tumour formation/growth
Biological pathway readout

Number of cell lines
Measurement of PD markers
and/or phenotypic response

Number and type of models
used
Measurement of PD markers
and/or phenotypic response

Confirmation of correlation
Patient selection

Mechanism of resistance
Molecular analysis
Method to overcome
resistance

Concentrations tested
In vitro combination index
values
In vivo combination

PoC �: tumour target
dependence in vitro

PoC �: tumour target
dependence in vivo

PoC �: in vitro sensitivity to
compound/drug

PoC �: in vivo activity of
compound/drug

PoC �: predictive biomarkers

PoC �: resistance

PoC �: combinations

PoC �: target/pathway activation Number of paediatric samples
in paediatric clinical series
Type of analysis

Proof-of-concept module (PoC) Description

Table ͯ Rubric for scoring experimental quality.

Transgenic mouse model or ≥� different xenografts with appropriate controls and/or different methods of genetic
modification in vivo (shRNA /CRISPR)

≥� xenograft models or � transgenic mouse model with appropriate control; treatment with clinically relevant dose;
validation

�-� concentrations of each compound are tested and combination index values calculated; with or without evaluation of
combination in vivo

� Only � concentration of each compound is tested; no evaluation of combination in vivo

�

� >� concentrations of each compound are tested and combination index values calculated; combination evaluated in vivo

� Only reporting resistance

� Reported resistance and analysis of molecular changes underlying/due to resistance

� Reported resistance and comprehensive analysis and reversing/overcoming resistance

� Correlation not confirmed

� Correlation confirmed in one model

� Correlation molecularly confirmed in ≥� models (e.g. silencing, overexpression, etc.); patient selection

� � xenograft model OR use of supra-clinical dose levels; no appropriate control or validation

� � xenograft model with appropriate control; treatment with clinically relevant dose; validation

�

� � cell line and/or lack of control and/or validation

� �-� cell lines + ≥� appropriate controls; validation

� �+ cell lines + ≥� appropriate controls; validation

� � xenograft model without appropriate control

� ≥� different xenografts without appropriate control

�

� Questionable alteration of gene expression

� Single method to alter target expression in <� cell lines

� Different methods to alter target expression in ≥� cell lines; phenotypic analysis of knockdown

� n ≤ �� paediatric patient samples; � method

� �� > n > �� paediatric patient samples; ≥� reliable method

� n ≥ �� paediatric patient samples; ≥� different methods OR next-generation sequencing

Scoring and criteria
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Description

IC�� observed after ��hr exposure

In vivo tumour response

Correlation of biomarker status
with anti-cancer activity of a
targeted drug in vitro/in vivo

Reported resistance with drug
exposure

Synergy in combination testing at
clinically relevant dosages in
relevant in vitro and/or in vivo
models

PoC �: in vitro sensitivity to
compound/drug

PoC �: in vivo activity of
compound/drug

PoC �: predictive biomarkers

PoC �: resistance

PoC �: combinations

PoC �: tumour target dependence Level of dependency and
in vivo
phenotypic recapitulation

PoC �: tumour target dependence Level of dependency and
in vitro
phenotypic recapitulation

PoC �: target/pathway activation Prevalence of target/pathway in
in paediatric clinical series
cohort

Proof-of-concept module (PoC)

Table Ͱ Rubric for scoring experimental outcomes.

-� No combination benefit

-� Very minor synergy/additive effect observed - CI �.�-�.�

� Moderate synergy/additive effect - CI �.�-�.�

� Strong synergy reported – combination index (CI) <�.�

� Resistance reported with no mechanism

� Resistance reported at clinically relevant concentration/dose and identification/description of mechanism

-� No correlation (presence of biomarker does not correlate with drug response)

� Moderate correlation (presence of biomarker results in different drug response, not significant)

� Strong correlation (presence of biomarker results in significantly different drug response)

-� No activity or clear PD, growth comparable to control

-� Very minor response (between SD and PD, slight TGI)

� Response comparable to SD

� Response comparable to PR/CR

-� No activity (IC�� > �� μM)

-� IC�� > ���� nM

� IC�� = ��� - ����nM

� IC�� < ��� nM or ≤ clinically relevant concentrationa

-� No dependency

� Partial dependency (<��% response)

� Full dependency (CR) after knockdown/knockout or transformation in GEMM

-� No dependency

� Partial dependency (<��% cell death OR altered growth)

� Full dependency (>��% cell death OR transformation)

-� ≤�% of cohort

� Between �-��%

� More than ��% of cohort

Scoring and criteria
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Phase III

Phase II

Phase I

Added efficacy over SOC in appropriate pivotal trial with acceptable benefit/risk profile.
New drug now part of SOC.

-ͯ Insufficient efficacy in pivotal trial

ͭ Added efficacy over SOC but new agent not part of SOC, due to trial design issues and/or benefit/risk assessment

ͯ

-ͯ No efficacy observed and/or unacceptable toxicity

ͭ Limited efficacy observed above the historical ORR, DoR, and/or PFS and acceptable toxicity

ͯ Efficacy observed greater than historical ORR, DoR, and/or PFS and acceptable toxicity

-ͯ Toxicity profile not acceptable

ͭ DLT observed with still acceptable safety and no efficacy observed

ͯ Toxicity profile acceptableb, RPͮD identified and early efficacy observed

CR: complete regression, disappearance of tumour; PR: partial regression, ≥ͯͬ% decrease of tumour volume; SD: stable disease, neither PR nor PD criteria met; PD: progressive disease, ≥ͮͬ%
increase of tumour volume; TGI: tumour growth inhibition; criteria based on RECIST criteriaͭͱ.
RPͮD: recommended phase ͮ dose; DLT: dose-limiting toxicity; ORR: overall response rate; DoR: duration of response; PFS: progression-free survival; SOC: standard-of-care.
NB: if publications did not address the experimental outcomes according to these criteria, the outcomes were estimated and scored based on this table.
a Clinically relevant concentration: the dose that corresponds to the maximum plasma concentrations reached in patients without signs of toxicity.
b Toxicity profile is acceptable if adverse events are not life-threatening (no higher than Grade ͯ based on the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events)Ͳͭ.

PoC ͵: clinical trials
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RESULTS
In order to test our methodology and to identify and implement any modifications deemed
necessary through an iterative approach, we conducted a pilot review on MDMͮ and the TPͱͯ
gene. The pͱͯ pathway is well characterised for its role in tumourigenesis and disease progression across different types of cancer. MDMͮ (also called HDMͮ), a transcriptional target of
the tumour suppressor pͱͯ, is an Eͯ ubiquitin ligase which negatively regulates pͱͯ through
blocking its transcriptional activity, targeting it for proteasomal degradation, and by inhibiting
TPͱͯ mRNA translationͭͲ. MDMͮ amplification, copy number variations (CNVs), and overexpression promote tumour growth by disrupting the balance between MDMͮ and pͱͯ
functionͭͳ. Therefore, the MDMͮ-pͱͯ interaction is an attractive therapeutic target and MDMͮ
inhibition in particular has been the focus of several drug development efforts. As mutations in
pͱͯ, which are less frequent in childhood tumours, impair the transcription of its target genes
(including MDMͮ), the activity of most MDMͮ inhibitors is dependent on wild type TPͱͯͭʹ,ͭ͵.
Evaluation of first-generation MDMͮ inhibitors nutlin-ͯ and RGͳͭͭͮ demonstrated poor or
highly variable bioavailability and high toxicity in adult patients. Consequently, the clinical focus
has shifted to next-generation inhibitors, including idasanutlin (RGͳͯʹʹ)
and DS-ͯͬͯͮb (Supplementary Table
Sͭ)ͭͳ,ͮͬ,ͮͭ.

Figure ͮ Study selection process for the pilot MDMͮǦ
TPͱͯ TAR.

The search terms [“paediatric cancer
type” AND (MDMͮ OR HDMͮ)] and
[“paediatric cancer type” AND nutlin]
identified ͳͮͲ unique papers (search
date: ͭͭ March ͮͬͭ͵), ͭͲͭ (ͮͮ%) of
which met our inclusion criteria (Figure ͮ). After independent evaluation
of these papers by the first two
reviewers, ͯͰͯ data entries were created in Rͮ; of these, ͭͬͲ (ͯͭ%) were
scored differently by the two reviewers. Discrepancies in ͯͳ of the
ͭͬͲ data entries that were initially
discordant between the first two
reviewers (ͯͱ%) were noted after the
third review; all discrepancies were
resolved after the final adjudication.
No papers or entries were excluded
during reviewer discussions and the
final number of adjudicated data
entries remained ͯͯʹ.
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Due to the multiple possible mechanisms of MDMͮ-pͱͯ pathway dysregulation, the
‘target/pathway pattern module’ (PoC ͭ; Tables ͭ and ͱ) was further divided into subcategories
to differentiate among (a) MDMͮ amplification, (b) gain (either whole chromosome or focal) or
overexpression, and (c) expression (generally as determined by immunohistochemistry). In
addition, the mutational status of TPͱͯ reported in ͭͮ recent studies subjecting paediatric
tumour samples to next-generation sequencing was recorded as part of PoC module ͭ (d). As
TPͱͯ mutations are generally thought to be inactivating and thereby abrogating the need for
MDMͮ-mediated pͱͯ inactivation, ‘experimental outcome’ scores were inverted for PoC ͭd
(Table ͱ).
Table ͱ Scoring addendum for PoC ͭ for the MDMͮǦTPͱͯ TAR.
Proof-of-concept module (PoC) Description
PoC ͭ: target/pathway activation MDMͮ/HDMͮ amplification
in paediatric clinical series (a)

Scoring and criteria
ͯ More than ͭͬ% of cohort with amplification
ͭ Between ͮ-ͭͬ% of cohort with amplification
-ͯ θͮ% of cohort with amplification

PoC ͭ: target/pathway activation (Chromosomal) gain or overexpression
in paediatric clinical series (b)
(OE) of MDMͮ/HDMͮ

ͯ More than ͭͬ% of cohort with gain/OE
ͭ Between ͮ-ͭͬ% of cohort with gain/OE
-ͯ θͮ% of cohort with gain/OE

PoC ͭ: target/pathway activation Expression of MDMͮ/HDMͮ (generally,
in paediatric clinical series (c)
as determined by
mmunohistochemistry)
PoC ͭ: target/pathway activation TPͱͯ mutation status
in paediatric clinical series (d)

ͯ More than ͭͬ% of cohort positive for MDMͮ
ͭ Between ͮ-ͭͬ% of cohort positive for MDMͮ
-ͯ θͮ% of cohort positive for MDMͮ
ͯ θͮ% of cohort with mutant TPͱͯa
ͭ Between ͮ-ͭͬ% of cohort with mutant TPͱͯ a
-ͯ More than ͭͬ% of cohort with mutant TPͱͯ a

Amplification: >ʹ copies, based on next generation sequencing (NGS) techniques, array CGH, FISH or Southern blotting; gain:
ͮ,ͱ-ʹ copies, based on NGS techniques, array CGH, FISH or Southern blotting; overexpression: z-score >ͮ in the related cohort.
If definitions are not clearly mentioned in papers, it is assumed that the authors used similar definitions.
a TPͱͯ structural variations were also considered as mutant TPͱͯ.

Neuroblastoma (NBL) was the most represented childhood cancer in the TAR with Ͱͱ selected
papers generating ʹʹ individual data entries (an overview of all NBL entries is given in Supplementary Table Sͮ), followed by osteosarcoma (OS; ͮʹ papers/ͯʹ data entries), rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS; ͮͱ/Ͱͬ), and Ewing’s sarcoma (ES; ͭͲ/ͮͲ) (Figure ͯa and ͯb). In the brain tumour
space, high-grade glioma (HGG, WHO grades III and IV) was the focus of ͭͱ papers (ͮͱ data
entries) while ͯͭ data entries were generated from ͭͯ medulloblastoma (MB) papers.
Ependymoma (EPN) and low-grade glioma (LGG, WHO grades I and II) were studied in ͭͬ and ʹ
papers (ͭͭ and ͭͬ data entries), respectively. The majority of papers focused on one tumour
type; however, ͭͯ of the ͭͲͮ included papers (ʹ%) investigated multiple histologies.
Overall, PoC ͭ was the module most frequently addressed by the included studies (Figure ͯa
and b). MDMͮ amplification and chromosomal gains were relatively frequent in RMS, with up
to ͯͮ% of cases in one studyͮͮ. While the incidence of MDMͮ alterations were similar between
the alveolar and embryonal RMS subtypesͮͯ,ͮͰ, TPͱͯ mutations usually occurred in PAX fusion
negative RMS but in generally less than ͭͱ% of those cohortsͮͱ,ͮͲ. In OS, MDMͮ amplifications
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could be detected in up to ʹͯ% of patient samples in individual reports and were more frequent
in the parosteal subtypeͮͳ,ͮʹ. However, TPͱͯ mutations were also prevalent in this histology,
with ͱͬ–ͳͱ% of patient tumour samples having at least one inactivating aberrationͱ,ͮ͵. The
prevalence of MDMͮ alterations in synovial sarcoma (SS), malignant peripheral nerve sheath
tumour (MPNST) and ES is ambiguous due to the limited number of included studies that often
contradicted each other. Most of the studies on cohorts of paediatric HGG, LGG and MB did not
report MDMͮ amplification, but rather a focal or chromosomal gain or overexpression of MDMͮ
(Figure ͯ). Interestingly, while MDMͮ structural abnormalities were absent in EPN patient
samples, MDMͮ and pͱͯ were routinely detected by immunohistochemistry.
The finalised heatmap (Figure ͯc) visualisation in Rͮ of the merged appraisal scores in POC
modules per tumour type revealed a general lack of evidence for molecular target validation in
modules PoC ͮ and PoC ͯ with three papers for each retinoblastoma (RB) and MB and one for
each RMS, ES, OS and Wilms tumour (WT) (Figure ͯb and c). The only tumour type with five
papers was NBL, but only one performed target validation in an in vivo setting. Conversely, the
TAR identified ͱͱ publications focused on in vitro and in vivo sensitivity testing of MDMͮ
inhibitors (PoC Ͱ and ͱ); these studies, combined with the extensive characterisation of the
MDMͮ-TPͱͯ pathway in adult malignancies, may reduce the need to further validate MDMͮ as
a driver of tumourigenesis in paediatric cancers (PoC ͮ and ͯ). The majority of studies (ʹͬ%)
focused on the nutlin class of drugs. For NBL, ͭ͵ studies examined MDMͮ inhibition exclusively
in vitro, while nine studies were conducted both in vitro and in vivo. Idasanutlin (RGͳͯʹʹ) was
determined to be the most potent MDMͮ inhibitor in this indication and induced pͱͯ pathway
activation, cell cycle arrest and apoptosisͯͬ. Similarly, both RMS and OS cell lines were reported
to be sensitive to nutlins, MK-ʹͮͰͮ and/or MI-Ͳͯ; however, these particular inhibitors are not
clinically viable options (Supplementary Table Sͭ). Although OS may also be a promising
indication, the high prevalence of TPͱͯ mutationsͯͭ may preclude use of MDMͮ inhibitors in
patients (Figure ͯc).
Only three of nine papers evaluating MDMͮ inhibitors in NBL cell line-derived xenograft (CDX)
models reported anti-tumour activity; the endpoints used in these studies ranged from a
reduction in tumour burden and weight with idasanutlin treatment or increased animal survival
following treatment with either DS-ͯͬͯͮb or ROͲʹͯ͵͵ͮͭͯͮ–ͯͰ. Tumour growth, albeit delayed
when compared to control animals, was still evident in the various treatment groups. RMS
xenograft models were tested for sensitivity to MDMͮ inhibitors in three publications and two
reported that one or two xenograft models responded to either RGͳͭͭͮ (ͭ/ͳ models with
complete response)ͯͱ or MK-ʹͮͰͮ (ͭ/ͱ models with maintained complete response; ͭ/ͱ with
stable disease)ͯͲ. Studies using OS mouse models were contradictory, with reported responses
to MDMͮ inhibition ranging from progressive diseaseͯͱ–ͯͳ to a dose-dependent decrease in
tumour volume leading to tumour regressionͯʹ,ͯ͵. Importantly, NBL, RMS and OS cell lines
acquired mutations in TPͱͯ following long-term nutlin treatment, resulting in drug resistance
(PoC ͳ)Ͱͬ,Ͱͭ. Combination of an MDMͮ inhibitor with chemotherapy or other drugs was studied
extensively in NBL (with ͮͯ papers included in PoC ʹ), frequently resulting in enhanced tumour
reductions both in vitro and in vivo.
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a)

b)
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c)

2

d)

Figure ͯ Results of the MDMͮǦTPͱͯ pilot TAR. The ͭͲͭ papers included in the TAR visualized as a
function of (a) the tumour types and (b) the PoC modules addressed. Data entries created from these
studies were used to generate a heatmap summary, with tumour types along the top of the grid and
PoC modules along the side (c). d) An example of the data entry display from the Rͮ platform. Here,
data entries pertaining to PoC ͭa (MDMͮ amplification) in medulloblastoma patient samples are
shown. PoC ͭa: MDMͮ/HDMͮ amplification; PoC ͭb: (chromosomal) gain or overexpression of
MDMͮ/HDMͮ; PoC ͭc: MDMͮ/HDMͮ expression; POC ͭd: TPͱͯ mutational status.
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DISCUSSION
The ITCC-PͰ, a partnership between academia and the pharmaceutical industry, aims to accelerate science-driven paediatric drug development with the goal of introducing or repurposing
(from adult indications) effective novel treatments and prioritising their clinical development
for children dying of rare cancersͰͮ. To support such prioritisation, we developed a systematic
literature review methodology of preclinical PoC studies to assess the potential actionability of
a target gene/pathway in paediatric solid and brain tumours in a structured and reproducible
manner. Our unique TAR strategy can be used to identify mechanism-of-action-based matches
between targeted anti-cancer drugs and specific cancer subtypes. Matches with strong and
complete preclinical PoC may have a higher likelihood of response to treatment and could
support clinical trial design. In addition, the TAR reveals gaps in the current preclinical PoC
knowledge, allowing for more efficient and focused planning of additional preclinical evaluation. This type of methodology has not been applied to the paediatric cancer population;
moreover, there are limited examples of systematically evaluating potential targets through
review of existing literature for adult indications outside of the Cochrane ReviewsͰͯ. Our review
supports clinical evaluation of MDMͮ-targeting compounds in NBL, RMS and HGG; however,
combination of an MDMͮ inhibitor plus chemotherapy would likely be most beneficial, in order
to circumvent acquired resistance to MDMͮ inhibitionͰͬ,ͰͰ. Furthermore, our TAR demonstrates
that while MDMͮ is amplified and/or expressed in OS patient samples, the prevalence of TPͱͯ
mutations cautions against moving forward with MDMͮ inhibitors in this indication.
In this pilot TAR, we focussed primarily on the currently available (pre)clinical knowledge on
MDMͮ and its inhibitors. TPͱͯ was, in a more limited way, added to this TAR, because of its wellknown status as a biomarker for most MDMͮ inhibitors. Other members of this pathway, such
as pͭͰARF (encoded by CDKNͮA) and MDMͰ, were not included. MDMͰ overexpression was
previously reported as a potential resistance mechanism after MDMͮ inhibitionͰͱ–Ͱͳ and combined inhibition might be beneficialͰͱ,Ͱʹ. However, neither this resistance mechanism nor the
combined targeting was found within the papers included in this TAR, indicating that this
interaction is not (sufficiently) studied in paediatric cancer and that further research is necessary.
Studies in which patient cohorts comprised both children (θͭʹ years) and adults as a group
rather than two separate entities were included in PoC ͭ of this TAR. Data from adult patients
may inflate the actual occurrence of an aberration in paediatric tumours, as the overall
mutational burden is generally much lower in childrenͰ,ͱ. Conversely, several papers were
excluded from our analysis as patient age was not reportedͰ͵–ͱͮ and thus our summary may not
fully capture the genetic landscape in these indications. Many publications (primarily in the
brain tumour space) identified during the literature search used cells derived from adult patient
samplesͱͯ,ͱͰ and were subsequently removed from the TAR unless paediatric models were also
included. Furthermore, while many paediatric tumour histologies are restricted to children,
some cancers affect young adults well into their ͮͬs and ͯͬsͱͱ,ͱͲ; moreover, some “paediatric”
histologies (mainly types of sarcoma) also occur in adults over Ͱͬ years of ageͱͳ–ͱ͵. Therefore, it
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is pertinent to determine inclusion/exclusion status for reports where patient age is unclear or
adult data are included on a case-by-case basis while maintaining the same degree of rigor.
Despite these limitations, this pilot TAR provides the most comprehensive overview to date of
available preclinical data concerning targeting MDMͮ in paediatric cancer. This TAR also
highlighted a lack of studies investigating the role of the MDMͮ-TPͱͯ pathway in paediatric
tumourigenesis in preclinical models, identifying predictive biomarkers for tumour response
and describing resistance mechanisms in most indications. Moreover, Ͱͱ% of the studies were
published before ͮͬͭͬ; only three papers describe novel, robust methods (e.g. CRISPR) and
none described newer model systems like organoids. The MDMͮ-TPͱͯ TAR demonstrated that
NBL, RMS and OS were more frequently studied, accounting for ͱͰ% of the included papers. It
is important to note that for some very rare tumour types, such as desmoplastic small round cell
tumours, preclinical models and results from associated testing are lacking.
Furthermore, advances in diagnostic testing and molecular characterisation are helping to
define new subclassifications of paediatric tumour types, especially in the brain tumour spaceͲͬ.
In the Rͮ platform, we included some of these newly defined subclassifications of paediatric
tumour types (Rͮ setting ‘Diseases: extensive’). Only ͱ% of the papers on MDMͮ could clearly
be assigned to a subtype, as opposed to ͮͳ% of the papers on TPͱͯ mutation status, likely due
to the date of publication. These low numbers of subtype-specific data and the differences
across subclassifications (e.g. TPͱͯ mutation status across all MB subtypes) demonstrate that
tumour subtypes should be clearly indicated in future publications to better inform preclinical
testing and/or clinical decisions.
Overall, the heatmap generated from the MDMͮ-TPͱͯ TAR revealed a striking absence of
published clinical trial results investigating drugs against MDMͮ in a paediatric setting (Figure
ͯc). This is most likely a reflection of the past clinical development landscape, where adult
indications are the focus; in addition, the limited number of paediatric patient controls how
many clinical trials can be performed. Moreover, this TAR clearly outlines the lack of preclinical
data for specific indications (such as MPNST, rhabdoid tumours, hepatoblastoma and IMT,
among others) and thus illustrates the need for additional preclinical evaluations in specific
paediatric tumour types prior to moving forward with clinical development plans. Furthermore,
this TAR may indirectly encourage development of more paediatric-specific preclinical models
for underrepresented histologies.
The TAR, including study scores, key data summaries and source information, is publicly
available through Rͮ [rͮ.amc.nl]. Independent investigators will therefore be able access the
data in its entirety in order to use it to support additional preclinical or clinical evaluation. The
TAR points to specific indications (namely, NBL, RMS and HGG) that may benefit from MDMͮtargeted therapy as it delivers a comprehensive, structured and critically appraised overview of
the available preclinical evidence of actionability of a drug target in paediatric cancers. The TAR
methodology and public access to existing TARs may also prove useful in the era of personalised
medicine, especially in the context of molecular tumour boards, to aid in the development of
patient-specific clinical strategies. However, the decision to use a targeted drug in paediatric
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cancer patients also depends on factors not included in the TAR, such as tumour aggressiveness,
patient prognosis, other available therapies and setting (e.g. individual patient decision or drug
development program planning).
It is important to continuously update the TARs to maintain the most current information within
the Rͮ platform. This will require the near constant availability of at least three reviewers
familiar with the methodology, a challenge common to most systematic literature reviews of
this nature. We will conduct five additional TARs during the initial ITCC-PͰ project term and aim
to establish a plan for long-term sustainability of this novel tool. Finally, it will be interesting to
prospectively assess the predictive value for clinical success of our preclinical PoC-based
assessment of ‘target actionability’ as we see increasing numbers of clinical trials designed for
various targeted anti-cancer drugs.
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TAR: matching targeted drugs to paediatric cancers

Supplementary Table Sͭ Targeted compounds identified in the MDMͮǦTPͱͯ TAR.
Target

Drug

Stage

Clinical trial number(s), adult

MDMͮ

idasanutlin
RGͳͯʹʹ

Phase I

NCTͬͯͯͲͮͳͮͯ, NCTͬͮʹͮʹ͵ͯͬ, NCTͬͮͰͬͳͬʹͬ

Phase I/II

NCTͬͮͲͯͯͬͱ͵, NCTͬͯʹͱͬͱͯͱ, NCTͬͮͲͳͬͬͰͰ, NCTͬͮͲͮͰ͵ʹͲ,
NCTͬͯͱͲͲͰʹͱ, NCTͬͯͭͯͱͮͲͮ, NCTͬͯͭͱʹͯʹ͵

Phase II

NCTͬͯͮʹͳͮͰͱ

Phase III

NCTͬͮͱͰͱͮʹͯ

ROͲʹͯ͵͵ͮͭ

Phase I

NCTͬͮͬ͵ʹ͵Ͳͳ

DS-ͯͬͯͮb

Phase I

NCTͬͮͱͳ͵ʹͮͰ, NCTͬͭʹͳͳͯʹͮ, NCTͬͯͲͳͭͱͲͰ, NCTͬͮͯͭ͵ͯͲ͵, NCTͬͯͱͱͮͬͮ͵,
NCTͬͯͲͭͰͰͱͱ, NCTͬͯͲͰͳͮͬͮ

Phase I/II

NCTͬͯͲͯͰͮͮʹ

nutlin-ͯa
nutlin-ͯ

2

Preclinical

MI-Ͳͯ/MI-ͮͭ͵
AM-ͳͮͬ͵
NDDͬͬͬͱ
RGͳͭͭͮ
ROͱͬͰͱͯͯͳ

Discontinued

NVP-CGMͬ͵ͳ
MK-ʹͮͰͮ
SCH ͵ͬͬͮͰͮ
SARͰͬͱʹͯʹ
MDMͮ-pͱͯ binding RITA
MDMͮ/MDMͰ

ATSP-ͳͬͰͭ

Preclinical
Preclinical
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54
1

1

Cell lines: MYCN-ͯ, JF, IMRͯͮ
Methodology: drug combination
Drugs/concentrations: Cisplatin (ͭ nM - ͭͬͬ uM) + Nutlin-ͯa (ͮ uM); etoposide (ͬ.ͭ - ͭ uM) +
Nutlin-ͯa (ͮ uM); triple combination (single concentration for each cisplatin, etoposide, and
nutlin-ͯa)
CI values: Not calculated
%cell lines showing synergy: N/A
Validation used: MTT assay, TdT assays

NBL

Barbieri E et.al. (ͮͬͬͲ). MDMͮ inhibition
sensitizes neuroblastoma to chemotherapyinduced apoptotic cell death. Mol Cancer
Ther ͱ:ͮͯͱʹ-Ͳͱ.

ͭͲ͵ʹͱͬͳͬ

-1

2

PoC Ͱ (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: Tetͮͭ (+/- inducible MYCN), MYCN-ͯ (+/- inducible MYCN), JF, IMRͯͮ, HCTͭͭͲ
(either wt or null pͱͯ)
Drug/concentrations: Nutlin-ͯa (ͬ.ͮ - ͭͬͬ uM)
%sensitive cell lines: ͬ% with ICͱͬ<ͱͬͬ nM( ECͱͬ range ͯ-ͮͬ uM)
Validation used: MTT assay (cell proliferation), TUNEL, western blot
Notes: In Tetͮͭ - inducible MYCN expression lowered ECͱͬ of nutlin-ͯa from ͮͬ uM to ͱ uM.
In MYCN-ͯ cells - induction of MYCN expression did not alter ECͱͬ of nutlin-ͯa (ͯ uM)

NBL

Barbieri E et.al. (ͮͬͬͲ). MDMͮ inhibition
sensitizes neuroblastoma to chemotherapyinduced apoptotic cell death. Mol Cancer
Ther ͱ:ͮͯͱʹ-Ͳͱ.

ͭͲ͵ʹͱͬͳͬ

1

2

NBL

Ribas J et.al. (ͮͬͬͲ). (R)-roscovitine (CYCͮͬͮ,
Seliciclib) sensitizes SH-SYͱY neuroblastoma
cells to nutlin-ͯ-induced apoptosis. Exp Cell
Res ͯͭͮ:ͮͯ͵Ͱ-Ͱͬͬ.

ͭͲͳͲͱ͵Ͱͯ

-1

PoC ʹ (Combinations)

PoC ʹ (Combinations)

Cell lines: SH-SYͱY, IMRͱ, IMR-ͯͮ (no control)
Methodology: drug combination
Drugs/concentrations: (R)-roscovitine (ͭͬ uM or ͭͮ.ͱ uM) and nutlin-ͯ (ͮ.ͱ uM)
CI values: Not calculated
%cell lines showing synergy: ͭͬͬ%; ͯ/ͯ cell lines (decreased viability, increased apoptosis),
though CI values were not calculated
Validation used: MTT assay, LDH release, DEVDase activity
Notes: (R)-roscovitine sensitizes NB cells to the action of nutlin-ͯ on pͱͯ

PoC Ͱ (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: SH-SYͱY, IMRͱ, IMR-ͯͮ (no control)
Drug/concentration: nutlin-ͯ (lethal (ͱ–ͭͬ uM) and almost sublethal (ͮ.ͱ uM) concentration)
% sensitive lines: ͬ% with ICͱͬ<ͱͬͬ nM
Validation used: apoptosis, cell viability, western blot

1

NBL

Ribas J et.al. (ͮͬͬͲ). (R)-roscovitine (CYCͮͬͮ,
Seliciclib) sensitizes SH-SYͱY neuroblastoma
cells to nutlin-ͯ-induced apoptosis. Exp Cell
Res ͯͭͮ:ͮͯ͵Ͱ-Ͱͬͬ.

ͭͲͳͲͱ͵Ͱͯ

-3

1

-2

2

-1

-6

-6

R score

2

- Ͱͬ primary neuroblastoma samples (frozen)
- No MDMͮ amplification (qPCR)
- TPͱͯ mutation (PCR): ͯ/Ͱͬ (ͳ.ͱ%)

PoC ͭa (Target patterns amplification)

NBL

Omura-Minamisawa M et.al. (ͮͬͬͭ).
pͭͲ/pͭͰ(ARF) cell cycle regulatory pathways in
primary neuroblastoma: pͭͲ expression is
associated with advanced stage disease. Clin
Cancer Res ͳ:ͯͰʹͭ-͵ͬ.

ͭͭͳͬͱʹͲͲ

Q
-3

- ͭͱ neuroblastomas, Ͱͬ Wilms tumors, ͭͮ sarcomas (ͳ RMS, ͯ UPS, ͮ osteogenic), Ͱ
hepatoblastomas
- No MDMͮ amplification (Southern blot)

PoC ͭa (Target patterns amplification)

2

Evidence

PoC module

Waber PG et.al. (ͭ͵͵ͯ). Infrequency of MDMͮ
NBL
gene amplification in pediatric solid tumors and
lack of association with pͱͯ mutations in adult
squamous cell carcinomas. Cancer Res ͱͯ:Ͳͬͮʹͯͬ.

ʹͮͲͭͰͭͳ

Entity

Paper

PMID

Supplementary Table Sͮ Evidence entries and scores for all included neuroblastoma publications.
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Entity

NBL

NBL

NBL

NBL

NBL

Paper

Van Maerken T et.al. (����). Small-molecule
MDM� antagonists as a new therapy concept
for neuroblastoma. Cancer Res ��:����-��.

Van Maerken T et.al. (����). Small-molecule
MDM� antagonists as a new therapy concept
for neuroblastoma. Cancer Res ��:����-��.

Van Maerken T et.al. (����). Small-molecule
MDM� antagonists as a new therapy concept
for neuroblastoma. Cancer Res ��:����-��.

Becker K et.al. (����). Hyperubiquitylation of
wild-type p�� contributes to cytoplasmic
sequestration in neuroblastoma. Cell Death
Differ ��:����-��.

Becker K et.al. (����). Hyperubiquitylation of
wild-type p�� contributes to cytoplasmic
sequestration in neuroblastoma. Cell Death
Differ ��:����-��.

Michaelis M et.al. (����). Reversal of PNBL
glycoprotein-mediated multidrug resistance by

PMID

��������

��������

��������

��������

��������

��������

-3

3

-1

1

1

1

2

1

1

2

Type of BM used: amplification of MDM� or MYCN
Strength of correlation with outcome: a nutlin-� response was observed in p�� WT NB cells
regardless of MYCN or MDM� amplification status
Cell lines: Y�� that stably expressed short interfering RNA (siRNA) directed against p��
Resistance reported: cells expressing siRNA to p�� exhibited significant resistance to the
drug (up to �� uM concentration) as compared with vector control (not complete resistance
but correlated with ��% p�� protein loss)
Validation used: western blot, trypan blue exclusion assay

Cell line: CHP��� NB cells
Methodology: combination of drug concentrations
Drugs/concentrations: Camptothecin (� uM) + Nutlin-�a (�� uM)
CI values: not calculated, but stated as synergistic
%cell lines showing synergy: ���% (� cell line tested)
Validation used: western blot, TUNEL assay
Note: Nutlin synergizes with camptothecin's effect in inducing NB cell apoptosis, as
indicated by PARP cleavage and TUNEL assay, whereas camptothecin alone has only
minimal effect

PoC � (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: UKF-NB-�, UKF-NB-�, UKF-NB-�rDOX��, UKF-NB-�rVCR��, Be(�)-C, UKF-Rhb-�,
Rh��, UKF-Rhb-�rVCR��, Rh��rVCR��, MDCKII MDR�, MDCKII MRP�, MDCKII, PC-�
Drug/concentrations: Nutlin-� (� - �� uM)

PoC � (Combinations)

PoC � (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: CHP��� neuroblastoma cells
Drug/concentrations: Nutlin� (�-��uM)
%sensitive cell lines: �% with IC��<��� nM (No EC�� calculated, drug concentrations on
micromolar scale)
Validation used: western blot, TUNEL assay
Notes: Nutlin-�a increased cleaved capase � protein levels and increased TUNEL signal

PoC � (Resistance)

PoC � (Biomarkers)

2

1

-1

6

-3

-3

R score

-1

Q

3

Notes: Nutlin �a + chemotherapy decreases cell viability and increases sensitivity to
apoptosis due to genotoxic chemotherapy; Nutlin-�a reduced EC�� of cisplatin ��- to ��-fold
depending on the cell line

Evidence

PoC � (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: CLB-GA, IMR-��, LA-N-�, LA-N-�, NBL-S, NGP, SK-N-BE(�c), SK-N-FI, and SK-NSH
Drug/concentrations: Nutlin� (� - �� uM)
%sensitive cell lines: �% with IC��<��� nM (EC��s not determined but testing started at �
uM nutlin-�)
Validation used: cell viability, cell cycle analysis, DNA fragmentation, caspase �/� activity, βgalactosidase assay
Notes: Nutlin-� induces expression of p�� target genes, cell cycle arrest, and apoptosis in
neuroblastoma cells with wild-type p��

PoC module
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ͭ͵ͲͰ͵ͮͬͱ

Chen Z et.al. (ͮͬͬ͵). Mdmͮ deficiency
suppresses MYCN-Driven neuroblastoma
tumorigenesis in vivo. Neoplasia ͭͭ:ͳͱͯ-Ͳͮ.

NBL_MYCN PoC ͯ (Target validation
amp
vitro)

PoC ʹ (Combinations)

1

3

3
Model used: Mdmͮ+/- MYCN transgenic mouse
Knockdown methodology: Mdmͮ+/- mice (Cͱͳb strain) backcrossed for ͳ generations with
WT ͭͮ͵/Svj mice to get Mdmͮ+/- MYC-/-; neuroblastoma model is highly strain-dependent
and Mdmͮ+/- and Mdmͮ+/+ mice were all derived from the same founding mice and
littermates used for all analyses
Control: Mdmͮ+/+ MYCN transgenic mouse
Results/validation: In Mdmͮ+/- MYCN transgenics, tumor latency and animal survival are
remarkably extended, whereas tumor incidence and growth are reduced.
Model used: human neuroblastoma cell lines, ZCͮͭ and SJ͵, expressing tet-inducible shRNAtargeting MDMͮ, constructed using IMRͯͮ and SJͯ-ͭͮ cells, respectively as subcutaneous

Cell lines: LAͭͱͱN
Methodology: drug combination
Drugs/concentrations: nutlin-ͯ (Ͱ uM) +doxorubicin
CI values: not calculated
%cell lines showing synergy: ͭͬͬ% (ͭ/ͭ)
Validation used: cell viability
Notes: nontoxic or moderate toxic nutlin-ͯ concentrations massively decreased the ICͱͬ of
vincristine, doxorubicin, paclitaxel, etoposide, mitomycin C, and actinomycin D, but not
cisplatin, in pͱͯ-mutated and P-gp–positive cells

1

Peirce SK et.al. (ͮͬͬ͵). The MDMͮ antagonist NBL
nutlin-ͯ sensitizes pͱͯ-null neuroblastoma cells
to doxorubicin via EͮFͭ and TApͳͯ. Int J
Oncol ͯͰ:ͭͯ͵ͱ-Ͱͬͮ.

ͭ͵ͯͲͬͯͱͮ

-3

1

PoC Ͱ (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: LAͭͱͱN (pͱͯ-null), SH-SYͱY (pͱͯ wild-type) and SKNBEͮ (pͱͯ mutant)
Drug/concentrations: Nutlin-ͯ
%sensitive cell lines: ͬ% with ICͱͬ<ͱͬͬnM; ICͱͬ~ͮͱ uM
Validation used: cell viability (WST-ͭ), apoptosis
Notes: ICͱͬs were not determined for SH-SYͱY or SKNBEͮ cell lines

Peirce SK et.al. (ͮͬͬ͵). The MDMͮ antagonist NBL
nutlin-ͯ sensitizes pͱͯ-null neuroblastoma cells
to doxorubicin via EͮFͭ and TApͳͯ. Int J
Oncol ͯͰ:ͭͯ͵ͱ-Ͱͬͮ.

ͭ͵ͯͲͬͯͱͮ

9

1

-3

2

R score

1

Q

2

Cell lines: UKF-NB-Ͱ, UKF-NB-ͯ, UKF-NB-ͯrDOXͮͬ, UKF-NB-ͯrVCRͭͬ, Be(ͮ)-C, UKF-Rhb-ͭ,
Rhͯͬ, UKF-Rhb-ͭrVCRͭͬ, RhͯͬrVCRͭͬ, MDCKII MDRͭ, MDCKII MRPͭ, MDCKII, PC-ͯ
Methdology: drug combination
Drugs/concentrations: nutlin-ͯ (ͭͬ or ͮͬ uM) +/- vincristine, doxorubicin, paclitaxel,
etoposide, mitomycin C, actinomycin D, cisplatin
CI values: not calculated
%cell lines showing synergy: additive results in pͱͯ-wild-type, P-gp-negative cell lines;
synergism observed in pͱͯ-mutated, high P-gp expression cell lines (ͳ/ͭͭ, Ͳͯ.Ͳ%)
Validation used: cell viability
Notes: nontoxic or moderate toxic nutlin-ͯ concentrations massively decreased the ICͱͬ of
vincristine, doxorubicin, paclitaxel, etoposide, mitomycin C, and actinomycin D, but not
cisplatin, in pͱͯ-mutated and P-gp–positive cells

PoC ʹ (Combinations)

Evidence

Michaelis M et.al. (ͮͬͬ͵). Reversal of PNBL
glycoprotein-mediated multidrug resistance by
the murine double minute ͮ antagonist nutlinͯ. Cancer Res Ͳ͵:ͰͭͲ-ͮͭ.

PoC module

ͭ͵ͭͰͳͱͱͯ

Entity
%sensitive cell lines: ͬ% with ICͱͬ <ͱͬͬ nM; ͵.ͭ% (ͭ/ͭͭ cell lines) with ICͱͬ < ͭ uM
Validation used: cell viability (MTT)
Notes: Nutlin-ͯ sensitivity markedly differed between pͱͯ wild-type (<ͯ uMol/L) and pͱͯ
mutated cells (>ͭͳ uMol/L) after a ͵Ͳ-hour incubation

Paper

the murine double minute ͮ antagonist nutlinͯ. Cancer Res Ͳ͵:ͰͭͲ-ͮͭ.

PMID
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PoC Ͱ (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: UKF-NB-ͯ, UKF-NB-ͯ r DOX ͮͬ , and UKF-NB-ͯ r VCR ͭͬ
Drug/concentrations: nutlin-ͯ (ͬ - ͯͮ uM)
%sensitive cell lines: ͬ% with ICͱͬ<ͱͬͬnM; UKF-NB-ͯ (pͱͯ WT) ICͱͬ: ͮ.ͬͯ uM; UKF-NBͯrDOXͮͬ ICͱͬ (pͱͯ WT): ͯ.ͭͰ uM; UKF-NB-ͯrVCRͭͬ (pͱͯ-mutant) ICͱͬ: ͮͭ.ͮͮ uM
Validation used: cell viability (CTG or MTT assay), qPCR and western blot, cell cycle,
apoptosis
PoC ͱ (Drug efficacy vivo)

PoC ͭa (Target patterns amplification)

Van Maerken T et.al. (ͮͬͬ͵). Antitumor activity NBL
of the selective MDMͮ antagonist nutlin-ͯ
against chemoresistant neuroblastoma with
wild-type pͱͯ. J Natl Cancer Inst ͭͬͭ:ͭͱͲͮ-ͳͰ.

Van Maerken T et.al. (ͮͬͬ͵). Antitumor activity NBL
of the selective MDMͮ antagonist nutlin-ͯ
against chemoresistant neuroblastoma with
wild-type pͱͯ. J Natl Cancer Inst ͭͬͭ:ͭͱͲͮ-ͳͰ.

NBL

NBL

Carr-Wilkinson J et.al. (ͮͬͭͬ). High Frequency
of pͱͯ/MDMͮ/pͭͰARF Pathway Abnormalities
in Relapsed Neuroblastoma. Clin Cancer
Res ͭͲ:ͭͭͬʹ-ͭʹ.

Carr-Wilkinson J et.al. (ͮͬͭͬ). High Frequency
of pͱͯ/MDMͮ/pͭͰARF Pathway Abnormalities

ͭ͵͵ͬͯʹͬͳ

ͭ͵͵ͬͯʹͬͳ

ͮͬͭͰͱͭʹͬ

ͮͬͭͰͱͭʹͬ

PoC ͭd (Target patterns TPͱͯ status)

PoC ʹ (Combinations)

-1

-1

1

-3

2

Mouse model: UKF-NB-ͯ r DOX ͮͬ or UKF-NB-ͯ r VCR ͭͬ subcutaneous xenograft in athymic 2
nude mice
Number of animals/group: ͵-ͭͬ for DOX xenografts; ͱ for VCR xenografts
Drug/concentrations: Nutlin-ͯ (ͮͬͬ mg/kg twice daily for ͯ weeks)
TGI/overall response: Tumor growth delay observed in nutlin-ͯ treated animals bearing UKFNB-ͯrDOXͮͬ xenografts when comapred to control; no difference in tumor volume between
vehicle and nutlin-ͯ treated arms in UKF-NB-ͯrVCRͭͬ xenografts
Validation used: measuring of tumor volume, IHC, qPCR
Notes: in addition to delaying UKF-NB-ͯrDOXͮͬ tumor growth; nutlin-ͯ also reduced
metastatic burden in these animals
3

2

-ʹͰ neuroblastoma samples from Ͱͭ patients (ͯʹ paired samples); ͭͭ patients with MYCN
amplification
- MDMͮ (FISH): Ͳ/ʹͰ samples (ͳ.ͭͰ%); ͯ/Ͱͭ patients (ͳ.ͯͮ%)
- TPͱͯ mutation (automated sequencing): ͭͭ/ʹͰ samples (ͭͯ.ͭ%); Ͳ/Ͱͭ patients (ͭͰ.Ͳ%)
- Note: a high proportion of neuroblastomas which relapse have an abnormality in the pͱͯ
pathway
-ʹͰ neuroblastoma samples from Ͱͭ patients (ͯʹ paired samples)
- MDMͮ (FISH): Ͳ/ʹͰ samples (ͳ.ͭͰ%); ͯ/Ͱͭ patients (ͳ.ͯͮ%)
- TPͱͯ mutation (automated sequencing): ͭͭ/ʹͰ samples (ͭͯ.ͭ%); Ͳ/Ͱͭ patients (ͭͰ.Ͳ%)

Cell lines: SH-SYͱY, SHEP TetͮͭN MYCN
Methodology: drug combination
Drugs/concentrations: doxorubicin (ͬ-ͮͬͬ nM) + nutlin-ͯ (ͬ - Ͱ uM)
CI values: Not calculated
%cell lines showing synergy: additive response observed in SH-SYͱY cells
Validation used: cell proliferation (WST-ͭ), apoptosis
Notes: In SH-SYͱY cells - combo of doxorubicin and nutlin-ͯ significantly reduced
proliferation over either single treatment; experiments using SHEP TetͮͭN MYCN inducible
MYCN knockdown demonstrated that MYCN is important for combination treatment to
induce apoptosis and reduce proliferation

-6

3

-2

-2

-2

R score

-1

Q

2

xenografts in SCID mice
Knockdown methodology: tet-inducible shRNA targeting MDMͮ
Results/validation: conditional small interfering RNA-mediated knockdown of MDMͮ in cells
expressing wild-type pͱͯ dramatically suppresses tumor growth in a pͱͯ-dependent manner

Evidence

Peirce SK et.al. (ͮͬͬ͵). High level MycN
NBL
expression in non-MYCN amplified
neuroblastoma is induced by the combination
treatment nutlin-ͯ and doxorubicin and
enhances chemosensitivity. Oncol Rep ͮͮ:ͭͰͰͯ͵.

PoC module
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Paper

PMID
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2
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-1

-3

1

3
PoC Ͱ (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: ͯͰ neuroblastoma cell lines
Drug/concentrations: nutlin-ͯ (ͬ-ͯͮ uM)
%sensitive cell lines: ͬ% with ICͱͬ<ͱͬͬnM; ͮͯ/ͮͱ cell lines with WT pͱͯ had calculated ICͱͬs
<ͮͬ uM and ͵ cell lines with pͱͯ mutation had ICͱͬs>ͮͬuM after ͳͮh tx
Validation used: cell viability (CTG)
Notes: homozygous CDKNͮA deletion was strongly associated with a higher ICͱͬ value at Ͱʹ
and ͳͮ h of nutlin-ͯ treatment in pͱͯ WT NB cells
1

2

PoC Ͳ (Biomarkers)

PoC Ͳ (Biomarkers)

Van Maerken T et.al. (ͮͬͭͭ). Functional analysis NBL
of the pͱͯ pathway in neuroblastoma cells using
the small-molecule MDMͮ antagonist nutlinͯ. Mol Cancer Ther ͭͬ:͵ʹͯ-͵ͯ.

Van Maerken T et.al. (ͮͬͭͭ). Functional analysis NBL
of the pͱͯ pathway in neuroblastoma cells using
the small-molecule MDMͮ antagonist nutlinͯ. Mol Cancer Ther ͭͬ:͵ʹͯ-͵ͯ.

Van Maerken T et.al. (ͮͬͭͭ). Functional analysis NBL
of the pͱͯ pathway in neuroblastoma cells using

ͮͭͰͲͬͭͬͭ

ͮͭͰͲͬͭͬͭ

Type of BM used: homozygous CDKNͮA deletion
Strength of correlation with outcome:
-effect attributed to pͭͰARF transcript, not pͭͲINKͰA

Type of BM used: MDMͮ amplification
Strength of correlation with outcome: Amplification of MDMͮ did not have an impact on the
ICͱͬ values of neuroblastoma cell lines with wild-type pͱͯ

ͮͭͰͲͬͭͬͭ

1

PoC ʹ (Combinations)

Shi Y et.al. (ͮͬͭͬ). HDMͮ impairs Noxa
NBL
transcription and affects apoptotic cell death in
a pͱͯ/pͳͯ-dependent manner in
neuroblastoma. Eur J Cancer ͰͲ:ͮͯͮͰ-ͯͰ.

ͮͬͱ͵ͭͲͱͭ

1

PoC ͮ (Target validation
vitro)

Shi Y et.al. (ͮͬͭͬ). HDMͮ impairs Noxa
NBL
transcription and affects apoptotic cell death in
a pͱͯ/pͳͯ-dependent manner in
neuroblastoma. Eur J Cancer ͰͲ:ͮͯͮͰ-ͯͰ.

ͮͬͱ͵ͭͲͱͭ

Combining doxo and HDMͮ siRNA single treatment successfully induced morphological
changes in cell death and trypan blue uptake in pͱͯ wt cells, but not in pͱͯ mutated cells.

-ͭͭʹ primary neuroblastoma samples (ͮͲ MYCN amplified)
-High HDMͮ expression (qPCR): ͱͬ%
-HDMͮ expression not linked to MYCN status

PoC ͭc (Target patterns expression)

Shi Y et.al. (ͮͬͭͬ). HDMͮ impairs Noxa
NBL
transcription and affects apoptotic cell death in
a pͱͯ/pͳͯ-dependent manner in
neuroblastoma. Eur J Cancer ͰͲ:ͮͯͮͰ-ͯͰ.

ͮͬͱ͵ͭͲͱͭ

-1

- ͯͳ neuroblastoma samples (FFPE) (ʹ with MYCN amplification)
- MDMͮ amplification (FISH hotspot analysis): Ͳ/ͯͮ samples (ͭʹ.ͳͱ%)

PoC ͭa (Target patterns amplification)

NBL

Wolf M et.al. (ͮͬͭͬ). Array-based gene
expression, CGH and tissue data defines a
ͭͮqͮͰ gain in neuroblastic tumors with
prognostic implication. BMC Cancer ͭͬ:ͭʹͭ.

ͮͬͰͰͰͮͱͳ

2

-3

-3

1

-3

9

6

R score

3

Q

Model: pͱͯ WT: IMRͯͮ and NB-ͭ͵; pͱͯ mut: SK-N-DZ
Knockdown methodology: siRNA against HDMͮ +/- doxorubicin
Rescue experiment: Co-knockdown of Noxa or ectopic expression of HDMͮ
Results/validation: Doxo- or HDMͮ siRNA-single treatment was not so effective,
Doxo/HDMͮ siRNA-combined treatment successfully induced apoptosis and the proapoptotic protein Noxa in pͱͯ WT NB cells. Noxa-knockdown effectively abolished Doxoinduced cell death increased by HDMͮ single-knockdown in IMRͯͮ and NB-ͭ͵ cells.
Overexpression of HDMͮ resulted in decreased cell death and Noxa expression following
doxorubicin treatment and increased cell proliferation.

- Note: a high proportion of neuroblastomas which relapse have an abnormality in the pͱͯ
pathway

Evidence

3

PoC module

3

Entity

3

in Relapsed Neuroblastoma. Clin Cancer
Res ͭͲ:ͭͭͬʹ-ͭʹ.

Paper

2

PMID

Chapter 2

PoC Ͱ (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines:ͭʹ neuroblastoma cell lines (Ͳ MYCN amplified, Ͱ MYCN and MDMͮ amplified)
Drug/concentrations: nutlin-ͯa (ͬ-ͮͬ uM) or MI-Ͳͯ (ͬ-ͭͬ uM)
%sensitive cell lines: ͬ% with ICͱͬ<ͱͬͬnM; ͭͭ.ͭ% (ͮ/ͭʹ cell lines) with GIͱͬ<ͭuM nutlin-ͯa
(range: ͬ.ͲͰ-͵.ʹͱuM); ͱͬ% (͵/ͭʹ) with GIͱͬ<ͭ uM MI-Ͳͯ (range: ͬ.ͳͮ-Ͱ.ͲͯuM)

NBL

Gamble LD et.al. (ͮͬͭͮ). MYCN sensitizes
neuroblastoma to the MDMͮ-pͱͯ antagonists
Nutlin-ͯ and MI-Ͳͯ. Oncogene ͯͭ:ͳͱͮ-Ͳͯ.

ͮͭͳͮͱͯͱͳ

Mouse model: Subcutaneous xenograft SH-SYͱY NB
Number of animals/group: ͭͬ
Drug/concentrations: Nutlin-ͯa (ͮͬͬ mg/kg twice daily for ͮ weeks) + bevacizumab (ͱ mg/kg
twice a week for ͮ weeks)
TGI/overall response: Tumor growth delay observed in combination when compared to
either single agent or vehicle control (ͳ͵% smaller than vehicle); increased apoptosis
(TUNEL) when compared to control or bevacizumab alone; reduced CDͯͭ staining when
compared to control or either single agent arm; reduction in liver metastasis when compared
to control or either single agent arm
Validation used: measuring of tumor volume, IHC, TUNEL
1

1

2

Cell lines: SH-SYͱY NB cell line
Methodology: drug combination in vitro
Drugs/concentrations: nutlin-ͯa (ͱ uM) + bevacizumab (ͭ mg/mL)
CI values: not calculated
%cell lines showing synergy: cell viability not used as an endpoint
Validation used: western blot
Notes: Nutlin-ͯa suppressed HIF-ͭȽ expression alone or in combo with bevacizumab

PoC ʹ (Combinations)

Patterson DM et.al. (ͮͬͭͭ). Effect of MDMͮ and NBL
vascular endothelial growth factor inhibition on
tumor angiogenesis and metastasis in
neuroblastoma. Angiogenesis ͭͰ:ͮͱͱ-ͲͲ.

ͮͭͰʹͰͱͭͰ

2

-1

2
Mouse model: Subcutaneous xenograft SH-SYͱY NB
Number of animals/group: ͭͬ
Drug/concentrations: Nutlin-ͯa (ͮͬͬ mg/kg twice daily for ͮ weeks)
TGI/overall response: Tumor growth delay observed in nutlin-ͯa- treated animals when
compared to control (approximately ͱͳ% smaller than vehicle); increased apoptosis (TUNEL)
when compared to control; reduced CDͯͭ staining when compared to control; reduction in
liver metastasis when compared to control or bevacizumab alone
Validation used: measuring of tumor volume, IHC, TUNEL

PoC ͱ (Drug efficacy vivo)

Patterson DM et.al. (ͮͬͭͭ). Effect of MDMͮ and NBL
vascular endothelial growth factor inhibition on
tumor angiogenesis and metastasis in
neuroblastoma. Angiogenesis ͭͰ:ͮͱͱ-ͲͲ.

2

2

-2

-1

R score

-1

Q

1

-silencing of pͭͰARF decreased apoptosis in NGP cells with nutlin-ͯ
pͭͰARF overexpression resulted in a more pronounced reduction in cell viability and
apoptosis following nutlin-ͯ treatment, whereas overexpression of pͭͲINKͰa or lacZ had no
appreciable effect on the nutlin-ͯ response
-pͭͰARF does not explain the nutlin-ͯ resistant phenotype of pͱͯ WT SHEP cells

Evidence

PoC Ͱ (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: SH-SYͱY NB line
Drug/concentrations: nutlin-ͯa (ͬ.ͱ–ͮͬ uM)
%sensitive cell lines: ͬ% with ICͱͬ<ͱͬͬnM; cell viability not used as endpoint
Validation used: western blot
Notes: Nutlin-ͯa suppressed HIF-ͭȽ expression

PoC module

ͮͭͰʹͰͱͭͰ

Entity

Patterson DM et.al. (ͮͬͭͭ). Effect of MDMͮ and NBL
vascular endothelial growth factor inhibition on
tumor angiogenesis and metastasis in
neuroblastoma. Angiogenesis ͭͰ:ͮͱͱ-ͲͲ.

the small-molecule MDMͮ antagonist nutlinͯ. Mol Cancer Ther ͭͬ:͵ʹͯ-͵ͯ.

Paper

ͮͭͰʹͰͱͭͰ

PMID
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59

2

60
Model: NB-ͭͲ͵ͭ (MDMͮ and MYCN amp), LAͭ-ͱͱN (MYCN amp, pͱͯ null), SK-N-SH, SHEPTetͮͭN, SH-EPͭ, NB-ͭͲͰͯ (MYCN amp)
Knockdown methodology: siRNA against MDMͮ or MYCN
Rescue experiment: ectopic expression of MYCN (SHEP-TetͮͭN)
Results/validation:
-siRNA against MDMͮ reduced MYCN protein and colony formation in NB-ͭͲ͵ͭ cells; no
effect on cell cycle
-MDMͮ/MYCN interaction regulates pͱͯ levels in NB-ͭͲ͵ͭ
-ectopic MYCN can overcome siMDMͮ-mediated inhibition of colony formation in SHEPTetͮͭN cells
-ectopic expression of MDMͮ decreased expression of pͱͯ, pͮͭ, and PUMA in SK-N-SH cell

PoC ͮ (Target validation
vitro)

He J et.al. (ͮͬͭͭ). Crosstalk between MYCN and NBL
MDMͮ-pͱͯ signal pathways regulates tumor
cell growth and apoptosis in
neuroblastoma. Cell Cycle ͭͬ:ͮ͵͵Ͱ-ͯͬͬͮ.

ͮͭʹͲͮʹͳͲ

Model: NB-ͭͲ͵ͭ (MDMͮ and MYCN amp), LAͭ-ͱͱN (MYCN amp, pͱͯ null), SK-N-SH, SHEPTetͮͭN
Knockdown methodology: siRNA against MDMͮ
Rescue experiment: ectopic expression of MYCN (SHEP-TetͮͭN)
Results/validation:
-siRNA against MDMͮ reduced MYCN protein and colony formation in NB-ͭͲ͵ͭ cells
-ectopic expression of MYCN is not effected by siMDMͮ in SHEP-TetͮͭN cells; ectopic
MYCN can overcome siMDMͮ-mediated inhibition of colony formation
-ectopic expression of MDMͮ in SK-N-SH cells increased MYCN protein
-colony formation of MDMͮ-expressing SK-N-SH cells is reduced by siRNA against MYCN
-MDMͮ regulates MYCN translation through stabilization of MYCN ͯ' UTR - function
independent of pͱͯ status

PoC ͮ (Target validation
vitro)

Gu L et.al. (ͮͬͭͮ). MDMͮ regulates MYCN
mRNA stabilization and translation in human
neuroblastoma cells. Oncogene ͯͭ:ͭͯͰͮ-ͱͯ.

ͮͭʹͮͮͯͬͰ

Type of BM used: MYCN amplification
Strength of correlation with outcome:
-SHEP TetͮͭN MYCN-regulatable system: MYCN(-) cells were more resistant to both Nutlinͯ and MI-Ͳͯ mediated growth inhibition and apoptosis compared with MYCN(+) cells
-MYCN and MDMͮ co-amplified TRͭͰ cells, MYCN-amplified LANͱ NB cells:
-siRNA-mediated knockdown of MYCN decreases sensitivity to TRͭͰ or LANͱ cells to nutlinͯa or MI-Ͳͯ

NBL

NBL

Gamble LD et.al. (ͮͬͭͮ). MYCN sensitizes
neuroblastoma to the MDMͮ-pͱͯ antagonists
Nutlin-ͯ and MI-Ͳͯ. Oncogene ͯͭ:ͳͱͮ-Ͳͯ.

ͮͭͳͮͱͯͱͳ

PoC Ͳ (Biomarkers)

Validation used:cell viability
Notes:
-MYCN/MDMͮ co-amplified neuroblastoma cell lines were most sensitive to nutlin-ͯa or MIͲͯ (increased apoptosis as measured by caspase ͯ/ͳ assays)
-MYCN-amplified neuroblastoma cell lines were more sensitive to nutlin-ͯa or MI-Ͳͯ than
non-MYCN-amplified cell lines

Evidence

Type of BM used: pͭͰARF status
Strength of correlation with outcome:
-There appeared to be a varied response to MDMͮ-pͱͯ antagonist mediated growth
inhibition with no evidence that pͭͰARF status affects the response to these compounds.

NBL

Gamble LD et.al. (ͮͬͭͮ). MYCN sensitizes
neuroblastoma to the MDMͮ-pͱͯ antagonists
Nutlin-ͯ and MI-Ͳͯ. Oncogene ͯͭ:ͳͱͮ-Ͳͯ.

ͮͭͳͮͱͯͱͳ
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Chapter 2

3

2

Model used: IMR-�� NB cell lines
Resistance reported:

Veschi V et.al. (����). Galectin-� impairment of NBL_MYCN PoC � (Resistance)
MYCN-dependent apoptosis-sensitive
amp

��������

-1

1

Cell lines: IMR-�� and LAN� MYCN-amplified NB cell lines
Drug/concentrations: nutlin-� (�, �, �� uM)
%sensitive cell lines: �% with IC��<���nM; IC��s were not calculated, concentrations tested
were >��� nM
Validation used: cell viability (trypan blue exclusion)
Notes: nutlin-� (� or �� uM) caused cell death in IMR-�� and LAN� MYCN-amplified NB cells

Veschi V et.al. (����). Galectin-� impairment of NBL_MYCN PoC � (Drug efficacy vitro)
MYCN-dependent apoptosis-sensitive
amp
phenotype is antagonized by nutlin-� in
neuroblastoma cells. PLoS One �:e�����.

��������

-3

2

Subcutaneous xenograft models: NB-����, NB-EBc�, CHLA-��, NB-����, NB-����
Number of animals/group: ��
Drug/concentrations: RG����, ��� mg/kg daily for �� days
TGI/overall response:
-NB-����: progressive disease
-NB-EBc�: progressive disease
-CHLA-��: progressive disease
-NB-����: progressive disease
-NB-����: progressive disease
Validation used: measuring of tumor volume

Carol H et.al. (����). Initial testing of the MDM� NBL
inhibitor RG���� by the Pediatric Preclinical
Testing Program. Pediatr Blood Cancer ��:�����.

��������

PoC � (Drug efficacy vivo)

PoC � (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: NB-����, NB-EBc�, CHLA-��, CHLA-���
Drug/concentrations: RG���� (� nM - �� μΜ), ��h
%sensitive cell lines: ��% with IC��<���nM
ΝΒ-����: �.�� uM
NB-EBc�: �.�� uM
CHLA-�� (mutant p��): >�� μΜ
CHLA-���: �.�� uM
Validation used: DIMSCAN, a semiautomatic fluorescence-based digital image microscopy
system that quantifies viable cell numbers (using fluorescein diacetate [FDA]) in tissue
culture multiwell plates

PoC � (Resistance)

6

-1

-6

2

6

R score

1
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Carol H et.al. (����). Initial testing of the MDM� NBL
inhibitor RG���� by the Pediatric Preclinical
Testing Program. Pediatr Blood Cancer ��:�����.

��������

but not in MYCN-amp NB-����
-MDM�-induces MYCN expression is critical for MYCNA NB cell growth

Evidence

3

NBL

Michaelis M et.al. (����). Adaptation of cancer
cells from different entities to the MDM�
inhibitor nutlin-� results in the emergence of
p��-mutated multi-drug-resistant cancer
cells. Cell Death Dis �:e���.

��������

PoC module

Model used: UKF-NB-�, UKF-NB-�, UKF-NB-�, UKF-Rhb-� parental and chemoresistant cell 2
lines
Resistance reported:
-exposure to increasing concentrations of nutlin-� resulted in the emergence of nutlin-�resistant, p��-mutated sublines displaying a multi-drug resistance phenotype
-loss of p�� function contributes to the multi-drug resistance of UKF-NB-�rNutlin�� uM cells
-Repeated nutlin-� adaptation of neuroblastoma cells resulted in sublines harbouring various
p�� mutations with high frequency

Entity

Paper

PMID

TAR: matching targeted drugs to paediatric cancers

2

61

62
NBL

NBL

Barbieri E et.al. (ͮͬͭͯ). A pͱͯ drug response
signature identifies prognostic genes in highrisk neuroblastoma. PLoS One ʹ:eͳ͵ʹͰͯ.

Barbieri E et.al. (ͮͬͭͯ). A pͱͯ drug response
signature identifies prognostic genes in highrisk neuroblastoma. PLoS One ʹ:eͳ͵ʹͰͯ.

Chen L et.al. (ͮͬͭͰ). Structurally diverse MDMͮ- NBL
pͱͯ antagonists act as modulators of MDR-ͭ
function in neuroblastoma. Br J Cancer ͭͭͭ:ͳͭͲͮͱ.

ͮͰͯͰʹ͵ͬͯ

ͮͰͯͰʹ͵ͬͯ

ͮͰ͵ͮͭ͵ͮͬ

Type of BM used: Ͱ genes (CHAFͭA, RRMͮ, MCMͯ, and MCMͲ)
Strength of correlation with outcome:
-expression together strongly predicted overall and event-free survival (p<ͬ.ͬͬͬͭ) in a
cohort of neuroblastoma patients
-nutlin-ͯa repressed the expression of these genes

-NDDͬͬͬͱ: ͬ% with ICͱͬ<ͱͬͬnM
-SKNBeͮC GIͱͬ: ͭͮ.ͬ uM
-IGNR͵ͭ GIͱͬ: ND
-SKNAS GIͱͬ: ͭʹ.ͯ uM
-LANͭ GIͱͬ: ND
-SH-SYͱY GIͱͬ: ͭ.ͳ uM
-MDCKII-wt GIͱͬ: ͳ.ͭ uM
-MDCKII-MDR-ͭ GIͱͬ: Ͳ.ͭ uM

PoC Ͱ (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: pͱͯ mut: SKNBeͮC, SKNAS, LANͭ, IGRN͵ͭ; pͱͯ WT: SH-SYͱY; controls: MDCKIIwt and MDCKII-MDR-ͭ
Drug/concentrations: nutlin-ͯ, RGͳͯʹʹ, NDDͬͬͬͱ, MI-Ͳͯ; ͳͮh tx
%sensitive cell lines:
-nutlin-ͯ: ͬ% with ICͱͬ<ͱͬͬnM
-SKNBeͮC GIͱͬ: ͮͰ.ͮ uM
-IGNR͵ͭ GIͱͬ: ͮͯ.ͳ uM
-SKNAS GIͱͬ: ͮͳ.ͬ uM
-LANͭ GIͱͬ: ͮͳ.ͯ uM
-SH-SYͱY GIͱͬ: ͬ.ͳ uM
-MDCKII-wt GIͱͬ: ͳ.ͮ uM
-MDCKII-MDR-ͭ GIͱͬ: ͭͲ uM

PoC Ͳ (Biomarkers)

PoC Ͱ (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: JF, IMR-ͯͮ, primary cells pͮͬͮ, pͮͭʹ, pH, HCT-ͭͭͲ, SJSA-ͭ, HepGͮ, MCFͳ
Drug/concentrations: nutlin-ͯa (ͭͬ uM)
%sensitive cell lines: ͬ% with ICͱͬ<ͱͬͬnM; ICͱͬ not calculated
Validation used: western blot, flow cytometry (TdT for apoptosis)

Cell lines: IMR-ͯͮ and LANͱ MYCN-amplified NB cell lines
Methodology: drug combination
Drugs/concentrations: nutlin-ͯ (ͮ uM) + cisplatin (ͭ uM) or adriamycin (ͬ.ͭuM)
CI values: not calculated, but combo effect appears additive
%cell lines showing synergy: ͭͬͬ% (ͮ/ͮ) - CI values not calculated, but combo is at least
additive
Validation used: Cell viability (trypan blue exclusion)

Evidence

Veschi V et.al. (ͮͬͭͮ). Galectin-ͯ impairment of NBL_MYCN PoC ʹ (Combinations)
MYCN-dependent apoptosis-sensitive
amp
phenotype is antagonized by nutlin-ͯ in
neuroblastoma cells. PLoS One ͳ:eͰ͵ͭͯ͵.

PoC module

ͮͯͭͱͮʹͲͯ

Entity
-overexpression of GAL-ͯ resulted in reduction of apoptosis caused by nutlin-ͯ in IMR-ͯͮ
cells

Paper

phenotype is antagonized by nutlin-ͯ in
neuroblastoma cells. PLoS One ͳ:eͰ͵ͭͯ͵.
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Chapter 2

PoC ʹ (Combinations)

NBL

NBL

Michaelis M et.al. (ͮͬͭͰ). Aurora kinases as
targets in drug-resistant neuroblastoma
cells. PLoS One ͵:eͭͬʹͳͱʹ.

Michaelis M et.al. (ͮͬͭͱ). Identification of
flubendazole as potential anti-neuroblastoma

ͮͱͮͲʹͭͯͮ

ͮͱͲͰͰͬͯͳ

PoC ʹ (Combinations)

PoC ʹ (Combinations)

Chen L et.al. (ͮͬͭͰ). Structurally diverse MDMͮ- NBL
pͱͯ antagonists act as modulators of MDR-ͭ
function in neuroblastoma. Br J Cancer ͭͭͭ:ͳͭͲͮͱ.

PoC module

ͮͰ͵ͮͭ͵ͮͬ

Entity

Paper

PMID

1

1

1

2

1
Cell lines: UKF-NB-ͯ, IMR-ͯͮ, UKF-NB-ͯrCDDPͭͬͬͬ, UKF-NB-ͯrDOXͮͬ, UKF-NBͯrNutlinͭͬµM, UKF-NB-ͯrVCRͭͬ
Methodology: drug combination
Drugs/concentrations: nutlin-ͯ (ͬ-ͱ uM, ͭ concentration/cell line) + tozasertib (Aurora kinase
inhibitor, Ͳ-ͭͱͲ nM, ͭ concentration/cell line)
CI values: not calculated, but combo effect appears additive
%cell lines showing synergy: ͲͲ.ͳ% (Ͱ/Ͳ cell lines tested) - CI values not calculated, but
combo is at least additive in pͱͯ WT cells
Validation used: Cell viability (MTT assay)
2

Cell lines: pͱͯ mut: SKNBeͮC (high MDR-ͭ expressing), SKNAS (low MDR-ͭ expressing); pͱͯ
WT: SH-SYͱY
Methodology: drug combination
Drugs/concentrations: nutlin-ͯ, RGͳͯʹʹ, NDDͬͬͬͱ, or MI-Ͳͯ (ͬ.ͮͱ × , ͬ.ͱ × and ͭ × GIͱͬ
concentrations) + vincristine (ͬ-ͱ uM), cisplatin (ͬ-ͭͬͬ uM), or doxorubicin (ͬ-ͭͬ uM)
CI values: not calculated, but combo effect appears additive/synergistic in SKNBeͮC cells
%cell lines showing synergy: ͯͯ% (ͭ/ͯ cell lines evaluated)
Validation used: Cell viability (XTT assay)
Notes: MDMͮ inhibitors sensitized high MDR-ͭ-expressing pͱͯ mutant cells (SKNBeͮC) to
vincristine and doxorubicin (to a lesser extent) but not cisplatin

Cell lines: pͱͯ wild-type UKF-NB-ͯ cells, pͱͯ-mutated UKF-NB-ͯrVCRͭͬcells, UKF-NB-ͯ cells
transduced with a lentiviral vector encoding scrambled, non-targeting shRNA (scr-shRNA),
or UKF-NB-ͯ cells transduced with a lentiviral vector encoding shRNA directed against pͱͯ

Validation used: cell viability (XTT assay)

-RGͳͯʹʹ: ͮͬ% (ͭ/ͱ NB cell lines) with ICͱͬ<ͱͬͬnM
-SKNBeͮC GIͱͬ: ͭͬ.ͭ uM
-IGNR͵ͭ GIͱͬ: ND
-SKNAS GIͱͬ: ͭͰ.ͬ uM
-LANͭ GIͱͬ: ND
-SH-SYͱY GIͱͬ: ͬ.ͬͰ uM
-MDCKII-wt GIͱͬ: ͬ.ͭͱ uM
-MDCKII-MDR-ͭ GIͱͬ: ͬ.ͮͰ uM
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1

2

R score
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-MI-Ͳͯ: ͬ% with ICͱͬ<ͱͬͬnM
-SKNBeͮC GIͱͬ: ͮͬ.ͳ uM
-IGNR͵ͭ GIͱͬ: ND
-SKNAS GIͱͬ: ͭ͵.ͮ uM
-LANͭ GIͱͬ: ND
-SH-SYͱY GIͱͬ: ͭ.ͭ uM
-MDCKII-wt GIͱͬ: Ͱ.ʹ uM
-MDCKII-MDR-ͭ GIͱͬ: ͱ.ͭ uM
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Type of BM used: MYCN and/or MDM� amplification
Strength of correlation with outcome: There were non-significant trends for MYCN
amplified and MDM�/MYCN co-amplified cell lines to be more sensitive and for p�� deleted
cell lines to be more resistant to RG����.
Cell lines: non-MYCN amplified SHSY�Y, MYCN amplified LAN�, and MDM� and MYCN coamplified NGP, LS and NB���� p�� wt NB cell lines
Methodology: drug combination
Drugs/concentrations: RG���� and cisplatin, doxorubicin, topotecan, temozolomide, or
busulfan
-cells were treated for �� hours with RG���� and chemotherapies alone, and in combination
at � equipotent concentrations between �.���× and �× their respective GI�� concentrations
depending on the cell line and chemotherapy agent
CI values:
-SH-SY�Y: Avg. CI values across all combo partners: �.�-� (best combo + temozolomide)
-NGP: Avg. CI values across all combo partners: �.�-�.� (best combo + temozolomide)
-LAN�: Avg. CI values across all combo partners: �.�-� (best combo + temozolomide)
-LS: Avg. CI values across all combo partners: �.�-� (best combo + busulfan or doxorubicin)
-NB-����: Avg. CI values across all combo partners: �.�-�.� (best combo + temozolomide or
busulfan)
%cell lines showing synergy: ���% (�/�)
Validation used: Cell viability (XTT assay), apoptosis

PoC � (Biomarkers)

PoC � (Combinations)

Chen L et.al. (����). Pre-clinical evaluation of
NBL
the MDM�-p�� antagonist RG���� alone and in
combination with chemotherapy in
neuroblastoma. Oncotarget �:�����-��.

Chen L et.al. (����). Pre-clinical evaluation of
NBL
the MDM�-p�� antagonist RG���� alone and in
combination with chemotherapy in
neuroblastoma. Oncotarget �:�����-��.
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(p��shRNA)
Methodology: drug combination
Drugs/concentrations: nutlin-� (�.��� or �.�� uM) + flubendazole (�� or �� nM)
CI values: not calculated, but combo effects appear greater than additive in p�� competent
cells
%cell lines showing synergy: ��% (�/� cell lines evaluated) - CI values not calculated but
combo appears greater than additive in p�� competent cells
Validation used: Cell viability (MTT assay)

Evidence

3

PoC module

PoC � (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: � p�� mutant and �� p�� wt NB cell lines of varying MYCN, MDM� and p��ARF
status, together with the p�� wt MYCN− regulatable SHEP Tet��N cells; SJSA-�
osteosarcoma cells used as p�� wt control
Drug/concentrations: RG���� (�-�� uM); ��h tx
%sensitive cell lines: ��.�% (��/�� NB cell lines) with IC��<���nM
-all �� neuroblastoma cell lines with wt p��:range ��.�-���.� nM; ��.� ± ��.� nM
-all � p�� mutant cell lines: >�� uM (range ��.�-��.� uM; ��.� ± �.� uM)
Validation used: cell viability (XTT assay), cell cycle arrest, western blot, apoptosis (caspase
�/� assay)
Notes: >���-fold difference in RG���� GI�� concentrations for p��-wt versus mutant cell
lines
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Chen L et.al. (����). Pre-clinical evaluation of
NBL
the MDM�-p�� antagonist RG���� alone and in
combination with chemotherapy in
neuroblastoma. Oncotarget �:�����-��.

compound in a large cell line screen. Sci
Rep �:����.
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Inomistova MV et.al. (����). Prognostic
significance of MDM� gene expression in
childhood neuroblastoma. Exp Oncol ��:���-�.

Lakoma A et.al. (����). The MDM� smallmolecule inhibitor RG���� leads to potent
tumor inhibition in p�� wild-type
neuroblastoma. Cell Death Discov �:.

Lakoma A et.al. (����). The MDM� smallmolecule inhibitor RG���� leads to potent
tumor inhibition in p�� wild-type
neuroblastoma. Cell Death Discov �:.

Kang MH et.al. (����). Initial Testing (Stage �)
of MK-����-A Novel MDM� Inhibitor-by the
Pediatric Preclinical Testing Program. Pediatr
Blood Cancer ��:����-��.
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Blood Cancer ��:����-��.
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Mouse models: subcutaneous xenografts
p�� WT:NGP, SH-SY�Y, LAN-�; p�� silence/null: LAN-� si-p��, SK-N-AS
Number of animals/group: ��
Drug/concentrations: RG���� tx started � weeks post implantation-implant (�� mg/kg QD
for NGP and SH-SY�Y and �� mg/kg QD for mice implanted with LAN-�, LAN-� si-p��, and
SK-N-AS, ip)x�� days
TGI/overall response: RG���� tx reduced tumor growth by ��% in NGP (P=�.���), ��% in SHSY�Y (P=�.���), and ��% in LAN-� (P=�.����) as compared with vehicle-treated mice; no
effect in p��-silenced/null xenografts
Validation used: measuring tumor burden (bioluminescence)
2

PoC � (Drug efficacy vivo)

2

Subcutaneous xenograft models: NB-EBc�, CHLA-��, NB-����, NB-SD
Number of animals/group: ��
Drug/concentrations: MK-����, ��� mg/kg, days �–� and ��–��
TGI/overall response:
-NB-EBc�: progressive disease
-CHLA-��: progressive disease
-NB-����: progressive disease
-NB-SD: progressive disease
Validation used: measuring of tumor volume

PoC � (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: NB-����, NB-EBc�, CHLA-��, CHLA-���
Drug/concentrations: MK-���� (� nM - �� μΜ), ��h
%sensitive cell lines: ��% with IC��<���nM
ΝΒ-����: �.�� uM
NB-EBc�: �.�� uM
CHLA-�� (mutant p��): >�� μΜ
CHLA-���: �.�� uM
Validation used: DIMSCAN, a semiautomatic fluorescence-based digital image microscopy
system that quantifies viable cell numbers (using fluorescein diacetate [FDA]) in tissue
culture multiwell plates

PoC � (Drug efficacy vivo)

PoC � (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: NGP, SH-SY�Y, LAN-�, LAN-� si-p�� (p�� silenced), and SK-N-AS (p�� null)
Drug/concentrations: RG���� (�-�� uM); ��h tx
%sensitive cell lines: ��% (�/� cell lines; all have WT p��) with IC��<���nM
Validation used: cell viability (MTS assay), apoptosis (annexin V)
Notes: RG���� induced apoptosis in p�� WT NB cell lines at <��� nM
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-�� neuroblastoma samples (mean age of patients: ��.�� ± �.�� months; MYCN
amplification found in ��.�% of patients)
-MDM� overexpression (qPCR): ��/�� patients (��.�%)
-TP�� gene deletion (FISH): �%

PoC �b (Target patterns gain/o.e.)

2
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Wang HQ et.al. (ͮͬͭͳ). Combined ALK and
MDMͮ inhibition increases antitumor activity
and overcomes resistance in human ALK
mutant neuroblastoma cell lines and xenograft
models. Elife Ͳ:.
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Wang HQ et.al. (ͮͬͭͳ). Combined ALK and
MDMͮ inhibition increases antitumor activity
and overcomes resistance in human ALK
mutant neuroblastoma cell lines and xenograft
models. Elife Ͳ:.
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Lu J et.al. (ͮͬͭͲ). Novel MDMͮ inhibitor
SARͰͬͱʹͯʹ (MI-ͳͳͯ) induces pͱͯ-mediated
apoptosis in
neuroblastoma. Oncotarget ͳ:ʹͮͳͱͳ-ʹͮͳͲ͵.

ͮͳͳͲͰͳ͵ͭ
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2
PoC Ͱ (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: pͱͯ WT: IMR-ͯͮ, SH-SYͱY, LA-N-Ͳ; pͱͯ mut: SK-N-AS
Drug/concentrations: SARͰͬͱʹͯʹ (ͬ-ͭͬ uM); ͳͮh
%sensitive cell lines:ͬ% with ICͱͬ<ͱͬͬnM; IMR-ͯͮ: ͱ.ͭͰ uM; SH-SYͱY: Ͱ.ͱͮ uM; LA-N-Ͳ: ͭͲ.ͯ
uM; SK-N-AS: ͭʹ.ͬͮ uM
Validation used: cell viability (CCK-ʹ assay), apoptosis (flow cytometry)
Notes: SARͰͬͱʹͯʹ reduces colony formation of pͱͯ WT NB cells and induces apoptosis

NBL

Lu J et.al. (ͮͬͭͲ). Novel MDMͮ inhibitor
SARͰͬͱʹͯʹ (MI-ͳͳͯ) induces pͱͯ-mediated
apoptosis in
neuroblastoma. Oncotarget ͳ:ʹͮͳͱͳ-ʹͮͳͲ͵.

ͮͳͳͲͰͳ͵ͭ

Cell lines: IMR-ͯͮ, SH-SYͱY, and LA-N-Ͳ
Methodology: drug combination
Drugs/concentrations: SARͰͬͱʹͯʹ (ͱ uM) + doxorubicin (ͬ-ͮ uM); ͮͰh
CI values: not calculated, but combo effect looks additive at best
%cell lines showing synergy: ͬ% - CI values not calculated but combo looks additive at best
Validation used: Cell viability (CCK-ʹ assay), western blot

PoC ʹ (Combinations)

PoC ͱ (Drug efficacy vivo)

Cell lines: NB-ͭ, SH-SYͱY, KP-N-RT-BM-ͭ, KELLY (pͱͯ mut)
Methodology: drug combination
Drugs/concentrations: CGMͬ͵ͳ (ͬ-ͯ.ͯ uM) + ceritinib (ALK inhibitor, ͬ-ͯ.ͯ uM); ͳͮh
CI values: <ͭ for all three pͱͯ WT cell lines
%cell lines showing synergy: ͳͱ% (ͯ/Ͱ cell lines tested)

Mouse models: subcutaneous xenografts: NB-ͭ, SH-SYͱY, IMR-ͯͮ, NB-ͭͲͰͯ
Number of animals/group: Ͱ or ͱ
Drug/concentrations: vehicle or ͱͬ mg/kg CGMͬ͵ͳ QD
TGI/overall response: CGMͬ͵ͳ had no effect in these subcutaneous xenograft models
(progressive disease indistinguishable from control)
Validation used: tumor volume, western blot

PoC Ͱ (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: ͱ TPͱͯ mutant and Ͳ TPͱͯ wild-type NB cell lines
Drug/concentrations: CGMͬ͵ͳ (ͬ-ͭͭ uM); ͳͮh
%sensitive cell lines:ͬ% with ICͱͬ<ͱͬͬnM; all ͱ TPͱͯ mutant cell lines had ICͱͬ values >ͭͭ
µM, the ICͱͬ values of all the TPͱͯ wild-type cell lines were below ͯ.ͱ µM (range ͬ.ʹ–ͯ.ͱ µM)
Validation used: cell viability (CTG assay)

PoC ʹ (Combinations)

Cell lines: parental lines UKF-NB-ͯ and UKF-NB-Ͳ
Methodology: drug combination
Drugs/concentrations: nutlin-ͯ (ͭ uM) + YMͭͱͱ (survivin inhibitor, ͬ.Ͳͮͱ nM); ͭͮͬh
CI values: not calculated, but combo effect looks additive
%cell lines showing synergy: ͬ% - CI values not calculated but combo looks additive at best
Validation used: Cell viability (MTT assay), western blot
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PoC ʹ (Combinations)
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Voges Y et.al. (ͮͬͭͲ). Effects of YMͭͱͱ on
survivin levels and viability in neuroblastoma
cells with acquired drug resistance. Cell Death
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ͮͳͳͯͱ͵Ͱͭ

Evidence

ͮͳͳͯͱ͵Ͱͭ

PoC module

Entity
NBL_MYCN PoC Ͱ (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: parental lines UKF-NB-ͯ and UKF-NB-Ͳ
Drug/concentrations: nutlin-ͯ (ͭ uM); ͭͮͬh
amp
%sensitive cell lines:ͬ% with ICͱͬ<ͱͬͬnM; ICͱͬ not calculated
Validation used: cell viability (MTT assay), western blot
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Voges Y et.al. (ͮͬͭͲ). Effects of YMͭͱͱ on
survivin levels and viability in neuroblastoma
cells with acquired drug resistance. Cell Death
Dis ͳ:eͮͰͭͬ.
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Moreno-Smith M et.al. (ͮͬͭͳ). pͱͯ
Nongenotoxic Activation and mTORCͭ
Inhibition Lead to Effective Combination for
Neuroblastoma Therapy. Clin Cancer
Res ͮͯ:ͲͲͮ͵-ͲͲͯ͵.

Moreno-Smith M et.al. (ͮͬͭͳ). pͱͯ
Nongenotoxic Activation and mTORCͭ
Inhibition Lead to Effective Combination for
Neuroblastoma Therapy. Clin Cancer
Res ͮͯ:ͲͲͮ͵-ͲͲͯ͵.

Van Goethem A et.al. (ͮͬͭͳ). Dual targeting of
MDMͮ and BCLͮ as a therapeutic strategy in
neuroblastoma. Oncotarget ʹ:ͱͳͬͰͳ-ͱͳͬͱͳ.

Takagi M et.al. (ͮͬͭͳ). Loss of DNA Damage
Response in Neuroblastoma and Utility of a
PARP Inhibitor. J Natl Cancer Inst ͭͬ͵:.

Chen L et.al. (ͮͬͭʹ). Characterisation of the pͱͯ NBL
pathway in cell lines established from TH-
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Mouse models: subcutaneous xenografts: LANͱ (pͱͯ WT and MYCN-amplified) and SHSYͱY (pͱͯ WT, no amplification of MYCN)
Number of animals/group: ͭͬ
Drug/concentrations: vehicle or RGͳͯʹʹ (ͮͱ mg/kg) ip, QD x ͭͰ days
TGI/overall response: Mice treated with RGͳͯʹʹ had smaller tumors at the ͭͰ day endpoint
than the control arm
Validation used: tumor volume (luciferase)
Mouse models: subcutaneous xenografts: LANͱ (pͱͯ WT and MYCN-amplified) and SHSYͱY (pͱͯ WT, no amplification of MYCN)
Methodology: drug combination
Drugs/concentrations: Vehicle, temsirolimus (ͭͬ mg/kg), RGͳͯʹʹ (ͮͱ mg/kg), and the
combination temsirolimus and RGͳͯʹʹ, QD for ͭͰ days
CI values: not calculated
%cell lines showing synergy: not calculated
Validation used: tumor volume (luciferase)
In vivo results: Combination of temsirolimus and RGͳͯʹʹ resulted in smaller tumors when
compared to vehicle or either monotherapy arm at the end of the ͭͰ day treatment period in
either model tested; in the combination, RGͳͯʹʹ suppresses tumor regrowth observed with
single agent temsirolimus
Treating ͵ WT pͱͯ cell lines with nutlin and ABT-ͭ͵͵ at the same time, results in highly
synergistic CI values. Combination treatment also enhances apoptosis, caspase-ͯ and -ͳ
activity, PARP cleavage and PUMA and BAX leves. Combination treatment in vivo (n=ͳ-ͭͬ
for each group) resulted in significantly lower tumor weights in two models.
- ͮͯͳ neuroblastoma tumor samples (fresh)
- MDMͮ amplification (DNA sequencing - HiSeq ͮͬͬͬ from Illumina): ͯ.ʹ% of validation
cohort

PoC Ͱ (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines:
-TH-MYCN transgenic murine cell lines: MYCN homozygous NHOͮA (homozygous TPͱͯ
mutant), ʹͰͰMYCN+/+ (homozygous TPͱͯ mutant), ͯͮͲͭMYCN+/+, ͯͯ͵ͰMYCN+/+,

PoC ͭa (Target patterns amplification)

PoC ʹ (Combinations)

PoC ʹ (Combinations)

PoC ͱ (Drug efficacy vivo)
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Validation used: Cell viability (CTG assay), western blot
In vivo results: CGMͬ͵ͳ (ͱͬ mg/kg QD) + ceritinib (ͱͬ mg/kg QD) for ͯ days- tumor
regression/delayed tumor growth in NB-ͭ, SH-SYͱY, NB-ͭͲͰͯ subcutaneous xenografts (no
effect in IMR-ͯͮ)

Evidence

PoC Ͱ (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: pͱͯ WT: CHLA-ͮͱͱ and LANͱ
Drug/concentrations: Nutlin-ͯa (ͭͬ uM); ʹ-ͭͲh
%sensitive cell lines: ICͱͬ not calculated (cell viability not assessed)
Validation used: western blot, flow cytometry (to assess SͲ phosphorylation), qPCR (to
assess mRNA levels of mTOR inhibitors)
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signaling by the novel MDM� inhibitor DS����b as a therapeutic option for high-risk
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MYCN transgenic mouse tumours. Int J
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Model: SH-SY�Y neuroblastoma cells (TP��wild-type)
Methodology: CRISPR-mediated MDM� knockout in neuroblastoma cells
Results/validation: Fluorescence activated cell sorting for GFP-expressing cells was done ��
h after transfection.
Cell viability (XTT assay) was measured ��, �� and �� h after sorting - reduction in SH-SY�Y
cell viability was noted in the MDM� knockout lines - phenocopied DS-����b treatment

����MYCN+/+ and hemizygous ���MYCN+/- (heterozygous TP�� mutant)
-Control murine cell lines: Trp�� wild-type (wt) MEFPARP−/− and NIH-�T�
-Control human neuroblastoma cell lines: TP�� wt non-MYCN-amplified SHSY�Y, and TP��
wt MYCN-amplified NGP cells
Drug/concentrations:
Nutlin-�, �.�-�� μΜ, ��h
MI-��, �.�-�� μΜ, ��h
RG���� (idasanutlin), �.�-�� μΜ, ��h
NDD����, �.�-�� μΜ, ��h
%sensitive cell lines: Nutlin-�: ��% (�/��) cell lines tested with IC�� < �� μΜ; ��% (�/�) of p��
wt cell lines with IC�� < �� uM
MI-��: ��% (�/��) with IC�� < �.� μΜ; ��% (�/��) with IC�� < �� μΜ; ��% (�/�) of p�� wt cell
lines with IC�� < �� μΜ
RG����: ��% (�/��) with IC�� < �.� μΜ; ��% (�/��) with IC�� < �� μΜ;��% (�/�) of p�� wt
cell lines with IC�� < �� uM
NDD����: ��% (�/��) with IC�� < �� μΜ;��% (�/�) of p�� wt cell lines with IC�� < �� uM
Validation used: For nutlin: cell cycle and western blot
Notes: Murine-derived cell lines

Evidence

PoC � (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: TP�� wild-type neuroblastoma cell lines: SK-N-SH, SH-SY�Y, IMR��, IMR� and
LAN�
TP�� mutant neuroblastoma cell line: KELLY (p.P���T)
Drug/concentrations: DS-����b, � - ���� nM, ��-�� h
%sensitive cell lines: ��.�% (�/�) of cell lines tested; ���% (�/�) of TP�� wild-type cell lines
tested
SK-N-SH IC��: ��.� nM
SH-SY�Y IC��: ��.� nM
IMR�� IC��: ��.� nM
IMR� IC��: ��.� nM
LAN� IC��: ��.� nM
KELLY IC��: >���� nM
Validation used: BrDU incorporation, migration (scratch assay), apoptosis, cell cycle,
western blot, cell senescence
Notes: TP�� signaling was selectively activated by DS-����b in neuroblastoma cells with
wildtype TP��, regardless of the presence of MYCN amplification, but was significantly
reduced by TP�� mutations or expression of a dominant-negative TP�� mutant.

PoC � (Target validation
vitro)
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Cell lines: spheroids derived from neuroblastoma cell lines SK-N-BE(�c), CHLA-�� and CHLA- 1
��
Methodology: drug combinations assessed by western blot, cell cycle, or spheroid growth
delay

Tesson M et.al. (����). An evaluation in vitro of NBL
the efficacy of nutlin-� and topotecan in
combination with (���)Lu-DOTATATE for the

��������
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2

PoC � (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: neuroblastoma cell lines SK-N-BE(�c), CHLA-�� and CHLA-�� as monolayers or in
spheroids
Drug/concentrations: nutlin-�, �� μΜ
%sensitive cell lines: IC��s not calculated, no concentration curves used to assess viability
Validation used: western blot for p�� and PARP cleavage
cell cycle analysis
protein expression analysis by immunostaining spheroid sections
Notes: nutlin-� alone did not cause cell death (as measured by PARP cleavage) in SK-NBE(�c) cells but did in CHLA-�� and CHLA-�� cells

Tesson M et.al. (����). An evaluation in vitro of NBL
the efficacy of nutlin-� and topotecan in
combination with (���)Lu-DOTATATE for the
treatment of
neuroblastoma. Oncotarget �:�����-�����.

3

3

-��� neuroblastoma-normal pairs (��.�% with aberrant MYC pathway)
-WES (���), WGS (���), and RNA-Seq (���) (some samples were run on multiple platforms)
-TP�� mutation: �/��� (�.�%); only counted samples once, even if both WGS and WES was
performed

��������

NBL

Ma X et.al. (����). Pan-cancer genome and
transcriptome analyses of �,��� paediatric
leukaemias and solid tumours. Nature ���:������.

��������

3

3

-�� tumor samples from �� patients
-WGS or WES (Illumina platform)
-�� patients with non-MYCN-amplified NBL
-TP�� mutation (non-silent): �/�� (�%)

NBL_non- PoC �d (Target patterns MYCN amp TP�� status)

Grobner SN et.al. (����). The landscape of
genomic alterations across childhood
cancers. Nature ���:���-���.

��������

1

3

-�� tumor samples from �� patients
-WGS or WES (Illumina platform)
-�� patients with MYCN-amplified NBL
-TP�� mutation (non-silent): �/�� (�.�%)

NBL_MYCN PoC �d (Target patterns amp
TP�� status)

Grobner SN et.al. (����). The landscape of
genomic alterations across childhood
cancers. Nature ���:���-���.

��������

3
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Model used: SH-SY�Y and IMR� neuroblastoma cells
Resistance reported: Stable, ectopic expression of dominant-negative TP�� (dn-TP��)
attenuates antiproliferative and pro-apoptotic activity of DS-����b (stronger effects
observed in SH-SY�Y cells than in IMR� cells)

NBL

Arnhold V et.al. (����). Reactivating TP��
signaling by the novel MDM� inhibitor DS����b as a therapeutic option for high-risk
neuroblastoma. Oncotarget �:����-����.

��������

1

2

Mouse model: SH-SY�Y subcutaneous xenograft tumors in nude mice
Number of animals/group: �
Drug/concentrations: DS-����b, �� mg/kg po, � days tx followed by � days rest x �� days
TGI/overall response: Very slight delay in tumor growth with DS-����b treatment when
compared to control.
Approximately a � week improvement in survival for DS-����b-treated mice when
compared to control group.
Validation used: western blot for p��, CDKN�A, and BAX
IHC for cleaved caspase � and Ki��

PoC � (Combinations)

PoC �d (Target patterns TP�� status)

PoC � (Resistance)
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PoC � (Drug efficacy vivo)
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Arnhold V et.al. (����). Reactivating TP��
signaling by the novel MDM� inhibitor DS����b as a therapeutic option for high-risk
neuroblastoma. Oncotarget �:����-����.
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Waetzig V et.al. (����). Retinoic acid-induced
survival effects in SH-SY�Y neuroblastoma
cells. J Cell Biochem ���:����-����.

Chen L et.al. (����). Preclinical evaluation of
the first intravenous small molecule MDM�
antagonist alone and in combination with

��������

��������

Entity

Waetzig V et.al. (����). Retinoic acid-induced
survival effects in SH-SY�Y neuroblastoma
cells. J Cell Biochem ���:����-����.

treatment of
neuroblastoma. Oncotarget �:�����-�����.

Paper

��������

PMID

-3

3

1
Cell line: SH-SY�Y
Methodology: Combination of two compounds, assessment of cell viability and cellular ATP
levels at ��h post-tx
Drugs/concentrations:
Nutlin-�, � uM
Retinoic acid, � uM
CI values: Not calculated
%cell lines showing synergy: Not calculated, but results suggest potential antagonism
Validation used: western blot for PUMA (increased relative to control, decreased compared
to nutlin-� single agent), BAX (increased relative to control, slightly less compared to nutlin-�
single agent, and nuclear p�� (increased compared to control or either single agent)
In vivo validation: none
1

PoC � (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: SH-SY�Y (+/- luc tag) and NB-���� (+/- luc tag)
Drug/concentrations: idasanutlin

PoC � (Combinations)

3

-3

-1

R score

-1

Q

1

the triple combination consisting of nutlin-�, topotecan and X-irradiation increased growth
delay in CHLA-�� spheroids to a greater extent than in SK-N-BE(�c) spheroids
In vivo validation: None

In CHLA-��, but not in SK-N-BE(�c) spheroids, nutlin-� and topotecan treatments increased
expression of p�� and cleaved caspase �, a marker of apoptotic cell death

Drugs/concentrations:
lutetium-���-radiolabelled somatostatin analogue DOTATATE (���Lu-DOTATATE) , � h, �
MBq/ml
nutlin-�, �� uM, �-��h (�h intervals)
topotecan, �� uM, �-��h (�h intervals)
X-irradiation, � Gy
CI values: not calculated
%cell lines showing synergy: CI values not calculated
Validation used: Exposure of ��� uM diameter spheroids to the combination treatment
consisting of nutlin-� with topotecan resulted in a significantly increased growth delay in
CHLA-�� and CHLA-�� spheroids in comparison with single agent treatments

Evidence

PoC � (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell line: SH-SY�Y
Drug/concentrations: nutlin-�, � μΜ, ��h
%sensitive cell lines: No IC�� values were calculated
After ��h tx, the number of viable SH-SY�Y cells was ��% relative to the untreated control
and ATP levels were at ��% of the control
Validation used: western blot for PUMA, BAX, and nuclear p�� (all increased with nutlin-�
treatment)

PoC module
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PoC � (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: SH-SY�Y (p��wt, TAp���)
Five patient-derived neuroblastoma cell lines, all wt p��
Drug/concentrations: �-carbaldehyde-�,�-dimethoxyxanthone (LEM�) (a TAp��-activating

1

NBL

Gomes S et.al. (����). New inhibitor of the
TAp�� interaction with MDM� and mutant p��

��������

PoC � (Combinations)

2

1

3

Cell lines: SH-SY�Y-Luc and NB-����-Luc
Methodology: exposed to idasanutlin and temozolomide alone and in combination at
constant �:� ratios relative to their respective GI�� concentrations for �� h
Drugs/concentrations: idasanutlin, �.��-�x GI�� concentration
temozolomide, �.��-�x GI�� concentration
CI values: For SH-SY�Y-Luc, CI values ranged from <�.� to �.�
For NB-����-Luc, CI values ranged from �.� to �.�
%cell lines showing synergy: ���% (�/�)
Validation used: no in vitro validation
In vivo validation: SH-SY�Y-Luc and NB-����-Luc orthotopic xenograft model
Control, RO������� (intravenous idasanutlin prodrug, once per week for � weeks,
equivalent to ��� mg/kg idasanutlin), temozolomide (daily x�/� weeks; �� mg/kg equivalent
to ��� mg/m�)), or RO������� and temozolomide treatment groups
n = �/group
MIC-� levels measured in serum, Ki��, p��, p��, CC� measured by IHC
SH-SY�Y-Luc: after � weeks of treatment (Day ��/BLI�); ��% for RO������� alone, ��% for
temozolomide alone and ��% for the combination
NB-����-Luc: after � weeks of treatment (Day ��/BLI�), a ��% reduction in bioluminescence
was observed for RO������� alone, ��% for temozolomide alone and ��% for the
combination

NBL

Chen L et.al. (����). Preclinical evaluation of
the first intravenous small molecule MDM�
antagonist alone and in combination with
temozolomide in neuroblastoma. Int J
Cancer ���:����-����.

��������

PoC � (Drug efficacy vivo)

For both models, combination treatment resulted in lowest tumor weight and longest
survival benefit (��-��% increase in survival)

1

3

Mouse model: SH-SY�Y-Luc and NB-����-Luc orthotopic xenograft model
Number of animals/group: �/group
Drug/concentrations: RO������� (intravenous prodrug of idasanutlin), equivalent dose to
��� mg/kg idasanutlin, once weekly x � weeks
TGI/overall response:
A ��% (SH-SY�Y-Luc) or ��% (NB-����-Luc) reduction in bioluminescence was observed
after two weeks of RO������� single agent treatment when compared to the respective
control groups
Reduced terminal tumor weight was noted with RO������� treatment compared to
respective controls
Animals receiving RO������� single agent had a median survival of �� days (versus �� days,
SH-SY�Y-Luc) or �� days (versus �� days, NB-����-Luc)
Validation used: IHC (Ki��, p��, p��) and MIC-� plasma levels, tumor weight, survival curves

NBL

Chen L et.al. (����). Preclinical evaluation of
the first intravenous small molecule MDM�
antagonist alone and in combination with
temozolomide in neuroblastoma. Int J
Cancer ���:����-����.

��������
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%sensitive cell lines: ���% (�/�) with GI��s ≤ ��� nM
Validation used: western blot for p��, MDM�, and p��
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temozolomide in neuroblastoma. Int J
Cancer ���:����-����.
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Al-Ghabkari A et.al. (ͮͬͭ͵). In Vitro
NBL
Characterization of a Potent pͱͯ-MDMͮ
Inhibitor, RGͳͭͭͮ in Neuroblastoma Cancer Cell
Lines. Cancer Biother Radiopharm : ͯͰ: ͮͱͮ-ͮͱͳ.

ͯͬͳͮͰͱ͵ͮ

PoC ʹ (Combinations)

Cell lines: IMR-ͱ neuroblastoma cell lines
Methodology: drug combination, cell viability assay
Drugs/concentrations: RGͳͭͭͮ + one of ͭͱ different inhibitors, ͭ pM - ͭͬ uM, ͵Ͳh
CI values:
AZDͭͮͬʹ (PIM-ͭ/ͮ/ͯ): CI >ͭ
SCH ͵ͬͬͳͳͲ (CHKͭ): CI >ͭ
AZDͳͳͲͮ (CHKͭ/ͮ): CI = ͬ.͵Ͱ
Selinexor (XPOͭ): CI = ͬ.͵ͭ

PoC Ͱ (Drug efficacy vitro) Cell lines: Wildtype-pͱͯ NB cell lines IMRͱ and LAN-ͱ
Mutant pͱͯ cell line SK-N-BE(ͮ)
WT-pͱͯ/pͭͰ deleted cell line SH-EP
hTERT-immortalized primary cells (normal control)
Drug/concentrations: RGͳͭͭͮ, ͭ nM to ͭͬͬ uM, ͵Ͳh
%sensitive cell lines: ͱͬ% (ͮ/Ͱ) neuroblastoma cell lines tested had ICͱͬ <ͭ uM
LAN-ͱ ICͱͬ: Ͱͯͬ nM
IMRͱ ICͱͬ: ͱͲͮ nM
hTERT ICͱͬ: ͭ.ʹ uM
SK-N-BE(ͮ) and SH-EP ICͱͬ > ͭͬ uM
Validation used: western blot (pͮͭ and pͱͯ), cell cycle (IMR-ͱ and SK-N-BE(ͮ))

Al-Ghabkari A et.al. (ͮͬͭ͵). In Vitro
NBL
Characterization of a Potent pͱͯ-MDMͮ
Inhibitor, RGͳͭͭͮ in Neuroblastoma Cancer Cell
Lines. Cancer Biother Radiopharm : ͯͰ: ͮͱͮ-ͮͱͳ.

ͯͬͳͮͰͱ͵ͮ

PoC ʹ (Combinations)

Cell lines: SH-SYͱY and patient-derived NBL-ͭͰ neuroblastoma cell lines
Methodology: combination of multiple drugs, set concentrations, MTT assay, Ͱʹh
Drugs/concentrations:
LEMͮ (ͬ.ͮͭ uM in SH-SYͱY cells, ͬ.Ͱʹ uM in NBL-ͭͰ cells)
Doxorubicin (ͬ - ͭͱͬ nM, ͱ concentrations)
Cisplatin (ͬ - ʹ uM, ͱ concentrations)
CI values: CI < ͭfor all tested combination therapies (with the exception of ͵.ͯͳ nM DOXO in
SH-SYͱY)
%cell lines showing synergy: ͭͬͬ% (ͮ/ͮ)
Validation used: none
In vivo validation: none

NBL

Evidence

Gomes S et.al. (ͮͬͭ͵). New inhibitor of the
TApͳͯ interaction with MDMͮ and mutant pͱͯ
with promising antitumor activity against
neuroblastoma. Cancer Lett ͰͰͲ:͵ͬ-ͭͬͮ.

PoC module

ͯͬͲͲͰ͵Ͳͯ

Entity
agent), ͬ.ͭͮͱ–Ͳ.ͬͬ uM, Ͱʹh
%sensitive cell lines: ͲͲ.ͳ% (Ͱ/Ͳ)
SH-SYͱY ICͱͬ = ͬ.ͱͬ ± ͬ.ͬͯ uM
NB-ͭͮ, NB-ͭͰ, NB-Ͱͬ ICͱͬ < ͭ.ͱ uM
NB-ͮʹ and NB-ͯʹ ICͱͬ ~ ͱɊȧ
Validation used: Cell cycle and apoptosis assessment
Western blot - TApͳͯ target genes and TApͳͯȽ
RT-qPCR - TApͳͯ transcriptional target genes (Bax, MDMͮ, CDKNͭA)
Note: the effect on cell cycle and apoptosis achieved with LEMͮ treatment was significantly
higher than that of nutlin-ͯa, a known disruptor of the TApͳͯ-MDMͮ interaction
Interestingly, NB-ͮʹ and NB-ͯʹ did not express TApͳͯȽ

Paper

with promising antitumor activity against
neuroblastoma. Cancer Lett ͰͰͲ:͵ͬ-ͭͬͮ.
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PLXͰͬͯͮ (BRAF): CI >ͭ
PLXͰͳͮͬ (BRAF): CI >ͭ
Niraparib (PARPͭ/ͮ): CI = ͬ.͵ͱ
Iniparib (PARPͭ): CI >ͭ
AZD ͮͮʹͭ (PARP): CI >ͭ
ABT-ʹʹʹ (PARP): CI >ͭ
Tanespimycin (HSP͵ͬ): CI = ͬ.͵
Navitoclax (Bcl-ͮ/Bcl-xL): CI = ͬ.Ͳͳ
ABT-ͳͯͳ (Bcl-ͮ and Bcl-xL): CI = ͬ.͵ͳ
Carfilzomib (Proteasome (ͮͬS and ͮͲS)): CI >ͭ
Bortezomib( ͮͲS proteasome): CI = ͬ.ʹͯ
%cell lines showing synergy: ͭͯ.ͯ% (ͮ/ͭͱ) combinations were moderately synergistic
Validation used: none
In vivo validation: none
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Supplementary Figure Sͭ Example of the TAR scoring methodology.
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Highlights
• Systematic evaluation of CDK4/6 as a target
in 16 paediatric cancer types.
• Outcomes are visualised in a publicly available
interactive heatmap matrix.
• Preclinical data on CDK4/6 as a target in
paediatric cancer is relatively scarce.
• Results provide most support for CDK4/6
inhibition in ES, MB, NBL, RMS and HGG.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Childhood cancer is still a leading cause of death for children and adolescents
around the world, so there is an urgent need for more precise, mechanism-of-action based
approaches that will improve survival and decrease long-term toxicity. Frequently, targeted
agents developed to treat adult malignancies are applied in individual paediatric patients, while
there is a lack of systematic evaluation of existing preclinical data. CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors belong to
these drugs for which systematic evaluation of preclinical proof-of-concept (PoC) data in
paediatric cancers is currently unavailable. Therefore, we applied the Targeted Actionability
Review (TAR) methodology to assess the strength and weaknesses of available scientific
literature on CDKͰ/Ͳ as a therapeutic target in paediatric solid and brain tumours by structured
critical appraisal.
Methods: Using relevant search terms in PubMed, a list of original publications investigating
CDKͰ/Ͳ in paediatric solid tumour types was identified based on relevancy criteria. Each
publication was annotated for the tumour type and categorised into separate PoC data
modules. Based on rubrics, the quality and experimental outcome was scored independently by
two reviewers. A third reviewer evaluated and adjudicated score discrepancies. Scores for each
PoC module were averaged for each tumour type and visualised in a heatmap matrix in the
publicly available Rͮ data portal.
Results and Conclusions: The CDKͰ/Ͳ TAR heatmap generated by analysis of ͭͭͳ data entries
from ͱͰ publications, provides support for a potential relevance of CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibition in Ewing
sarcoma, medulloblastoma, neuroblastoma, rhabdomyosarcoma and high-grade gliomas. We
also show that preclinical data is scarce for several paediatric tumour entities, as well as the
dependence of tumours on CDKͰ/Ͳ, predictive biomarkers and resistance mechanisms. The
interactive heatmap is accessible through Rͮ [rͮplatform.com/TAR/CDKͰ_Ͳ].
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INTRODUCTION
Cancer remains the leading cause of disease-related death in children and adolescents in
Western Europeͭ. Despite significant improvements in the overall outcomes of some paediatric
cancers over the last decades, the discovery of novel, curative and less toxic therapies is
hampered by the rarity and heterogeneity of these diseases (<ͭ% of all cancers)ͮ. Given the
limited number of paediatric clinical trials due to small patient numbers, as well as limited
economic incentives to develop cancer-specific drugs for children, many paediatric oncologists
have relied on compassionate or off-label use of drugs that have been developed to treat adult
cancers. The nature of these compassionate or off-label uses currently precludes the systematic
evaluation of the efficacy of these drugs for specific cancer entities, while the off-label use of
drugs in cancer patients may raise key ethical and legal concernsͯ. This argues a strong case for
the need to systematically review proof-of-concept (PoC) preclinical data to match paediatric
tumour entities to the most promising therapeutic options. To address this, the Target
Actionability Review (TAR) methodology was previously established as part of the Innovative
Therapies for Children with Cancer Paediatric Preclinical PoC Platform (ITCC-PͰ), an Innovative
Medicines Initiative ͮ (IMIͮ)-funded public–private partnership between academic research
institutions and pharmaceutical companiesͰ. In a pilot TAR evaluating the MDMͮ-TPͱͯ pathway
in primary tumour data and preclinical models of paediatric cancers, we demonstrated that the
TAR methodology provided the most comprehensive overview of available preclinical data on
targeting of MDMͮ in paediatric cancer to dateͱ. To extend the TAR series within ITCC-PͰ
project, we applied the TAR methodology to systematically review the published literature on
CDKͰ/Ͳ and its inhibitors across a broad panel of ͭͲ paediatric solid and brain tumour types.
CDKͰ and its homologue CDKͲ are positive regulators of cell cycle progression. Upon binding
cyclin D, the complex phosphorylates Rb protein, resulting in the release of EͮF transcription
factors and the transcription of genes involved in Gͭ/S transition. Currently, three CDKͰ/Ͳ
inhibitors are approved by the FDA for breast cancer: palbociclib, ribociclib and abemaciclib. In
addition, CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibition seems promising in other solid, as well as haematological, adult
cancersͲ,ͳ and gains attention in paediatric oncology. However, systematic evaluation of preclinical proof-of-concept (PoC) data is currently still lacking for CDKͰ/Ͳ as a therapeutic target
in paediatric tumours.
This TAR provides a comprehensive overview of the available preclinical data on CDKͰ/Ͳ in
paediatric cancers. By summarising and visualising the scores for each tumour type as a
heatmap, our review highlights the strengths and gaps in the current preclinical knowledge on
CDKͰ/Ͳ as a paediatric cancer target and allows us to make recommendations for future preclinical and clinical testing.
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METHODS
The TAR method was applied as described previously, with four general steps: ͭ) extensive
literature search for papers on the therapeutic target + paediatric tumours of interest, ͮ) critical
evaluation and scoring of the papers, ͯ) reviewer adjudication and Ͱ) visualisation of PoC as a
heatmap (Figure ͭa)ͱ. Briefly, the first and second reviewers searched PubMed for papers on
CDKͰ/Ͳ and their inhibitors in paediatric solid and brain tumour histologies. After reading titles
and abstracts of the identified papers, the two reviewers agreed on a final list of papers, which
included all studies addressing at least one critical appraisal question (CAQ) (Supplementary
Table Sͭ of Chapter ͮ). Both reviewers individually performed the full assessment of these
papers, i.e. determining the scores for experimental quality and outcome (Table ͭ and ͮ) and
reporting the evidence in the online platform Rͮ. Subsequently, the two reviewers discussed
scoring discrepancies and agreed on final scores. Blinded to these scores, the third reviewer
revised the same studies with discordant scores, after which the adjudicated scores of reviewer
ͭ+ͮ and those of reviewer ͯ were compared. Remaining discrepancies were resolved by the
three reviewers and the final heatmap was generated in Rͮ [rͮplatform.com/TAR/CDKͰ_Ͳ].
For this TAR, we made a few adjustments to the standard methodology as defined inͱ. These
changes are underlined in the scoring tables for experimental quality (Table ͭ) and experimental
outcomes (Table ͮ).
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Number and type of models
used
Measurement of PD markers
and/or phenotypic response

Confirmation of correlation
Patient selection

Mechanism of resistance
Molecular analysis
Method to overcome
resistance

Concentrations tested
In vitro combination index
values
In vivo combination

Compound tested
Patient cohort

PoC �: tn vivo activity of
compound/drug

PoC �: predictive biomarkers

PoC �: resistance

PoC �: combinations

PoC �: clinical trials (phase I-III)

CI: combination index

Number of cell lines
Measurement of PD markers
and/or phenotypic response

PoC �: in vitro sensitivity to
compound/drug

PoC �: tumour target dependence Model used
in vivo
Tumour formation/growth
Biological pathway readout

PoC �: tumour target dependence Methodology
in vitro
Tumour cell viability
Biological pathway readout

PoC �: target/pathway activation Number of paediatric samples
in paediatric clinical series
Type of analysis

Proof-of-concept module (PoC) Description

Table ͭ Rubric for scoring experimental quality.

Transgenic mouse model or ≥� different xenografts with appropriate controls and/or different methods of genetic
modification in vivo (shRNA /CRISPR)

≥� xenograft models or � transgenic mouse model with appropriate control; treatment with clinically relevant dose;
validation

�-� concentrations of each compound are tested (in vitro) and synergy values calculated (e.g., CI); with or without
evaluation of combination in vivo

�

� Drug has more targets (e.g., pan-CDK inhibitor); patients ≥�� years with a paediatric tumour

� Drug targets only CDK�/�; patients <�� years with a paediatric tumour

� Only � concentration of each compound is tested; no evaluation of combination in vivo

>� concentrations of each compound are tested (in vitro) and synergy values calculated (e.g., CI); combination evaluated
in vivo

�

� Only reporting resistance

� Reported resistance and analysis of molecular changes underlying/due to resistance

� Reported resistance and comprehensive analysis and reversing/overcoming resistance

� Correlation not confirmed

� Correlation confirmed in one model

� Correlation molecularly confirmed in ≥� models (e.g. silencing, overexpression, etc.); patient selection

� � xenograft model OR use of supra-clinical dose levels; no appropriate control or validation

� � xenograft model with appropriate control; treatment with clinically relevant dose; validation

�

� � cell line and/or lack of control and/or validation

� �-� cell lines + ≥� appropriate controls; validation

� �+ cell lines + ≥� appropriate controls; validation

� � xenograft model without appropriate control

� ≥� different xenografts without appropriate control

�

� Questionable alteration of gene expression

� Single method to alter target expression in <� cell lines

� Different methods to alter target expression in ≥� cell lines; phenotypic analysis of knockdown

� n ≤ �� paediatric patient samples; � method

� �� > n > �� paediatric patient samples; ≥� reliable method

� n ≥ �� paediatric patient samples; ≥� different methods OR next-generation sequencing

Scoring and criteria

TAR: CDK4/6 as a therapeutic target
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IC�� observed after ��hr exposure

In vivo tumour response

Correlation of biomarker status
with anti-cancer activity of a
targeted drug in vitro/in vivo

Reported resistance with drug
exposure

Synergy in combination testing at
clinically relevant dosages in
relevant in vitro and/or in vivo
models

PoC �: in vitro sensitivity to
compound/drug

PoC �: in vivo activity of
compound/drug

PoC �: predictive biomarkers

PoC �: resistance

PoC �: combinations

PoC �: tumour target dependence Level of dependency and
in vivo
phenotypic recapitulation

PoC �b: CDK� or CDK� activation Expression of CDK� or CDK�
in paediatric clinical series
(generally, as determined by
immunohistochemistry)

PoC �a: CDK� or CDK� activation Prevalence of CDK� or CDK�
in paediatric clinical series
amplification, gain or
overexpression (OE)

Proof-of-concept module (PoC) Description

Table ͮ Rubric for scoring experimental outcomes.

-� No combination benefit

-� Very minor synergy/additive effect observed - CI �.�-�.�

� Moderate synergy/additive effect - CI �.�-�.�

� Strong synergy reported – combination index (CI) <�.�

� Resistance reported with no mechanism

� Resistance reported at clinically relevant concentration/dose and identification/description of mechanism

-� No correlation (presence of biomarker does not correlate with drug response)

� Moderate correlation (presence of biomarker results in different drug response, not significant)

� Strong correlation (presence of biomarker results in significantly different drug response)

-� No activity or clear PD, growth comparable to control

-� Very minor response (between SD and PD, slight TGI)

� Response comparable to SD

� Response comparable to PR/CR

-� No activity (IC�� > �� μM)

-� IC�� > ���� nM

� IC�� = ��� - ����nM

� IC�� < ��� nM or ≤ clinically relevant concentrationa

-� No dependency

� Partial dependency (<��% response)

� Full dependency (CR) after knockdown/knockout or transformation in GEMM

-� ≤�% of cohort positive for CDK� or CDK�

� Between �-��% of cohort positive for CDK� or CDK�

� More than ��% of cohort positive for CDK� or CDK�

-� ≤�% of cohort with amplification/gain/OE of either CDK� or CDK�

� Between �-��% with amplification/gain/OE of either CDK� or CDK�

� More than ��% of cohort with amplification/gain/OE of either CDK� or CDK�

Scoring and criteria
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Phase III

Phase II

Phase I

Added efficacy over SOC in appropriate pivotal trial with acceptable benefit/risk profile.
New drug now part of SOC.

-ͯ Insufficient efficacy in pivotal trial

ͭ Added efficacy over SOC but new agent not part of SOC, due to trial design issues and/or benefit/risk assessment

ͯ

-ͯ No efficacy observed and/or unacceptable toxicity

ͭ Limited efficacy observed above the historical ORR, DoR, and/or PFS and acceptable toxicity

ͯ Efficacy observed greater than historical ORR, DoR, and/or PFS and acceptable toxicity

-ͯ Toxicity profile not acceptable

ͭ DLT observed with still acceptable safety and no efficacy observed

ͯ Toxicity profile acceptableb, RPͮD identified and early efficacy observed

Amplification: >ʹ copies, based on next generation sequencing (NGS) techniques, array CGH, FISH or Southern blotting; gain: ͮ,ͱ-ʹ copies, based on NGS techniques, array CGH,
FISH or Southern blotting; overexpression: z-score >ͮ in the related cohort. If definitions are not clearly mentioned in papers, it is assumed that the authors used similar definitions.
CR: complete regression, disappearance of tumour; PR: partial regression, ≥��% decrease of tumour volume; SD: stable disease, neither PR nor PD criteria met; PD: progressive
disease, ≥��% increase of tumour volume; TGI: tumour growth inhibition; criteria based on RECIST criteria ʹ.
RP�D: recommended phase � dose; DLT: dose‐limiting toxicity; ORR: overall response rate; DoR: duration of response; PFS: progression‐free survival; SOC: standard‐of‐care.
NB: if publications did not address the experimental outcomes according to these criteria, the outcomes were estimated and scored based on this table.
a Clinically relevant concentration: the dose that corresponds to the maximum plasma concentrations reached in patients without signs of toxicity.
b Toxicity profile is acceptable if adverse events are not life‐threatening (no higher than Grade � based on the Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events) ͵.

PoC ͵: clinical trials
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RESULTS
In this study, we applied the TAR methodology to evaluate the potential actionability of CDKͰ/Ͳ
in paediatric solid and brain tumours. To obtain a list of papers that was as complete as possible
with studies addressing CDKͰ/Ͳ or their respective inhibitors in paediatric malignancies, we
used only minimal keywords as our search terms for PubMed (Table ͯ).
Table ͯ Search terms.
General search terms

“(histology[Title/Abstract]) AND (CDKͰ[Title/Abstract])”
# publications
“(histology[Title/Abstract]) AND (CDKͲ[Title/Abstract])”
identified
“(histology[Title/Abstract]) AND (palbociclib[Title/Abstract])”
“(histology[Title/Abstract]) AND (ribociclib[Title/Abstract])”
“(histology[Title/Abstract]) AND (abemaciclib[Title/Abstract])”

Histologies neuroblastoma (NBL)

“neuroblastoma”

ͱͰ

rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS)

“rhabdomyosarcoma”

ͯͰ

synovial sarcoma (SS)

“synovial sarcoma”

Ͳ

malignant peripheral nerve sheath “MPNST”
tumour (MPNST)

ͭͭ

Ewing sarcoma

“Ewing”

ͭ͵

osteosarcoma

“osteosarcoma”

ͭͭͰ

atypical rhabdoid tumour
(ATRT)/malignant rhabdoid
tumour (MRT)

“rhabdoid”

ʹ

Wilms tumour
(WT)/nephroblastoma

“Wilms”
“nephroblastoma”

Ͱ

hepatoblastoma (HB)

“hepatoblastoma”

ͮ

inflammatory myofibroblastic
tumour (IMT)

“inflammatory myofibroblastic tumor”

ͯ

extracranial germ cell tumour
(GCT)

“germ cell tumor”

ʹ

retinoblastoma (RB)

“retinoblastoma”

ͯ

high-grade glioma (HGG)/lowgrade glioma (LGG)

“glioma”*

ͯʹ

ependymoma (EPN)

“ependymoma”

ͱ

medulloblastoma (MB)

“medulloblastoma”

ͯͭ

* “AND (pediatric OR child)” was added to the search terms in an attempt to exclude papers on adult gliomas.

Using these search terms (search date February ͮͬͮͬ), ͯͮͬ papers were identified (Figure ͭb).
Of these, ͭͮ (ͯ.ʹ%) were review papers and ͭʹ (ͱ.Ͳ%) were case reports and thus excluded
immediately. We further filtered out ͯʹ papers (ͭͭ.͵%) published before ͮͬͬͬ, based on the
experience that older publications typically used experimental techniques that would score
poorly on quality, thus having minimal impact on the final heatmap. After reading titles and
abstracts of the remaining ͮͱͮ publications, another ͭͲ͵ papers were excluded. Most of these
excluded studies did not focus on CDKͰ/Ͳ (inhibitors) or did not include any paediatric patients.
Finally, ʹͯ papers (ͮͱ.͵%) were left for full assessment. ͮʹ more papers were excluded (reasons
including adult-only patient cohorts, none of the CAQs were addressed, the study used a nontargeted compound or a miRNA), resulting in ͱͱ papers (ͭͭʹ data entries) that were scored.
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3

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure ͭ Overview of the methodology and the studies included in the CDKͰ/Ͳ TAR. a) Overview of
the TAR methodology. Adapted with permission from Schubert et al.ͱ. b) Study selection process. c)
Number of papers and entries per tumour entity. d) Number of tumour types discussed in the included
studies. e) Number of included studies that distinguished between different tumour subtypes. Only
entities for which subtypes are relevant are shown.
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Of all data entries, ͱͮ (ͰͰ.ͭ%) were discordant after the assessment by the first two reviewers.
Following the third reviewer’s assessment, ͯͲ (ͯͬ.ͱ%) data entries still had discrepant scores.
Subsequently, discrepancies were discussed between the three reviewers and consensus was
reached for all data entry scores. One additional paper was excluded because it did not clearly
fit one of the PoC modules, resulting in a final heatmap with ͭͭͳ data entries from ͱͰ papers.
The TAR revealed that most studied cancers were neuroblastoma (NBL) (an overview of all NBL
entries is given in Supplementary Table Sͭ), osteosarcoma (OS), rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS)
and medulloblastoma (MB), whereas no relevant studies on CDKͰ/Ͳ (inhibitors) were found for
hepatoblastoma (HB), inflammatory myofibroblastic tumour (IMT), extracranial germ cell tumour (GCT), retinoblastoma (RB) and ependymoma (EPN) (Figure ͭc). Only six studies (ͭͭ.ͭ%)
addressed more than one tumour entity (Figure ͭd) and nine studies (ͭͲ.ͳ%) included one or
more tumour subtypes (e.g., different subtypes of MB) (Figure ͭe). CDKͰ/Ͳ amplification/gain/
overexpression (PoC ͭa) was the most studied module, with a total of ͯͭ out of ͭͭͳ entries
(ͮͲ.ͱ% - ͮͯ papers), closely followed by sensitivity of cell lines to CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibition (PoC Ͱ) with
ͮͳ entries (ͮͯ.ͭ% - ͮͮ papers) (Figure ͮa). The final heatmap is shown in Figure ͮb.
For PoC ͭ, we grouped target amplification, gain, and overexpression into one module (PoC ͭa)
and distinguished it from target protein expression (PoC ͭb) because studies of DNA/RNA
typically show or imply concomitant protein overexpression. OS was the entity most frequently
addressed in PoC ͭa. However, outcomes were contradictory, which may partly be caused by
mixed patient cohorts with both paediatric (θͭʹ years) and adult cases. In such cases, we
lowered the quality scores of PoC ͭ by one point to adjust for the fact that adult cases may
inflate the actual occurrence of an aberration and consequently the scored outcomeͭͬ,ͭͭ. One
high-quality study used next generation sequencing (NGS) to identify CDKͰ amplification in ͯͰ
paediatric OS patients and reported a frequency of ͭͭ.ʹ%ͭͮ.
In RMS, CDKͰ amplification might be more frequent, especially in the alveolar subtype (ͮͲ.ͭ%)
as opposed to the embryonal subtype (ͳ.ͱ%)ͭͯ–ͭͱ. For NBL, CDKͰ amplification was studied in
larger cohorts (ranging from ʹͮ to Ͳͮʹ paediatric patients per study). Amplification seems to be
rare, with reported frequencies <ͭ.ͯ%ͭͲ–ͭʹ. Nonetheless, elevated CDKͰ levels were shown to
correlate with poor survival in NBL, which is why we increased result scores to +ͭͭͲ. Evidence
from this TAR suggests that amplification of CDKͲ is more frequent than CDKͰ in brain tumours,
contrary to solid tumoursͭ͵. Overall, overexpression of CDKͰ/Ͳ seems to be more frequent than
gains, which are more frequent than amplification. Moreover, CDKͰ status was studied almost
ͮ.ͱ times more than CDKͲ status. In summary, there was strongest evidence (average score of
ιͯ) supporting higher levels of CDKͰ/Ͳ in RMS, MPNST, Wilms tumour (WT), high-grade glioma
(HGG), and low-grade glioma (LGG).
ͭͭ entries (͵.Ͱ%) were included for tumour target dependence in vitro (PoC ͮ), whereas only
three (ͮ.Ͳ%) were included for tumour target dependence in vivo (PoC ͯ); two studies examined
both. Eight papers addressed CDKͰ knockdown/knockout using siRNA, shRNA or CRISPR, as
opposed to CDKͲ knockdown in six papers (using siRNA or shRNA). Overall, quality scores for
PoC ͮ were moderate, due to the use of few cell lines, single knockdown methods or the
absence of rescue experiments. While either knockdown resulted in decreased cell viability and
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b)

Figure ͮ Overview of the entries included in the CDKͰ/Ͳ TAR. a) Number of entries included per PoC
module and tumour entity. b) Heatmap showing the average scores of all entries made for this CDKͰ/Ͳ
TAR. Numbers indicate the number of included publications. Interactive versions of both figures are
accessible through Rͮ [rͮplatform.com/TAR/CDKͰ_Ͳ].
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proliferation, cell cycle arrest and reduced levels of (phosphorylated) pRb, one NBL study found
that the effect was lower for CDKͲ knockdownͭͲ. The biggest effect, i.e. >ͳͱ% cell death upon
CDKͰ knockdown, was seen for ES and OSͮͬ,ͮͭ.
Tumour target dependence in vivo (PoC ͯ) was only studied in RMS (CDKͰ) and MB (CDKͲ).
Mice intramuscularly injected with RMS cells with inducible CDKͰ knockdown showed reduced
tumour growth compared to control miceͭͱ. Constitutive overexpression of CDKͲ in orthotopic
MB xenografts (MB subgroups were: one SHH, one former PNET) led to tumour development
and shorter survival timesͭ͵, whereas another study with transgenic models reported reduced
tumour size and prolonged survival after Cre-mediated homozygous CDKͲ knockoutͮͮ. The
positive evidence for in vitro target dependence suggests that OS and ES should be further
evaluated in an in vivo context. Notably, future studies should also aim to evaluate tumour
target dependence in other tumour entities.
A total of ͮͮ papers reported testing CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors in vitro (PoC Ͱ); Ͱͱ.ͱ% of these also
included in vivo studies. Palbociclib was the most studied compound with ͭͲ reports, whereas
only three studies tested ribociclib and only one abemaciclib. CDKͰ-specific inhibitors CAS
ͱͰͲͭͬͮ-Ͳͬ-ͳ and fascaplysin were each used in one studyͮͯ,ͮͰ.
Palbociclib efficacy varied between studies addressing the same entity. There were only two
high quality studies, using more than five NBL or HGG cell linesͮͱ,ͮͲ. Both studies reported ICͱͬ
values lower than ͱͬͬ nM in >ͭͬ% of the cell lines. Studies of lower quality presented moderate
CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitor activity in RMSͮͳ,ͮʹ, OS ͮͭ, atypical rhabdoid tumour (ATRT)/malignant rhabdoid tumour (MRT)ͮ͵,ͯͬ and MBͮͮ,ͯͭ,ͯͮ; conflicting results in NBLͮͱ,ͯͯ,ͯͰ, synovial sarcoma (SS)ͯͱ,ͯͲ
and HGGͮͲ,ͮ͵,ͯͳ; and low or no effect in ES and malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumour
(MPNST)ͮʹ.
Ribociclib was studied in three high-quality studies, showing good responses (ICͱͬ <ͱͬͬ nM) in
NBLͯʹ and ESͮͬ cell lines but only moderate efficacy in RMS cellsͭͱ. In vitro efficacy of abemaciclib was only examined in RMS and ES, showing that only ES cells were highly sensitiveͯ͵.
The only entity that scored negatively for PoC Ͱ is MPNST, all other entities have average scores
between ͭ.Ͳ and ͯ.ͯ. ES was an outlier with an average score of ͱ.ͳ. High-quality studies
revealed good responses in NBL and HGG too. Lower quality studies may suggest that CDKͰ/Ͳ
inhibitors are less effective in these tumour entities, but this could be explained by the failure to
include enough cell lines in the study to accurately assess drug efficacy within those tumour
entities. CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibition may also be of value in ATRT/MRT, SS, OS, MB and RMS.
The in vivo activity of CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors (PoC ͱ) was assessed by ͭͰ papers, resulting in ͭͱ entries
(ͭͮ.ʹ%). Again, palbociclib was the most studied with ͭͬ papers, followed by ribociclib (ͯ
studies) and abemaciclib (ͮ studies); one of these compared palbociclib with abemaciclib.
Palbociclib treatment (ͭͬͬ-ͭͱͬ mg/kg/day orally) resulted in complete remission in MB PDX
models (SHH and Group ͯ)Ͱͬ, and stable disease in HGG KͮͳM xenograftsͮͲ and one ES PDXͰͭ.
Tumour growth inhibition was observed in different xenografts (RMS, MB and ATRT), HGG
GEMs, an OS PDX and NBL chick embryo model. Ribociclib (ͳͱ-ͮͱͬ mg/kg/daily) gave the best
response (stable disease) in RMS (ARMS PAXͯ)ͭͱ, ESͮͬ and HGG KͮͳM modelsͰͮ; tumour growth
inhibition was reported in NBL xenografts. Abemaciclib (ͱͬ-ͳͱ mg/kg/daily) slowed down
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tumour growth in mice bearing MBs�� and halted growth in an ES xenograft��. Comparison of
palbociclib and abemaciclib treatment of transgenic Math�-Cre SmoM�c and Math�-Cre
Ptch�c/c mice (MB) revealed superior tumour growth inhibiting potential for palbociclib��.
Overall, only MB, ES, RMS, and HGG received scores ≥ � for in vivo (mouse) studies (all SD with
the exception of CR in MB). Of these, only MB scored high (>�).
Papers addressing biomarkers (PoC �) or resistance mechanisms (PoC �) were limited, with only
� entries (�.�%) and � entry (�.�%), respectively. While MYCN amplification had biomarker
potential for ribociclib sensitivity in NBL, this was not the case for CDK� levels, ALK, TPͱͯ or RBͭ
mutations��. CDKNͮA mutations did not correlate with CDK�/� inhibitor sensitivity in RMS��,
whereas knockdown of pͭͲINKͰa (one of the genes encoded by the CDKNͮA locus) did
significantly increase the sensitivity of one MRT cell line to palbociclib��. A genome-scale open
reading frame (ORF) screen in two ES cell lines, showed that IGF�R overexpression occurs after
prolonged treatment with ribociclib, resulting in increased resistance��.
CDK�/� inhibitors were combined with different types of treatment: chemotherapy, radiation,
other targeted compounds and gene knockdown. In total, �� entries (��.�%) were made for PoC
�; six combinations were only tested in vitro and four only in vivo. Of the chemotherapeutics
combined with CDK�/� inhibitors, only doxorubicin showed some synergistic effects��,��. The
addition of radiotherapy to palbociclib treatment was shown to be synergistic in AT/RT, MB and
HGG��–��. The CDK� inhibitor CAS������-��-� strongly synergised with DZNep (EZH�),
MLN���� (aurora kinase inhibitor) or bortezomib (protease inhibitor) in rhabdoid tumours��.
Other synergistic combinations were CDK�/� inhibitors + ALK inhibitor in NBL and RMS��,��,
palbociclib + temsirolimus (mTOR inhibitor) in HGG�� and palbociclib + sorafenib (multikinase
inhibitor) in OS��. Synergic effects, albeit lower, were also observed when CDK�/� inhibitors and
MEK inhibitors were combined in NBL and RMS��,��, and after combined inhibition of CDK�/�
and IGF-�R in ES��. Other targets in this module were BET, Wee�, EGFR, HDAC and SMO, but
these combinations were only additive or synergy improved survival only slightly.
Currently, the results of only one paediatric clinical trial are available. In this phase I trial, which
included �� NBL and �� MRT patients (we excluded the only RMS patient, as this would
resemble a case study), an escalating dose of ribociclib (���/���/��� mg/m�) was given daily on
a �-weeks-on/�-week-off schedule��. Grade �/� adverse effects occurred in �� patients. Stable
disease was reached in �/�� NBL and �/�� MRT patients and the authors reported a
recommended phase II dose of ��� mg/m�/d. The authors suggest that CDK�/� alterations in
NBL and MRT are likely not the only alterations driving tumourigenesis.
Overall, the results of this TAR reveal that extensive preclinical work is still necessary to
determine the relevance of targeting CDK�/� in paediatric cancers, especially in SS, MPNST,
ES, ATRT/MRT, WT, HB, IMT, GCT, RB, LGG and EPN. Compound sensitivity should be (further)
addressed in SS, MPNST, OS, ATRT/MRT, WT, HB, IMT, GCT, RB, LGG and EPN, especially in
vivo. Future studies should also focus more on combinatorial approaches.
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DISCUSSION
The goal of the ITCC-PͰ consortium is to accelerate evidence-driven paediatric cancer drug
development by prioritising drugs currently undergoing preclinical investigation (or drugs
repurposed from adult malignancies) for clinical development in children suffering from cancer.
In this study, we applied the previously established TAR methodology to evaluate the potential
actionability of CDKͰ/Ͳ in paediatric solid and brain tumours.
Based on our experience to have a high percentage of discordant scores between the two
reviewers, we suggest to adapt the TAR methodology by performing a ‘pilot adjudication’ after
the first ten papers that are fully scored (Supplementary Figure Sͭ). This initial comparison will
help in identifying pitfalls and different approaches at an early stage, align the scoring, and will
ultimately result in fewer discordant scores.
Evidence from this TAR suggests that CDKͰ/Ͳ aberrations occur in RMS, MPNST, OS, WT, HGG
and MB, and at lower frequencies (ͮ-ͭͬ%) also in NBL, SS, ES and LGG. For most other
indications, our search strategy did not capture any publications reporting aberration
frequencies. Overexpression seems to occur more frequently than gain or amplification of
CDKͰ/Ͳ, suggesting that other mechanisms may contribute to higher levels. Importantly, the
predictability of higher CDKͰ/Ͳ levels with regard to drug sensitivity is still under investigation
and additional data on potential biomarkers and resistance mechanisms are necessary to select
a good patient cohort for this intervention. Several studies reported ambiguous effects of
CDKͰ/Ͳ and pͭͲ status on CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitor sensitivity, both in paediatricͭͱ,ͱͭ), and adult
malignanciesͱͮ–ͱͱ. As reviewed recently, CDKͰ/Ͳ overexpression or amplification even correlated with resistance in some adult cancer modelsͱͯ. Our included studies suggest only MYCN
and CDKNͮA as putative biomarkers for CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitor sensitivity, indicating again that
further research is needed. Moreover, not only the dependency on CDKͰ/Ͳ overexpression, but
also its exact contribution to the development or proliferation of tumours should be further
investigated.
Frequently, tumour entities which scored positively in PoC Ͱ (in vitro sensitivity) scored
negatively or at least much lower in PoC ͱ (in vivo sensitivity), as was the case for NBL, RMS, OS
ATRT/MRT and HGG. These findings suggest that in vitro studies alone are not always predictive
of drug in vivo efficacy, highlighting the necessity of in vivo studies. Based on the included
studies, CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibition may be most promising in ES and MB. Clinical data showed that
CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors are tolerated at relatively high doses, with a maximum tolerated dose for
ribociclib of Ͱͳͬ mg/mͮ and a recommended phase II dose of ͯͱͬ mg/mͮ, which are comparable
to those in adultsͱͬ. Moreover, ribociclib shows good central nervous system penetrationͱͲ.
Therefore, entities that scored lower for these modules (mainly NBL, RMS, SS and HGG) may
also still benefit from CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibition, although secondary target inhibition should be
examined and prevented. Due to the low number of studies, assumptions on the most efficient
CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitor are not possible. However, the MAST study (https://braid.stjude.org/masttour/), which was not found using our search terms, shows that ribociclib has superior efficacy
over palbociclib in paediatric solid cancersͱͳ.
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That hardly any in vivo drug sensitivity studies or the phase I clinical trial were able to achieve a
response better than stable disease shows that combination therapies may be necessary to
achieve objective responses. Based on current preclinical evidence, CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors in
combination with ALK inhibitors in ALK-driven tumours, radiation therapy, or chemotherapy
should be prioritised for clinical development. The combination of CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors with
chemotherapy indeed shows clinical promiseͱʹ. A key finding reveals the mechanism by which
CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors impair recovery from DNA damage induced by cytotoxic chemotherapy,
suggesting that CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors should be applied after and not before cytotoxic chemotherapyͱ͵. Currently, a basket clinical trial of ribociclib in combination with everolimus (PIͯK
inhibitor) or chemotherapy is ongoing (NCTͬͮʹͭͯͭͯͱ). Additionally, the search for other
tumour-specific genetic dependencies that are synergistic with CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibition should continue.
All three CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors are currently tested in several paediatric clinical trials and included
in different precision medicine programs for children with CDKͰ/Ͳ amplification or a homozygous loss of CDKNͮA. Several of these studies or programs use abemaciclib, even though our
results show that published preclinical evidence for this drug is still sparse, which may indicate
that results with palbociclib/ribociclib are sometimes extrapolated. Future (pre)clinical studies
will have to show whether this is appropriate, especially given the broader target spectrum of
abemaciclibͲͬ. We encourage more preclinical publications on the efficacy of abemaciclib and
the identification of biomarkers for CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors.
In conclusion, while the heatmap generated from the CDKͰ/Ͳ TAR reveals that preclinical data
is still lacking for many paediatric tumour entities, it also enables more efficient and focused
planning of future preclinical evaluation. Specifically, our data suggests that CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibition
might be most applicable to ES and MB patients, but NBL, RMS and HGG patients may benefit
from this targeted treatment as well. The full TAR data is summarised in one publicly accessible
online application [rͮplatform.com/TAR/CDKͰ_Ͳ], where all data can be interactively explored
and evaluated.
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Supplementary Figure Sͭ Overview of the Target Actionability Review (TAR) methodology, adapted from Schubert et al.ͱ. Before proceeding with Step
ͮ, we suggest a ‘pilot adjudication’, in which ͭͬ papers are critically read, scored and discussed by the two reviewers. This will help to identify pitfalls and
different visions, and will ultimately help to reduce the number of discrepancies. Subsequently, the reviewers can continue with the initial Step ͮ for all
remaining publications.
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ABSTRACT
Background: Despite intensive treatment protocols and recent advances, neuroblastomas still
account for approximately ͭͱ% of all childhood cancer deaths. In contrast with adult cancers,
pͱͯ pathway inactivation in neuroblastomas is rarely caused by pͱͯ mutation but rather by
altered MDMͮ or pͭͰARF expression. Moreover, neuroblastomas are characterised by high
proliferation rates, frequently caused by pRb pathway dysfunction due to aberrant expression
of cyclin Dͭ, CDKͰ or pͭͲINKͰa. Simultaneous disturbance of these pathways can occur via coamplification of MDMͮ and CDKͰ or homozygous deletion of CDKNͮA, which encodes both
pͭͰARF and pͭͲINKͰa.
Methods and results: We examined whether both single and combined inhibition of MDMͮ and
CDKͰ/Ͳ is effective in reducing neuroblastoma cell viability. In our panel of ten cell lines with a
spectrum of aberrations in the pͱͯ and pRb pathway, idasanutlin and abemaciclib were the
most potent MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors, respectively. No correlation was observed between
the genetic background and response to the single inhibitors. We confirmed this lack of
correlation in isogenic systems overexpressing MDMͮ and/or CDKͰ. In addition, combined
inhibition did not result in synergistic effects. Instead, abemaciclib diminished the proapoptotic effect of idasanutlin, leading to slightly antagonistic effects. In vivo treatment with
idasanutlin and abemaciclib led to reduced tumour growth compared with single drug treatment, but no synergistic response was observed.
Conclusion: We conclude that pͱͯ and pRb pathway aberrations cannot be used as predictive
biomarkers for neuroblastoma sensitivity to MDMͮ and/or CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors. Moreover, we
advise to be cautious with combining these inhibitors in neuroblastomas.
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INTRODUCTION
Neuroblastomas account for approximately ͭͱ% of all childhood cancer deathsͭ. Using an
intensive treatment protocol, which includes high-dose multi-agent chemotherapy, complete
remission is nowadays achieved in many high-risk patients. Nevertheless, up to Ͳͬ% of them
will eventually relapse and succumb to the disease due to the treatment-resistant nature of
these relapse tumoursͮ. Similar to many other tumours, neuroblastomas are characterised by
high proliferation rates, making the cell cycle and its regulation an attractive therapeutic target.
The pRb and pͱͯ pathways are essential in this process by regulating cell cycle progression and
cell cycle arrest or apoptosis, respectively.
Unlike many adult tumours, neuroblastomas are known to have low frequencies of inactivating
mutations in TPͱͯͯ. However, pͱͯ functionality can be disturbed by aberrant expression of
upstream proteins, most importantly the Eͯ ubiquitin-protein ligase MDMͮ. Overexpression of
MDMͮ has been described in up to ͱͯ% of the patientsͰ, whereas gains and amplifications occur
at lower frequencies (ͭ͵% and ͭͯ%, respectively)ͱ,Ͳ. MDMͮ inactivates pͱͯ by blocking its
transcriptional activity, stimulating proteasomal degradation and inhibiting its translationͳ.
MDMͮ and pͱͯ form a negative feedback loop, as MDMͮ is one of pͱͯ’s transcriptional targets.
The pRb pathway, on the other hand, is disturbed by high cyclin Dͭ mRNA levels in Ͳͳ% of the
patientsʹ. Overexpression, amplification or gain of CDKͰ also occur in up to ͱ% of neuroblastomas͵,ͭͬ. Cyclin Dͭ forms an activating complex with CDKͰ, enabling phosphory-lation of
Rb protein. This phosphorylated form is no longer able to bind and thereby inactivate the
transcription factor EͮF, which then stimulates the expression of Gͭ/S phase-promoting genes.
Interestingly, MDMͮ (ͭͮqͭͱ) and CDKͰ (ͭͮqͭͰ.ͭ) are located in close proximity to each other.
Although rare, co-amplification of these genes has been reported as a recurrent event in
neuroblastoma, with higher frequencies in relapse tumoursͭͭ–ͭͯ. Other aberrations that affect
both pathways are those in CDKNͮA, encoding both pͭͰARF (which blocks the binding of
MDMͮ to pͱͯ) and pͭͲINKͰa (which inhibits the CDKͰ-cyclin Dͭ complex). Homozygous
deletions of CDKNͮA are infrequent in primary neuroblastomas but occur in up to ͭͭ% of relapse
tumoursͭͰ.
Recurrent findings of (co-occurring) pͱͯ and pRb pathway disturbances in neuroblastoma let us
to hypothesise that these patients might benefit from drugs targeting those pathways. We used
the MDMͮ inhibitors idasanutlin, SARͰͬͱʹͯʹ and HDM-ͮͬͭ, which occupy the pͱͯ binding
pocket of MDMͮ, thereby preventing pͱͯ degradationͭͱ. To target the pRb pathway, we used
the three different CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors (palbociclib, ribociclib and abemaciclib) that are currently
approved for adult malignancies and tested in paediatric patients. These inhibitors bind to the
ATP binding pocket of CDKͰ and CDKͲͭͲ, thereby inhibiting the ability of the CDKͰ-cyclin Dͭ
complex to phosphorylate pRb. Since MDMͮ and CDKͰ are co-amplified in a subset of patients,
we hypothesised that targeting both pathways might be of added value in the treatment of
high-stage neuroblastoma.
Here, we tested MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors in a panel of neuroblastoma cell lines representting the clinically observed pͱͯ and pRb pathway aberrations, as well as in isogenic MDMͮ
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and/or CDK� overexpression systems, to examine whether p�� and pRb pathway disturbances
act as predictive biomarkers for drug sensitivity. Given the fact that combination therapies are
often more effective and can hamper the development of resistance mechanisms��,��, we also
studied simultaneous inhibition of these pathways, both in vitro and in vivo.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Cell culture
Cell lines were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (SKNSH, SKNAS and
SKNBE) or from historic collaborations and their identity was validated by short tandem repeat
analysis. Cells (Figure ͭa) were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, #�����), supplemented with ��% fetal bovine serum, � mM L-glutamine, �% nonessential amino acids, ��� U/mL penicillin and ��� mg/mL streptomycin. Cells were grown at ��
°C and �% CO� and tested for mycoplasma infection every six weeks.

Cell viability assay
For single compound testing, cells were seeded in triplicates in a ��-well plate at a density of
����-��,��� cells per well, depending on the cell line. Cells were given �� hours to attach and
subsequently treated with the targeted compound using a five-fold concentration range from
�.�� nM to �� μM. For combination testing, ���-���� cells were seeded in duplicates in a ���well plate (for Shep�, ���� cells in a ��-well plate). Inhibitors (Supplementary Table Sͭ) were
added in a matrix of five-fold concentration ranges from �.��� nM to �� μM using the D���e
Digital Dispenser (TECAN). After �� hours, cell viability was measured using the �-(�,�dimethylthiazol-�yl)-�,�-diphenyltetrazolium assay��.

Plasmid generation
Using the Gateway cloning system, MDM� from the R���- E��� Hs.MDM� plasmid (a gift from
Dominic Esposito, Addgene plasmid # �����) was inserted into the lentiviral backbone
pInducer. CDK� was amplified from the R���-EO�� Hs.CDK� plasmid (a gift from Dominic
Esposito, Addgene plasmid #�����) using PCR (forward primer sequence: TATATAGCTAGCAT
GGCTACCTCTCGATATGA, reverse primer sequence: TGCTTAGGATCCTTACTCCGGATTACCT
TCAT) to introduce a NheI and BamHI restriction site. Subsequently, CDK� was inserted into
the lentiviral backbone pCW (a gift from Dr. Jarno Drost, Princess Máxima Center).

Virus production and generation of overexpression cell lines
HEK���T cells were transfected with pCW-CDK� or pInducer-MDM� and the packaging
plasmids pMD�G, pRRE and pSRV/REV using FuGENE®. DMEM medium containing the virus
was collected via ultracentrifugation. Subsequently, CHP��� cells were transduced with �-�� μL
of the concentrated virus; �.�� μg/mL puromycin was used to select for pCW-CDK�
transduction, � μg/mL blasticidin for pInducer-MDM� transduction. A double overexpression
cell line was made by transducing CHP���-MDM� cells with CDK� virus. MDM� and CDK�
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overexpression was induced using ��� ng/mL and ��� ng/mL doxycycline, respectively. Double
overexpression was induced with ��� ng/mL doxycycline. Overexpression was confirmed with
Western blot.

Western blot analysis
Cells were harvested with Laemmli lysis buffer. Protein concentrations were measured using
the Bio-Rad DC protein assay. Equal amounts of proteins were loaded on a Bio-Rad MiniProtean® TGXTM ��% or �-��% gel. Proteins were transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride
(PVDF) membranes using Trans-Blot® TurboTM Transfer (Bio-Rad). Membranes were blocked
in ECL advance blocking reagent (GE Healthcare) in TBS-Tween �.�% and incubated with
primary and secondary antibodies (Supplementary Table Sͯ). Visualisation was done with the
ChemidocTM Touch (Bio-Rad) or Odyssey CLx (LI-COR).

Cell cycle analysis
Cells were treated with idasanutlin, abemaciclib, both or DMSO for �� hours. For FACS analysis,
adherent and floating cells were collected, spun down, resuspended in PBS with � mM EDTA
and fixed with ���% ethanol at -�� °C for up to one week. The cell pellet was resuspended in
��� µL PBS with �.�� μg propidium iodide and ��.� μg RNAse and incubated for �� minutes.
Finally, ��,��� cells were measured for their DNA content using the Cytoflex LX cytometer
(Beckman Coulter) and analysed using the FlowJo software (FlowJo). Simultaneously, cells were
harvested for Western blot.

Xenograft experiments
Ethical approval was obtained under project number AVD�������������, study protocol
PMC.��.����.����. NGP cells (�x���) were xenografted into both flanks of three NMRI nu/nu
mice at �-� weeks of age (obtained from Charles River). Tumour size was monitored twice a
week by calliper measurements and determined using the formula (π/�)d�. Once tumours
reached ���� mm� in size, tumour pieces were xenotransplanted into recipient mice. Daily oral
treatment started once tumours reached a size of ��� mm�. Treatment groups (n = � or � mice
per group) were idasanutlin (�� mg/kg) + vehicle abemaciclib, abemaciclib (�� mg/kg) + vehicle
idasanutlin, a combination of abemaciclib and idasanutlin or the appropriate vehicles (Supplementary Table Sͮ). Animals were sacrificed after �� days of treatment (n = �) or when tumour
volumes exceeded ���� mm�.
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RESULTS
In vitro efficacies of MDM� inhibitors idasanutlin (RG����) and SAR������ were studied in a
panel of ten neuroblastoma cell lines with different genetic backgrounds (Figure ͭa). Lowest
IC�� values were found for idasanutlin with a range from �� nM to ��� nM for wildtype p�� cell
lines (Supplementary Figure Sͭa). IC�� values exceeded �� μM for p�� mutant cell lines SKNAS
and SKNBE, confirming that MDM� inhibitors are dependent on functional p����. No correlations were observed between aberrations that should lead to higher MDM� activity (i.e. MDM�
amplification and homozygous CDKN�A deletion) and compound sensitivity (Figure ͭb, ͭd and
Supplementary Figure Sͭa).

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Figure ͭ MDM� and CDK�/� inhibitors reduce cell viability, but response does not correlate with
genetic background. a) Classical neuroblastoma cell lines used in this study and their relevant genetic
background. Dose‐response curves after ��‐h treatment with (b) MDM� inhibitors and (c) CDK�/�
inhibitors. The two cell lines with the same genetic background are merged here, curves represent the
average of two replicates and error bars indicate the standard error of the mean (SEM). Box plots of
IC�� values after (d) MDM� and (e) CDK�/� inhibitor treatment. Cell lines were grouped depending on
the presence (blue; NGP, TR��, Shep� and Lan�) or absence (green) of p�� and Rb pathway
aberrations. No statistic significance was reached (p < �.��).
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Next, similar experiments were performed using CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors palbociclib, ribociclib
(LEEͬͭͭ) and abemaciclib (LYͮʹͯͱͮͭ͵). In accordance with previous reports ͭͲ, we found that
abemaciclib was the most potent inhibitor, with ICͱͬ values ranging from Ͱ nM to ʹ͵ͭͯ nM
(Supplementary Figure Sͭb). We did not see a correlation between cells with expected higher
activity of CDKͰ, caused by its amplification or CDKNͮA loss, and compound sensitivity (Figure
ͭc, ͭe and Supplementary Figure Sͭb).
To further examine this lack of correlation, we established stable doxycycline-inducible
overexpression of MDMͮ and/or CDKͰ in CHPͭͯͰ (Figure ͮa) and treated these cells with the
same inhibitors, including the additional MDMͮ inhibitor HDM-ͮͬͭ. ICͱͬ values were not
substantially different when MDMͮ and/or CDKͰ was overexpressed (Figure ͮb-d), further
indicating that these expression levels do not predict sensitivity to MDMͮ or CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors.
As MDMͮ and CDKͰ amplifications can occur together (cell lines NGP and TRͭͰ) and
homozygous deletions of CDKNͮA affect both pathways (Shepͮ and LanͲ cells), we were
interested if simultaneous inhibition would be beneficial. We treated our panel of cell lines for
ͳͮ hours with different concentrations of idasanutlin and abemaciclib (Figure ͯa and Supplementary Figure Sͮ) and calculated Bliss independence (BI) values as a measure of synergy. BI
values were variable between cell lines, despite their genetic backgrounds. Nevertheless, BI
values indicate an additive to slightly antagonistic effect in most cell lines, with TRͭͰ (MDMͮ/
CDKͰ-amplified) and LanͲ (CDKNͮA loss) showing highest levels of antagonism (Figure ͯb and
Supplementary Figure Sͯ). To investigate whether first arresting the cell cycle and then
stimulating apoptosis would alter the response, we delayed idasanutlin treatment with ͮͰ
hours. However, this did not result in substantial differences in cell viability or BI values (Supplementary Figure SͰ).
To further investigate the adverse effect, we performed cell cycle analyses using propidium
iodide staining in combination with flow cytometry in CHPͭͯͰ and NGP cells treated with
idasanutlin and/or abemaciclib. As expected, idasanutlin and abemaciclib both induced Gͭ
arrest (Figure Ͱa). In NGP, which contains the co-amplification, this cell cycle arrest seemed to
be achieved at lower doses. Both compounds also induced apoptosis, independent of MDMͮ
and CDKͰ status, but higher sub-Gͭ fractions were observed after idasanutlin treatment (Figure
Ͱb). However, when cells were treated with both compounds simultaneously, the apoptotic
fraction was smaller compared with treatment with idasanutlin alone. Unexpectedly, this effect
seemed to be more pronounced in NGP cells.
Increased protein levels of PARP and cleaved caspase ͯ support the induction of apoptosis after
idasanutlin treatment and the adverse effect when combined with CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibition (Figure
Ͱc). Both single compound treatments led to a reduction of Serͳʹͬ-phophorylated pRb, while
idasanutlin treatment additionally induced pͱͯ and pͮͭ expression, confirming the known
mechanism of actions of idasanutlin and abemaciclib. The enhanced expression of pͱͯ upon
inhibition with the highest concentration of idasanutlin seemed to be mildly abolished when
combined with abemaciclib. Moreover, MDMͮ expression was upregulated and pRb phosphorylation slightly diminished upon combination treatment. These effects were again most
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prominent in MDM�/CDK�-amplified NGP cells. Together, these data suggest that abemaciclib
tempers the pro-apoptotic effect of idasanutlin.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure ͮ Overexpression of MDM� and/or CDK� does not change response to the inhibitors.
a) Western blot of doxycycline‐inducible overexpression of MDM� and/or CDK� in CHP��� cells. Dose‐
response curves after ��‐h MDM� or CDK�/� inhibitor treatment in (b) CHP���‐MDM�, (c) CHP���‐
CDK� and (d) CHP���‐MDM�‐CDK� (simultaneous overexpression), with and without doxycycline
(dox) to induce over‐expression. Error bars indicate the SEM.
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b)

a)
Figure ͯ No consistent
synergism is observed after
combined inhibition of
MDM� and CDK�/�. a) Cell
viability curves after ��
h treatment with different
concentrations of idasa‐
nutlin and abemaciclib in
CHP��� and NGP cells.
Idasanutlin concentration is
indicated on the x‐axis; abe‐
maciclib concentration is
indicated by colour. Error
bars indicate the SEM.
b) Plots showing the cell
viability after combined in‐
hibition (height of the bars)
and the Bliss independence
score (colour) in CHP���
and NGP cells. Red indi‐
cates synergism, blue indi‐
cates antagonism and
additive effects are shown
in yellow.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure Ͱ Cell cycle analyses reveal that abemaciclib reduces the pro‐apoptotic effect of idasanutlin.
a) Cell cycle distribution after ��‐h treatment with abemaciclib and/or idasanutlin in CHP��� and NGP
cells. b) Apoptotic (sub‐G�) fraction highlighted. c) Protein expression of different cell cycle regulators
after treatment in CHP��� and NGP. Concentrations used in CHP��� were ��, �� and ��� nM for
abemaciclib and ��, �� and �� nM for idasanutlin; in NGP, the concentrations were �, �� and ��� nM
for abemaciclib and ��, �� and ��� nM for idasanutlin, corresponding with the respective IC��, IC��
and IC�� concentrations.
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To test if this adverse effect would also be seen in vivo, we established a xenograft model by
injecting NGP cells subcutaneously into NMRI nu/nu mice. Once the tumours reached a size of
ͮͱͬ mmͯ, ͮʹ-day treatment with either ͮͱ mg/kg idasanutlin, ͱͬ mg/kg abemaciclib or both
started. All treatments were well tolerated. Idasanutlin monotherapy resulted in diverse
reactions, ranging from complete regression to tumour progression comparable with vehicletreated tumours (average tumour growth on day ͮʹ was ͭͱʹ% versus Ͱͳͬ% in the vehicle group)
(Figure ͱ and Supplementary Figure Sͱ). Abemaciclib slowed down tumour growth compared
with vehicle-treated animals, but tumours were still progressing (average tumour growth
ͮͮͬ%). Combined treatment led to stable tumour sizes in all six animals, a response comparable
to stable disease (average tumour growth ͭͰ%). Thus, combining idasanutlin and abemaciclib
resulted in smaller average tumour sizes than either targeted compound alone. However,
average tumour sizes are higher than expected based on an additive BI value for most time
points, showing that there is no synergistic effect in vivo (Figure ͱa). Instead, the combination
shows an additive to slightly antagonistic effect in mice, as was observed earlier in cell lines.

a)

b)

Figure ͱ Abemaciclib and idasanutlin do not act synergistically in vivo. a) Average tumour growth per
treatment group (n = Ͳ–ͳ). Error bars indicate the standard deviation (SD). Red dotted line shows the
predictive tumour growth if the two drugs would act additively, based on tumour growth after single
compound treatments from this experiment. b) Box plot showing the tumour growth distribution per
group after ͮʹ days of treatment. ∗pθͬ.ͬͱ; ∗∗∗pθͬ.ͬͬͭ.

DISCUSSION
In the era of precision medicine, one of the main focuses is finding biomarkers for specific
targeted drugs. Besides the fact that drug development is still mainly focused on adult
conditions, the identification of biomarkers in paediatric cancer is hampered by small patient
numbers, with even smaller genetic subpopulations. Multi-national initiatives, such as the
Innovative Therapies for Children with Cancer (ITCC) and the Neuroblastoma New Drug
Development Strategy (NDDS), which focus on accelerating paediatric drug development, are
essential in this processͮͬ,ͮͭ. MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors were amongst the targeted drugs
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selected by the NDDSͮͭ,ͮͮ. To prevent further delay by (clinical) studies that are unlikely to be
effective, it is pivotal to also publish negative findings.
Here, we examined whether MDMͮ and CDKͰ amplification or homozygous CDKNͮA deletions
can be used as predictive biomarkers of response for MDMͮ and/or CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors in
neuroblastoma. Surprisingly, we did not find a correlation between the genetic background of
neuroblastoma cells and their sensitivity to the drugs. The lack of correlation could be
confirmed in an isogenic overexpression system. Moreover, we showed that idasanutlin and
abemaciclib do not act synergistically. Instead, CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitor abemaciclib diminishes the
pro-apoptotic effect of MDMͮ inhibitor idasanutlin.
Previously, contradicting results were reported regarding a correlation between MDMͮ
expression levels and MDMͮ inhibitor sensitivity in different tumour typesͮͯ–ͮͱ. Our results are
in line with observations by Van Maerken et al. and Chen et al., showing that this correlation
was absent for neuroblastoma cellsͮͲ,ͮͳ. Several mechanisms that might influence MDMͮ
inhibitor sensitivity have been described. First, the relative expression of different splice forms
of MDMͮ and its homologue MDMX may determine the responseͮʹ,ͮ͵. MDMͮ amplification
might result in expression of MDMͮ inhibitor-resistant splice variantsͯͬ. Secondly, other
biomarkers, such as MYCN, might determine sensitivity to MDMͮ inhibitionͮͳ,ͯͭ. In our study,
we did indeed see a non-significant trend of higher sensitivity in MYCN-amplified lines, which
might result from direct transcriptional regulation of pͱͯ by MYCNͯͮ. Lastly, controversial
results about the correlation between pͭͰARF status and MDMͮ inhibitor efficacy were
reportedͮͲ,ͯͭ. In our study, cell lines with homozygous CDKNͮA deletions were among the more
resistant ones, but there was no clear correlation with CDKNͮA status. Despite several undertakings to find a biomarker for MDMͮ inhibitor response, up to this date the only clear marker
is pͱͯͯͯ. Acquired TPͱͯ mutations might also explain the variable responses within our group of
idasanutlin-treated mice and resistance in one of the tumoursͭʹ.
For CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors, varying responses, ranging from a correlation with CDKͰ levels to
resistance, have been reported across different malignanciesͯͰ–ͯͳ. pͭͲINKͰa loss was previously
associated with both increased sensitivity and resistanceͯʹ,ͯ͵. In our study, overexpression of
CDKͰ did not change sensitivity to CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors. One of the potential mechanisms behind
this is the overexpression of cyclin E upon CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitionͭͳ. Cyclin E, together with CDKͮ, is
able to phosphorylate pRb, serving as an alternative route into S phase. Alternatively, Guiley et
al. showed that CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors are unable to bind to CDKͰ-cyclin Dͭ complexes that have
active pͮͳ bound to itͯ͵. Instead, they mainly bind to catalytically non-functional CDKͰ monomers, and the authors suggest that CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibition indirectly induces cell cycle arrest by
lowering the abundance of cyclin A or increasing the inhibition of CDKͮ-cyclin E complexes by
pͮͭ. This indirect effect might be unrelated to the amount of CDKͰ and could therefore explain
the absence of a correlation between CDKͰ levels and compound sensitivity.
To our knowledge, this is the first study using the combination of idasanutlin and abemaciclib,
but the approach to simultaneously target MDMͮ and CDKͰ is not unique. Synergistic effects
were obtained in neuroblastoma by combining nutlin-ͯ (an older generation MDMͮ inhibitor)
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with the pan-CDK inhibitor seliciclibͰͬ, possibly via the inhibition of CDKͮ and CDK͵, as well as
in liposarcoma and melanoma by combining MDMͮ inhibition with palbociclibͰͭ,Ͱͮ. On the
contrary, an antagonistic effect was found in sarcoma cellsͰͯ. The two inhibited pathways are
interconnected in several ways, which could explain the absence of synergism. Sriraman et al.
found that the CDKͰ-cyclin Dͭ complex can bind to pͱͯ, which is essential for transcription of
pͱͯ target genesͰͯ. CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors might block this interaction and counteract the effect of
MDMͮ inhibition. Moreover, MDMͮ inhibition induces expression of cyclin Dͭ and cyclin E,
which could contribute to cells escaping cell cycle arrest despite CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitionͮ͵. Another
layer of complexness is added by the observation that pͱͯ pathway activation results in
upregulation of pͮͳͰͰ, which can either inhibit CDKͮ-cyclin E or form the resistant CDKͰ-cyclin
Dͭ-pͮͳ complexesͯ͵. In these complex and intertwined pathways, protein expression, interactions and turnover levels seem to determine the fate of the cell. As a consequence, it is
difficult to pinpoint the exact mechanism responsible for the lack of synergism we observed.
In conclusion, our results contradict the common belief and rationale that inhibition of an
overexpressed oncoprotein results in higher compound sensitivityͰͱ. We showed that MDMͮ
and CDKͰ amplifications, as well as homozygous CDKNͮA deletions, have low potential as
predictive biomarkers of response to MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors in neuroblastoma. Further
research should focus on finding biomarkers for these inhibitors, as well as on finding better
treatment options for patients with pͱͯ and pRb pathway alterations. Based on the lack of
synergism observed in our study, we advise to be cautious with the combined inhibition of
MDMͮ and CDKͰ in patients with neuroblastoma.
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Supplementary Table Sͭ MDMͮ and CDKͰ inhibitors used for in vitro experiments.
Compound

Manufacturer

Catalog no.

idasanutlin

Hoffmann-La Roche

#�������-��-�

SAR ������

Selleckchem

#S����

HDM-���

Chemietek

#CT-HDM���

palbociclib

Selleckchem

#S����

ribociclib

MedChemExpress

#HY-�����

abemaciclib

Selleckchem

#S����

Supplementary Table Sͮ MDMͮ and CDKͰ inhibitor used for in vivo experiments.
Compound

Manufacturer

Catalog no. Vehicle

idasanutlin

Roche

CSE-����

abemaciclib methanesulfonate MedChemExpress HY-�����

�% Klucel LF / �.�% Tween �� / �.��% methyl paraben /
�.��% propyl paraben (v/v/v/v)

4

�% HEC in ��mM phosphate buffer, pH�

Supplementary Table Sͯ Primary and secondary antibodies used for Western blot analysis.
Antibody

Manufacturer

Catalog no.

Concentration

Rb

BD Pharmingen

#������

�:����

phosphor-Rb (Ser���)

Cell Signaling Technology

#����

�:����

cleaved caspase-�

Cell Signaling Technology

#����

�:����

MDM�

Calbiochem

#SR��������

�:����

PARP

Cell Signaling Technology

#����

�:����

p�� Waf�/Cip�

Cell Signaling Technology

#����

�:����

p��

Thermo Fisher

#MS-���-P�

�:���

CDK�

Cell Signaling Technology

#����

�:����

α-tubulin

Cell Signaling Technology

#����

�:����

β-actin

Abcam

#�����

�:��,���

anti-rabbit

GE Healthcare
LI-COR

#NA����
#���-�����

�:��,���

Anti-mouse

GE Healthcare
LI-COR

#NXA���
#���-�����

�:��,���
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Supplementary Figure Sͭ Genetic background and compound sensitivity do not correlate in our panel of neuroblastoma cell lines. a+b) IC�� values and dose‐
response curves after ��‐hour treatment with MDM� inhibitors (a) and CDK�/� inhibitors (b). Curves and IC�� values represent the average of two replicates
and the error bars indicate the SEM.
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Supplementary Figure Sͮ Cell viability curves after combined ��‐hour treatment with idasanutlin and
abemaciclib in our cell line panel do not show clear signs of synergism. Idasanutlin concentration is
indicated on the x‐axis, abemaciclib concentration is indicated by colour. Error bars indicate the SEM.
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Supplementary
Figure Sͯ BI values do
not show clear syner‐
gistic patterns in our
panel of neuroblasto‐
ma cells lines after ��‐
hour treatment with
idasanutlin and abe‐
maciclib. Positive BI
values (shown in red)
indicate synergism,
negative BI values
(shown in blue) indi‐
cate antagonism. An
additive effect results
in BI values of zero.
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Supplementary Figure SͰ Delaying idasanutlin treatment by �� hours does not result in substantial changes of the observed responses. a) Cell viability curves
after treatment with idasanutlin was delayed by �� hours in CHP��� and NGP cells. Idasanutlin concentration is indicated on the x‐axis, abemaciclib
concentration is indicated by colour. Error bars indicate the SEM. b) Visual representation of the corresponding BI values. Positive BI values (shown in red)
indicate synergism, negative BI values (shown in blue) indicate antagonism. An additive effect results in BI values of zero.
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Supplementary Figure Sͱ Idasanutlin and abemaciclib reduce tumour growth in vivo. a) Tumour
volumes of the individual mice after treatment was initiated. The dotted line indicates the end of the
ͮʹǦday treatment. Some animals were sacrificed after treatment, of others the tumour growth was
further measured after treatment until tumours reached a size of approximately ͮ,ͬͬͬ mmͯ.
b) Waterfall plot of tumour growth of individual mice at the end of treatment compared to day ͬ.
Empty bars indicate animals that had to be sacrificed before the treatment stopped.
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ABSTRACT
Homozygous inactivation of the CDKNͮA locus is one of the most common genomic aberrations
in human cancer. The locus codes for two unrelated and distinctly regulated proteins: pͭͰARF
and pͭͲINKͰa, which inhibit MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ, respectively. Loss of CDKNͮA is also a
recurrent event in relapsed neuroblastoma, a childhood tumour that arises from neural crest
cells. To examine the consequences of the loss of the two distinct gene transcripts in neuroblastoma, we used the CRISPR-Cas͵ system to knockout pͭͰ, pͭͲ and pͭͰ+pͭͲ in SYͱY cells.
RNA sequencing of the transcriptome revealed a striking shift towards an immature Schwann
cell precursor-like phenotype with mesenchymal characteristics, specifically in the pͭͲ and
pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockouts. High-throughput drug screening of pͭͲ and pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout clones
identified a large increase in sensitivity to EGFR inhibitors. On protein level, we were able to
confirm that EGFR pathway activation is higher in pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout cells and that treatment
with the EGFR inhibitor afatinib resulted in higher levels of apoptosis. Afatinib also reduced
tumour growth in vivo in xenografts transplanted with pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout SYͱY cells. Overall,
our study suggests that CDKNͮA deletion in neuroblastoma relates to a phenotypic shift
towards a more progenitor like state and increases sensitivity to EGFR inhibitors.
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INTRODUCTION
Copy number loss of CDKNͮA is among the most common genetic alterations in human cancers,
both adultͭ and paediatricͮ. The composition of the CDKNͮA locus is quite unique for the human
genome, as it codes for two unrelated proteins: pͭͰARF and pͭͲINKͰa (hereafter referred to as
pͭͰ and pͭͲ). The two genes share exon ͮ and ͯ but have distinct first exons, start sites and
promoters, resulting in different open reading frames. Both proteins play a key role in prominent cancer pathways regulating cell cycle control. Although inactivation of only one gene can
occur (usually via point mutation or promoter methylation) the typical cancer-related mutation
affects both alleles and thus both pathwaysͯ. Expression of pͭͰ, which serves as an activator of
pͱͯ, is typically low but enhanced upon oncogenic stimulation. The protein binds to and
sequesters the Eͯ ubiquitin ligase MDMͮ to the nucleolus, thereby indirectly stabilizing pͱͯ,
which can then exert its function as a transcription factor for genes involved in apoptosis and
cell cycle arrest. The pRb pathway is regulated by pͭͲ, which inhibits the CDKͰ/Ͳ-cyclin Dͭ complex, thereby preventing the phosphorylation of pRb. EͮF transcription factors retain bound to
pRb and expression of S-phase entry genes is not initiated. In other words, loss of CDKNͮA
results in increased MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ activity and hence disturbed pͱͯ and pRb signalling.
Negative feedback loops exist between pRb and pͭͲͰ, as well as between pͱͯ and pͭͰͱ.
Moreover, crosstalk between the two pathways has also been described, e.g., via the cyclindependent kinase inhibitor (CKI) pͮͭ, which is a target gene of pͱͯͲ. Thus, CDKNͮA copy
number losses may contribute to rapid cell cycle progression and decreased rates of apoptosis.
Loss of CDKNͮA has also been identified in neuroblastomaͳ,ʹ. Neuroblastoma is the most
common extracranial paediatric solid tumour͵. These tumours arise from neural crest cells and
are typically located in the adrenal medulla or along the sympathetic chainͭͬ,ͭͭ. Upon refractory
or relapsed disease, the average overall survival of ͱͬ-Ͳͬ% decreases to less than ͭͬ%ͭͮ–ͭͰ.
Despite a paucity of somatic mutations in neuroblastoma, we and others previously showed
that there is a general enrichment of mutations in refractory or relapsed tumoursͭͱ,ͭͲ. While
homozygous CDKNͮA deletions occur in ~ͯ% of primary neuroblastomasͳ,ʹ,ͭͳ–ͭ͵, our group previously identified this copy number loss in ͭͯ% of relapse tumours but not in the matching
primary samples. Carr-Wilkinson et al. also reported a higher frequency of pͱͯ/MDMͮ/pͭͰ pathway abnormalities in relapsed neuroblastomaͭ͵.
CDKNͮA loss is considered an actionable event, meaning that the inhibition of downstream
proteins is thought to interfere with uncontrolled cell division. However, in a previous study, we
have shown no significant change in sensitivity to MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors in two
neuroblastoma cell lines with homozygous loss of CDKNͮAͮͬ. We designed this study to address
the consequences of pͭͰ inactivation, pͭͲ inactivation and the combined loss in neuroblastoma.
While several studies examined the knockdown or knockout of either pͭͰ (or pͭ͵ in mice)ͮͭ,ͮͮ or
pͭͲͮͯ,ͮͰ, we are unaware of studies comparing these two situations. To study these individual
effects, we generated different knockouts in SYͱY neuroblastoma cells using CRISPR-Cas͵. We
performed RNA sequencing on clonal cell lines with pͭͰ and/or pͭͲ knockout to gain more
insight in gene expression changes, which revealed a clear shift towards a more progenitor-like,
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mesenchymal state upon knockout of pͭͲ but not pͭͰ. Subsequent high-throughput drug
screening revealed a striking increase in EGFR inhibitor sensitivity of the pͭͲ knockout cells.
Afatinib also reduced tumour growth in pͭͲ knockout xenografts.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Cell culture
All cell lines were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM), supplemented with
ͭͬ% fetal bovine serum, ͮ mM L-glutamine, ͭ% non-essential amino acids, ͭͬͬ U/mL penicillin
and ͭͬͬ mg/mL streptomycin. Cells were grown at ͯͳ °C and ͱ% COͮ and routinely tested for
mycoplasma infection.

Establishments of knockout lines (gRNA cloning, virus production, clone selection)
Knockout of pͭͰARF was obtained by targeting CDKNͮA’s exon ͭȾ, using the single guide RNA
(sgRNA) CACCGGCGGCGAGAACATGGTGCGC (“Cͮ”) or CACCGGCACGCGCGCCGAATCCGGA
(“Cͯ”). By targeting exon ͭȽ with sgRNA CACCGACGCACCGAATAGTTACGGT (“Cͭͯ”)
pͭͲINKͰa was knocked out, and knockouts of CDKNͮA (pͭͰ+pͭͲ) were established by targeting
exon ͮ with sgRNA CACCGGTGGCGGGGTCGGCGCAGTT (“Cͳ”) or CACCGGACCCGTGCAC
GACGCTGCC (“Cʹ”). The sgRNAs were designed using the previously available Zhang lab
CRISPR Design Tool. sgRNAs were cloned into the lentiCRISPRvͮ plasmid (a gift from Feng
Zhang, Addgene plasmid #ͱͮ͵Ͳͭ) as described by the Zhang labͮͱ,ͮͲ. For lentivirus production,
the obtained plasmids, in combination with pMDͮG, pRRE and pSRV/REV packaging vectors,
were transfected in HEKͮ͵ͯT cells using FuGENE® (Promega). DMEM medium, containing the
virus, was collected, filtered and then concentrated by ultracentrifugation. SYͱY neuroblastoma cells were subsequently transduced with ͭͬ µL of the concentrated virus and selected for
successful transduction with puromycin. Cells were then plated at low densities to ensure clonal
outgrowth of single cells, after which several colonies were picked, expanded, and checked for
the correct knockout using Sanger sequencing and Western blot analysis.

DNA validation of knockout cells
DNA was isolated using the Wizard® SV Genomic DNA Purification System kit (Promega). The
DNA was amplified with a polymerase chain reaction (PCR), using primers for exon ͭȾ/pͭͰARF
(F: AGCAATGAGATGACCTCGCTT, R: CACCAAACAAAACAAGTGCCG), exon ͭȽ/pͭͲINKͰa (F:
TGACACCAAACACCCCGATT, R: AGAATCGAAGCGCTACCTGA) or exon ͮ/CDKNͮA (F: TTACC
ACATTCTGCGCTTGG or TTAGACACCTGGGGCTTGTG, R: TGGAAGCTCTCAGGGTACAAAT or
ATGGTTACTGCCTCTGGT). Clone Cͭͯ.ͭͲ was validated using the CloneJET PCR Cloning Kit
(Thermo Scientific) and the primers for exon ͭȽ/pͭͲINKͰa, according to the manufacturer’s
protocol. Purified PCR products were sent to Macrogen for Sanger sequencing using the same
primers. Results were analyzed using the SnapGene software and the online tool TIDEͮͳ.
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Western blot analysis
Cells were grown in �� cm dishes and, if needed, treated with different drug concentrations or
DMSO for �� or �� hours. Cells were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and then
harvested and lysed with Laemmli buffer (��% Glycerol, �% sodium dodecyl sulphate and
���mM Tris HCl), supplemented with �.�% NAF, �.�% Na�VO� and cOmpleteTM mini protease
inhibitor cocktail (Roche). Protein content was measured using the Bio-Rad DC protein assay.
Equal amounts of protein were loaded and run on Bio-Rad Mini-Protean® TGXTM ��% gels. The
Trans-Blot® Turbo™ Transfer System (Bio-Rad) was used to transfer proteins onto a polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane. Membranes were blocked in ECL advance blocking reagent
(GE Healthcare) in TBS-Tween �.�% and incubated with primary antibodies overnight at � °C.
Incubation with secondary antibodies was done at room temperature for one hour. Protein
bands were visualised using either the ChemidocTM Touch (Bio-Rad) or the Odyssey CLx (LICOR).

Antibodies
Primary antibodies were p��INK�a (AF����, R&D Systems, �:���), MDM� (A����, Calbiochem), CDK� (AHZ����, Invitrogen), EGFR (����, Cell Signaling), p-EGFR (����, Cell Signaling),
AKT (����S, Cell Signaling), p-AKT (����S, Cell Signaling), MEK (����S, Cell Signaling), p-MEK
(����S, Cell Signaling), PARP (�����, Cell Signaling) and β-actin (ab����, Abcam). All primary
antibodies were diluted �:���� with �% ABA blocking buffer (Amersham, #RPN���V) in TBST,
unless stated otherwise. Secondary antibodies for chemiluminescence were anti-mouse
(NXA���V, GE Healthcare), anti-rabbit (NA����V, GE Healthcare), anti-goat (KO���, Santa
Cruz) and for fluorescence anti-mouse (���-�����, LI-COR) and anti-rabbit (���-�����, LICOR). All secondary antibodies were diluted �:����.

RNA sequencing and establishment of signatures
Samples were harvested when cells were seeded for the high-throughput screen. A duplicate
sample for wildtype SY�Y cells was harvested at a later time point. Cells were spun down,
resuspended in TRIzol™ (Invitrogen) and chloroform was added to separate the phases. RNA
was precipitated by adding ���% RNA-free ethanol to the aqueous phase. Finally, RNA was
extracted using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). Illumina sequencing libraries were prepared using
the Truseq RNA stranded polyA kit (Illumina) and sequenced with �x��p paired-end sequencing
on an Illumina NextSeq���� system. After sequencing the data was aligned to genome build
GRCh��.p�� and reads were summarized per gene with the R package Rsubread�� using
Ensembl gene build GRCh��.v��. Counts per gene were normalized to TPM values (Transcripts
Per Kilobase Million) and log transformed and corrected for experimental batch using ComBat
as implemented in the R package sva��. Genes differentially expressed against the wildtype cell
line were identified using the DESeq��� R package taking along the experimental batch as a
variable in the design. GSEA analysis was performed using the R package fgsea with the
hallmark gene sets from MsigDB v�.���,��. The p�� signature was composed of the shrunken log
fold changes of the ��� most significantly regulated genes in the pͭͲ and pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout cell
lines (as a single group). No batch correction was applied in this procedure. The signature
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contained ͭͭʹ upregulated and ͭͯͮ downregulated genes. Scores for the expression of the pͭͲ
KO up and pͭͲ KO down gene signatures in single developing adrenal medullary cells were
determined using the AddModuleScore function in R package Seurat v.ͯ.ͭͯͯ with ͭͬͬ control
genes per analysed gene. Briefly, the average expression of the gene signature was determined
in individual cells and subtracted by the expression of the control gene sets. Expression scores
were visualized on the UMAP embedding calculated for normal developing adrenal medullary
cells published by Jansky et alͯͰ.

High-throughput compound screen
Screening experiments and processing were performed by the high-throughput screening
facility of the Princess Máxima Center (https://research.prinsesmaximacentrum.nl/en/corefacilities/high-throughput-screening). Cells were seeded in ͯʹͰ-well microplates using the
Multidrop™ Combi Reagent Dispenser (Thermo Scientific). Seeding densities (cells/well) were
as follows: ͯͬͬͬ SYͱY, ͭͱͬͬͬ SYͱY-Cͮ.ͭ, Ͳͬͬͬ SYͱY-Cͯ.Ͳ, ͮͬͬͬ SYͱY-Cͭͯ.ͳ, ͱͬͬͬ SYͱYCͭͯ.ͭͲ, ͯͬͬͬ SYͱY-Cͳ.ͯ and ͮͱͬͬ SYͱY-Cʹ.ͭͬ. After ͮͰ hours, the ͭ͵ͳ library compounds
dissolved in DMSO or MilliQ (Supplementary Table Sͭ) were added in duplicate using the Echo
ͱͱͬ dispenser (Beckman Coulter). Final drug concentrations ranged standard between ͬ.ͭ nM
and ͭͬ µM, although some drugs were, if necessary, added on lower and higher concentrations.
Control samples were treated with the appropriate concentrations of solvents (ͬ.ͮͱ% of DMSO
or Milli-Q). After ͳͮ hours of treatment, cell viability was measured using the ͯ-(Ͱ,ͱdimethylthiazol-ͮyl)-ͮ,ͱ-diphenyltetrazolium (MTT) assayͯͱ and compared to DMSO-treated
wells as positive controls and staurosporine-treated (ͭͬ µM) wells as negative control. Data
were normalised to DMSO-treated cells (defined as ͭͬͬ% viability) and empty controls (ͬ%
viability). Subsequently, ICͱͬ values (half maximal concentration that inhibits viability) were
calculated by determining the concentrations of the drug needed to achieve a ͱͬ% reduction in
cell viability, using the extension package drc in the statistic environment of R studio (version
Ͱ.ͬ.ͮ). Quality of the screens was approved after assessment of cell growth (absorbance signal
of tͳͮ/tͬ), negative, positive and empty controls and the amount of variability between
duplicates.

Cell viability assay (compound validation)
Cells were seeded in quadruplicates in ͯʹͰ-wells plates at densities of ͮͬͬͬ-ͭͱ,ͬͬͬ cells per well,
depending on the cell line, see above. Inhibitors were added after ͮͰ hours using a five-fold
concentration range from ͬ.ͭͮʹ nM to ͱͬ µM with the Dͯͬͬe Digital Dispenser (TECAN). After
ͳͮ hours, cell viabilities were measured using the MTT assay and compared to solvent-treated
controls. Two replicate experiments were performed.

Inhibitors
EGFR inhibitors erlotinib (HY-ͱͬʹ͵Ͳ), afatinib (HY-ͭͬͮͲͭ) and sapitinib (HY-ͭͯͬͱͬ) and ALK
inhibitor lorlatinib (HY-ͭͮͮͭͱ) were all purchased from MedChemExpress. The ALK inhibitor
alectinib (SͮͳͲͮ) was obtained from SelleckChem.
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Cell cycle analysis
Cells were seeded in Ͳ cm dishes and treated with afatinib (ͱͬ, ͱͬͬ and ͱͬͬͬ nM) or DMSO after
ͮͰ hours. After Ͱʹ hours on treatment, attached and floating cells were harvested, spun down
and washed with PBS. Subsequently, cells were washed twice with PBS with Ͱ mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) and spun down. Cells were then resuspended until single cells
were obtained and counted. One million cells were stained with Vybrant® DyeCycle™ Violet
Stain (Invitrogen) with a final concentration of ͱ µM. Cells were then incubated in the dark at
ͯͳ °C for ͯͬ minutes. Subsequently, DNA content was measured using the CytoFLEX LX Flow
Cytometer (Beckman Coulter) and analyzed using the accompanying CytExpert software.
Three replicate experiments were performed.

Xenograft experiments
ͮ.ͱxͭͬͲ cells of SYͱY-Cͳ.ͯ or SYͱY-Cʹ.ͭͬ were xenografted into a flank of Ͳ-ʹ-week-old NMRI
nu-/nu- mice (obtained from Janvier Labs). Three times a week, body weight and tumour size
were measured; latter was measured using a caliper and tumour volume (mmͯ) was determined
with the formula ½(length * widthͮ), with length representing the largest tumour diameter and
width the perpendicular diameter. Treatment was initiated once tumours reached a size of ͮͱͬ
mmͯ. Mice (n = Ͳ-ʹ per group) were treated with afatinib (ͭͱ mg/kg) or vehicle (ͬ,ͱ%
methylcellulose / ͬ,Ͱ% Tweenʹͬ) orally for ͮͭ consecutive days and sacrificed once tumour
volumes exceeded ͭͱͬͬ mmͯ. Animals for pharmacodynamic measurements (n = ͯ per group)
were sacrificed after ͱ days of treatment. Ethical approval was obtained under project number
AVDͯͬͭͬͬͮͬͮͬͭͭͱʹͰ (EGP no. ͭͬͬͲͰ).

RESULTS
Generation of pͭͰ, pͭͲ and pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout SYͱY cells.
To study the effects of pͭͰ and pͭͲ knockout, we selected the commonly used neuroblastoma
cell line SYͱY. Like the Shepͮ cell line, SYͱY is a subclone derived from the SKNSH cell lineͯͲ.
While Shepͮ cells carry a homozygous deletion of CDKNͮA, SYͱY cells have two wildtype copies
of CDKNͮA. We, therefore, hypothesised that SYͱY cells have the proper genomic background
for mimicking the loss of the CDKNͮA locus. To create the distinct knockouts, we cloned guide
RNAs (gRNAs) specifically targeting pͭͰ, pͭͲ or pͭͰ+pͭͲ loci (Figure ͭa) into the pLentiCRISPRvͮ plasmid and transduced wildtype SYͱY cells. After selection and clonal expansion of
single cells, pͭͰ and pͭͲ knockout in the clones was confirmed using Sanger sequencing, in
combination with the online tool TIDEͮͳ, and Western blot analysis (Figure ͭb). For each target,
we selected two clones to proceed with. Compared to the reference sequence, clear out-offrame interruptions were seen in all sequences (Figure ͭc). In concordance, pͭͲ protein was
absent in all pͭͲ knockout clones (Cͭͯ.ͳ, Cͭͯ.ͭͲ, Cͳ.ʹ, and Cʹ.ͭͬ) (Figure ͭd). Unfortunately,
the detection of wildtype pͭͰ protein proved to be complicated due to non-specific antibodies,
so we initially had to rely on DNA validation for these knockouts.
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Figure ͭ Knockouts of p��, p�� and p��+p�� were generated in SY�Y neuroblastoma cells. a) Structure of the CDKN�A locus and
genomic locations targeted by the different gRNAs. gRNAs C� and C� were directed towards exon �� and thus p��, while C��
targeted exon �� (p��) and C� and C� exon � (p��+p��). b) Schematic representation of the establishment of clonal cell lines.
SY�Y cells were transduced with the different gRNA‐containing plasmids and selected with puromycin. Seeding the cells at very
low densities ensured clonal expansion of single cells. Knockouts were validated using Sanger sequencing and Western blot. Two
knockout clones were selected for each target. c) Sequences of the clonal cell lines that were selected for this study. All cell lines
presented with an out‐of‐frame insertion or deletion. C��.�� had a four base pair deletion on one allele and a deletion of �� base
pairs on the other. d) Protein levels of p�� in all selected clones. Protein is indeed absent in cells with a knockout of p��.
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Loss of pͭͲ has a significant effect on the transcriptome.
To investigate the effects of pͭͰ and/or pͭͲ loss on the transcriptome, we performed RNA
sequencing on all six clonal cell lines and two replicates of the wildtype SYͱY cells. Visualisation
of the RNA reads showed a clear gap or mutation at the location of the gRNAs, corresponding
in length to the deletion or insertion identified with Sanger sequencing. Thus, we concluded
that we successfully knocked out pͭͰ. Subsequent differential gene expression analysis of
knockout clones compared to the wildtype (p-value of <ͬ.ͬͱ and a log fold change of >ͭ),
showed a minor effect of pͭͰ knockout, while pͭͲ and pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout clones showed striking
changes in the gene expression profile (Figure ͮa). Additional clustering based on a Pearson
correlation of the ͱͬͬ genes with the most variable expression, showed that pͭͰ knockouts
clustered together with the wildtype cells, whereas pͭͲ and pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockouts form a distinct
cluster (Figure ͮb). This observation is confirmed if we cluster the top ͱͬ differentially expressed
genes in the pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockouts (Figure ͮc) and pͭͲ knockouts compared to the pͭͰ knockouts
(Supplementary Figure Sͭ).

Loss of pͭͲ induces a shift towards a more immature, mesenchymal state.
To study the phenotypic switch in pͭͲ knockout clones in more detail, we performed gene set
enrichment analysis (GSEA) using the Hallmark gene sets of the Molecular Signatures Database
(MSigDB)ͯͮ. This analysis indicated significant overlap in the top ͮͬ gene sets that were altered
upon pͭͲ and pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout, especially in the upregulated gene sets (Figure ͯa+b). The
combined top hit was the upregulation of genes linked to epithelial to mesenchymal transition
(EMT), suggesting a switch to a more mesenchymal phenotype after pͭͲ knockout (Figure ͯc).
Jansky et al. recently published the developmental trajectory of neuroblastoma based on
single-nucleus RNA sequencingͯͰ. To see what the effect of the pͭͲ knockout was when viewed
in the context of this developmental trajectory, we generated pͭͲ knockout upregulated (pͭͲ
KO up) and downregulated (pͭͲ KO down) gene expression signatures and determined their
expression scores in the individual developing adrenal medullary cells. The genes from the pͭͲ
up signature are highly expressed in Schwann cell precursor (SCP) cells, whereas the genes from
the pͭͲ down signature are associated with high expression in the more differentiated neuroblasts, connecting progenitor cells and chromaffin cells (Figure ͯd). Overall, these results indicate that pͭͲ knockout induces a strong transcriptomic switch into a more immature SCP-like
phenotype with mesenchymal characteristics.

Loss of pͭͲ increases sensitivity to EGFR inhibitors.
Since such a significant shift in gene expression and phenotype could very well result in altered
sensitivity to targeted compounds, we subjected all knockout cell lines and the SYͱY parental
line to a ͳͮ-hour high-throughput compound sensitivity screen using a library of ͭ͵ͳ drugs
(Figure Ͱa). These drugs are either currently used in cancer treatment or clinical trials or are far
along in (pre)clinical development (Table ͭ). Cell viability curves were established for each drug
in each cell line, and the half maximal concentration that inhibits the viability (ICͱͬ) and area
under the curve (AUC) values were calculated. Comparing all AUC values for the three types of
knockout lines with wildtype SYͱY, showed that single knockout of pͭͰ had only a minor effect
on drug sensitivity (Figure Ͱb). More significant shifts in compound sensitivity were seen in the
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Figure ͮ Gene expression of the different knockout cell lines. a) Venn diagram showing differentially
expressed genes per knockout compared to wildtype. Genes were selected using an adjusted p‐value
of <�.�� and an absolute log fold change >�. b) Correlation of the average expression between the
different knockouts. The ��� most variable genes were used to calculate the Pearson correlation
coefficients. c) Heatmap showing the expression (transcripts per million) of the �� most differentially
expressed genes (p��+p�� knockout versus wildtype) with an absolute log fold change >�. Genes are
standardised row‐wise.
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Figure ͯ Gene set enrichment analyses and signatures of the knockout cell lines. Top �� most
upregulated and downregulated gene sets in the p�� (a) and p��+p�� (b) knockout cell lines. Gene sets
are ranked based on the adjusted p‐value. c) MA plots marking the individual genes of the Hallmark
Epithelial Mesenchymal Transition gene set. The x‐axis shows the log� of mean normalised counts,
the y‐axis the shrunken log fold change of the different knockout cell lines versus the wildtype cell line.
Red dots indicate gene set members with an absolute log fold change >�, the yellow dots those with
an absolute log fold change <�. In grey all other genes are shown. d) Diffusion map of adrenal
medullary cells coloured by chromaffin cell lineage pseudotime trajectory (adjusted with permission
from Jansky et al.��) (left) and expression of genes from the p�� KO up (middle) and p�� KO down
(right) signatures in UMAP embedding of the adrenal medullary cells. The log‐normalised gene
expression is indicated by colour (middle and right).
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pͭͲ and the pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout cells. We subsequently divided the cell lines in two groups: the
pͭͲ wildtype group (SYͱY wildtype and pͭͰ knockout cells) and the pͭͲ knockout group (pͭͲ
and pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout cells). Analysis of differential compound sensitivities showed a highly
significant increase in sensitivity for all nine EGFR inhibitors included in the library (p<ͬ.ͬͭ for
ʹ/͵ inhibitors; p<ͬ.ͬͱ for the remaining inhibitor) (Figure Ͱc+d). Additionally, we observed a
highly significant increase in resistance for three of the nine ALK inhibitors (p<ͬ.ͬͭ) (Supplementary Figure Sͮa), which was confirmed by treating the two pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout cell lines and
wildtype cells with alectinib and lorlatinib (Supplementary Figure Sͮb). Interestingly, ALK
expression was significantly lower in the pͭͲ and the pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockouts (Supplementary Figure
Sͮc). We also identified increased resistance to BCLͮ inhibitors and greater sensitivity to MEK
inhibitors in these cells (Supplementary Figure Sͮd+e).
In our previous study, we showed that CDKNͮA-deleted cell lines do not respond better to
MDMͮ or CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitionͮͬ. In line with these findings, our current compound sensitivity
screening revealed that none of the knockouts significantly influences sensitivity to the four
MDMͮ and the three CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors from the library (Supplementary Figure Sͮf+g).

CDKNͮA knockout increases dependency on the EGFR pathway.
Because of the striking enrichment of EGFR inhibitors in our library screen, we decided to focus
on the validation of this class of drugs. For the validation using a bigger concentration range,
we chose afatinib, since this compound showed the greatest shift in the high-throughput
screen, and erlotinib because Phase I study results in paediatric patients are already availableͯͳ.
These results confirmed that SYͱY cells with a knockout that includes pͭͲ are indeed more
sensitive to these EGFR inhibitors, with ICͱͬ values for afatinib being much lower compared to
SYͱY wildtype (Figure ͱa+b). Since the pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockouts (Cͳ.ͯ and Cʹ.ͭͬ) are clinically most
relevant, we decided to further focus on these clonal cell lines. Protein analysis revealed higher
basal levels of both unphosphorylated and phosphorylated EGFR (p-EGFR) in the knockout cell
lines (Figure ͱc). Incremental concentrations of afatinib (for ͮͰ hours) resulted in decreased
levels of p-EGFR, as well as of the downstream proteins p-AKT and p-MEK. This decrease in
pathway activation was best visible in Cͳ.ͯ cells. After Ͱʹ hours of treatment, PARP cleavage
already occurred at a dose of ͱͬ nM in the knockout cells, whereas the first sign of PARP
cleavage in the wildtype cells was seen with ͱͬͬͬ nM afatinib. Although afatinib induced cell
death (indicated by the sub Gͭ fraction) in all cell lines, this effect was much stronger when
CDKNͮA was knocked out (Figure ͱd). These results hint towards higher basal activity of the
EGFR pathway in a CDKNͮA-deleted background, which causes increased dependency of these
cells on this pathway.

Afatinib reduces tumour growth in xenografts with CDKN2A knockout.
To study the sensitivity of CDKNͮA knockouts to EGFR inhibition in vivo, we established two
xenograft models by injecting SYͱY-Cͳ.ͯ and SYͱY-Cʹ.ͭͬ cells subcutaneously into NMRI nu/nu
mice. Once tumours reached a size of ͮͱͬ mmͯ, the ͮͭ-day oral treatment with afatinib was
started. We initially started treatment at ͮͬ mg/kg but lowered the dose once we noticed that
some mice lost a significant amount of weight. Two animals in the SYͱY-Cͳ.ͯ group received
two doses of ͮͬ mg/kg before changing to ͭͱ mg/kg. However, this change in dose did not seem
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Figure Ͱ High‐throughput drug screening of the different clonal cell lines. a) Schematic overview of
the procedure. Clonal cell lines were seeded in ���‐wells plates and subsequently treated with a library
containing ��� drugs for �� hours. Drug sensitivities of the knockout cell lines were compared to the
sensitivities of SY�Y wildtype cells. b) Correlation plots for each clonal cell line, showing the area under
the curve (AUC) for each drug in the knockout cell line and SY�Y wildtype cells. c) Volcano plot of p��
knockout vs. p�� wildtype AUC values. All nine EGFR inhibitors included in this experiment are
highlighted in red. d) Waterfall plot showing the AUC values of the different knockout cell lines
compared to the SY�Y wildtype cells for each EGFR inhibitor included.
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Figure ͱ Validation of EGFR inhibitors in CDKN�A knockout cell lines. Survival curves of the different
clonal cell lines after ��‐hour treatment with afatinib and erlotinib (a) and the corresponding IC��
values (b). Error bars indicate the SEM. c) Protein levels after treatment with increasing doses of
afatinib of the two p��+p�� knockout and the wildtype cell lines. PARP protein samples were
harvested after �� hours of treatment, while the rest was harvested after �� hours. β‐actin levels were
comparable for all samples. d) Cell cycle distribution in the two p��+p�� knockout and the wildtype
cell lines after ��‐hour treatment with increasing doses of afatinib. Afatinib concentrations used for
the Western blot and FACS were �, ��, ��� and ���� nM.

to alter the response, since one of the tumours progressed despite the higher dose. Despite the
lower dose, some weight loss was still observed in two Cͳ.ͯ animals. After ͮͭ days, six out of
eight vehicle-treated Cͳ.ͯ mice and six of seven Cʹ.ͭͬ mice had already been sacrificed due to
the size of the tumours. When end of treatment tumour volumes (either after completing ͮͭ
days or because the tumour reached a volume of ͭͱͬͬ mmͯ) were compared, afatinib treatment
led to a significant reduction in tumour size of Ͳͭ.ͮ% compared to the vehicle control in Cͳ.ͯ
animals (average tumour growth of ͭͮͯ.ͬ% versus Ͱͱͬ.ͱ%, p = ͬ.ͬͬͱ) (Figure Ͳa+b). In Cʹ.ͭͬ-
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bearing mice, the tumours were ͯͱ.͵% smaller than the vehicle controls (ͮͮͲ.ͳ% versus ͰͬͰ.ͳ%,
p = ͬ.ͬͰͮͲ). Median survival was extended by ͭͲ.ͱ and ͭͱ days for Cͳ.ͯ and Cʹ.ͭͬ, respectively
(Figure Ͳc).

a)

b)

5

c)

Figure Ͳ In vivo testing of afatinib in C�.� and C�.�� (p��+p�� knockout) xenografts. a) Tumour
volume of all animals treated with either afanitib or the appropriate vehicle. Dashed line indicates the
end of treatment. b) Average tumour growth per group. * p��.��; ** p��.�� (student’s t‐test). Error
bars indicate the SD. c) Kaplan‐Meier curve showing the survival of each group. P‐values were
calculated using a log‐rank test.
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DISCUSSION
With CDKNͮA being one of the most frequently deleted loci in both adult and childhood cancer,
it is pivotal to understand the effects of this loss better, as well as finding ways to interfere with
its consequences. Here, we showed that the inactivation of pͭͲ has a much bigger effect on
SYͱY neuroblastoma cells than pͭͰ inactivation. Cells shifted towards a mesenchymal phenotype upon knockout of either pͭͲ alone or pͭͰ+pͭͲ (CDKNͮA) and the transcriptome reflected
that of less-differentiated SCP cells. Moreover, the high-throughput drug screen revealed a
changed drug response profile, of which the increased sensitivity to EGFR inhibitors was the
most significant. The EGFR inhibitor afatinib induced cell death and cell cycle arrest at greater
levels and lower dosages in CDKNͮA-inactivated cells and reduced tumour growth significantly
in two mouse models.
In this study, we showed that the knockout of pͭͰ did not lead to any striking differences in
phenotype, gene expression, nor compound sensitivity in SYͱY neuroblastoma cells. It is yet
unclear, why the effect of pͭͰ inactivation is comparably small. Dreidax et al. reported that pͭͰ
expression is epigenetically repressed and promoter activity is relatively low in SYͱY cellsʹ.
SYͱY cells may not depend much on the basal expression of this protein and therefore
inactivation may not lead to major changes in gene expression.
Contrary to pͭͰ inactivation, pͭͲ knockout (with or without simultaneous pͭͰ knockout)
changed gene expression exceedingly compared to wildtype SYͱY cells. All pͭͲ and pͭͰ+pͭͲ
knockout cells switched to a more immature, mesenchymal state and became sensitive to EGFR
inhibition. The transition to a mesenchymal state, typically epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), is a common feature in cancers, enabling tumours to grow invasively and metastasise to distinct sitesͯʹ. Mesenchymal cells are characterised by a more stem cell-like or
dedifferentiated stateͯ͵, which is in line with our finding that pͭͲ knockout cells resemble the
more undifferentiated SCPs. Recently, Gartlgruber et al. published the mesenchymal signature
activity score of ͮͯ neuroblastoma cell linesͰͬ. Looking at these scores, we noticed that all
mesenchymal cell lines have a heterozygous or homozygous inactivation of the CDKNͮA locus,
which also hints towards a potential correlation between a mesenchymal state and an impaired
CDKNͮA locus. It was previously shown that pͭͲ represses EMT via miR-ͭͰͭ and miR-ͭͰͲb-ͱpͰͭ,
so loss of pͭͲ may indeed enhance the cell’s ability to transition to a mesenchymal state. In
addition, FOSLͮ and/or HGF, both strongly upregulated in the pͭͲ and pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout clones
(Figure ͮc), might induce or contribute to the mesenchymal switch. FOSLͮ is a core regulatory
circuitry transcription factor in neuroblastoma, shown to regulate the mesenchymal phenotypeͰͬ, and binding of HGF to c-Met, which regulates EMT, was shown to induce mesenchymal
features in neuroblastomaͰͮ.
EMT is characterised by the downregulation of E-cadherin, which is typically a result of
repression by the transcription factors SNAIͭ and TWISTͭ. EGFR signalling was shown to
promote EMT via the upregulation of these transcription factorsͰͯ,ͰͰ and by stimulating
reorganisation of the actin cytoskeleton in favour of EMTͰͱ. Thus, in our pͭͲ knockout cells, the
mesenchymal switch could be a direct result of enhanced EGFR signalling. The question
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remains, however, what mechanism is behind the increased dependence on this signalling
pathway upon pͭͲ knockout. While different (feedback) mechanisms have been identified that
aid in the downregulation of EGFR via receptor endocytosis or dephosphorylationͰͲ,Ͱͳ, we are
unaware of any mechanisms linking pͭͲ directly to EGFR expression or activation in neuroblastoma cells. In fact, the pRb pathway is located downstream of EGFR, as EGFR regulates
cyclin D expression and activation via the RAS/MAPK and the PIͯK/Akt/mTOR pathway,
respectivelyͰʹ. Yet there might be certain feedback mechanisms that are still unknown, for
example via downstream EͮF transcription factors, which regulate the expression of a plethora
of genesͰ͵. However, if the link between pͭͲ knockout and EGFR inhibitor sensitivity would be
through the canonical pRb pathway, one would expect that loss of pͭͲ enhances CDKͰ/Ͳ
inhibitor sensitivity, which is in contrast with our findings. Interestingly, Fang et al. reported an
inverse correlation between pͮͳ and EGFR levels in human cancer tissues. They showed that
depletion of pͮͳ resulted in upregulation of EGFR via released suppression of the JNK/c-Jun
pathwayͱͬ. Moreover, inhibition of pͮͳ phosphorylation at Serͭͬ led to pͮͳ accumulation in the
nucleus and enhanced erlotinib-mediated cytotoxicityͱͭ. Since the CDKͰ-cyclin D complex
cannot bind pͭͲ and pͮͳ at the same time, more pͮͳ might be directed to this complex when
pͭͲ is lost. Shuttling of pͮͳ may result in released inhibition of the JNK/c-Jun pathway, which
enhances EGFR expression. Although the link to EGFR was not investigated, pͭͲ itself was also
shown to bind JNKͭ/ͯ and block the activation of c-Junͱͮ. Another possibility is that pͭͲ loss
indirectly stimulates the release of growth factors, such as HBEGF and TGFȾͭͱͯ,ͱͰ, via an
unknown mechanism. Future experiments looking further into the expression and localisation
of EGFR, pͮͳ and different ligands may help to understand the underlying mechanism.
We also observed significantly increased resistance to some ALK inhibitors in our pͭͲ knockouts. Since SYͱY cells carry an FͭͭͳͰL ALK mutation, these cells are not sensitive to every ALK
inhibitor and increased resistance was only seen for those that are effective in cells with this
specific mutation. Downregulation of ALK in the pͭͲ knockouts can explain this shift in sensitivity and further indicates a change of dependency on oncogenic pathways.
While we see a clear shift in phenotype when we knock out pͭͲ, the clinical implication of our
findings requires further investigation. We showed that afatinib reduced tumour growth in
SYͱY xenografts with CDKNͮA knockout, but our results also indicate that combination
strategies might be necessary to achieve remission. Future experiments will have to explore
different drug combinations and confirm our results in other mouse models. The SYͱY cell line
is interesting due to its SKNSH-derived clonal origin and its ability to transdifferentiate between
a noradrenergic and a mesenchymal stateͱͱ. Future experiments will have to elucidate the
potential correlation between pͭͲ/CDKNͮA and a phenotypic switch and investigate whether a
mesenchymal transition occurs upon pͭͲ knockout in other neuroblastoma models. The tumour
microenvironment plays an important role when it comes to mesenchymal transitionsͱͲ, raising
the question whether pͭͲ loss in patients induces the same changes as in vitro. Nonetheless, our
findings fit with other observations that ͭ) homozygous loss of CDKNͮA occurs predominantly
in relapsed neuroblastomaͭͱ, ͮ) mesenchymal cells are less differentiated and enriched in
relapse tumoursͰͬ,ͱͳ, and ͯ) the switch to a mesenchymal phenotype contributes to the devel-
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opment of relapsesͱʹ. Similar to RAS mutations, pͭͲ/CDKNͮA inactivation may be a way to
induce neuronal dedifferentiation, activate stem cell characteristics and thereby contribute to
therapeutic resistance and relapse. Overall, our study shows that pͭͲ, but not pͭͰ, knockout
induces large transcriptomic changes in SYͱY neuroblastoma cells, as well as increased sensitivity to EGFR inhibitors. Our study paves that way for further research that aims at targeting
CDKNͮA deletions in neuroblastoma and potentially other (paediatric) cancer types.
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Supplementary Table Sͭ Drugs included in the high‐throughput drug screen library.
Drug

Target(s)

(+)-JQ-ͭ

BRDͰ

ͯ-AP

RR

Ͳ-Mercaptopurine

Antimetabolite (purine analogue)

Ͳ-Thioguanine

Antimetabolite (purine analogue)

Abemaciclib mesylate

CDKͰ; CDKͲ

Actinomycin D

dsDNA intercalator

AZDͭͳͳͱ

WEEͭ

Afatinib

EGFR; HERͮ

Alectinib

ALK

Alisertib

AURKA

AMG-ͭͳͲ

MCL-ͭ

AMG ͯͯͳ

c-Met

Apatinib mesylate

VEGFRͮ

AT-ͰͬͲ

cIAPͭ-BIRͯ; cIAPͮ-BIRͯ; XIAP-BIRͯ

ATͳͱͭ͵

pan-CDK

CCͭͮͮ

DNA-PK

Axitinib

VEGFRͭ; VEGFRͮ; VEGFRͯ; PDGFR-_; c-Kit

AZDͰͱͰͳ

FGFRͭ; FGFRͮ; FGFRͯ; FGFRͰ; KDR

AZDͱͱʹͮ

cIAPͭ; cIAPͮ; XIAP

AZDͱ͵͵ͭ

MCL-ͭ

AZDʹͬͱͱ

mTORCͭ; mTORCͮ

Belinostat

MCL-ͭ

VE-ʹͮͮ

ATR

BIBR ͭͱͯͮ

TERT

Binimetinib

MEKͭ; MEKͮ

OTX-ͬͭͱ

BRDͮ; BRDͯ; BRDͰ

Birinapant

cIAPͭ; XIAP

BMS-ͭ

PD-ͭ/PD-Lͭ inhibitor ͭ

Bortezomib

Proteasome

Bosutinib

Src; Bcr-Abl

Brigatinib

ALK

Buparlisib

PIͯK_; PIͯK_; PIͯK_; PIͯK_

Busulfan

DNA dialkylating agent (Nͳ-guanine residues)

Cabozantinib S-malate

MET; VEGFRͮ; AXL; RET; c-KIT; FLTͯ

Camptothecin

DNA topoisomerase I inhibitor

Capmatinib

c-Met

Carboplatin

DNA crosslinker

Carfilzomib

Proteasome

Cediranib

VEGFR(KDR); Fltͭ; FltͰ; c-Kit; PDGFR_

AZDͲͳͯʹ

ATR

Ceritinib

ALK

Cisplatin

DNA crosslinker

Cobimetinib

MEKͭ

RGͲͭͰͲ

BRDͮ; BRDͯ; BRDͰ; BRDT

CPI-Ͱͱͱ

KDMͱA; KDMͱB; KDMͱC

LYͯͬͯ͵Ͱͳʹ

NOTCH

Crenolanib

PDGFR_; PDGFR_; FLTͯ

Crizotinib

c-Met; ALK; ROSͭ

Cytarabine

Antimetabolite (pyrimidine analogue)
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Dabrafenib

BRAFVͲͬͬE

Dacarbazine

DNA alkylating agent (OͲ/Nͳ-guanine residues)

Dasatinib

Abl; Src; c-Kit

Daunorubicin hydrochloride

DNA topoisomerase II inhibitor

Decitabine

Antimetabolite (cytosine analogue); DNA methyltransferase

Defactinib

FAK

Dexametasone

Glucocorticoid

Dovitinib

Fltͯ; c-Kit; FGFRͭ; FGFRͯ; VEGFRͭ; VEGFRͮ; VEGFRͯ; VEGFRͰ

Doxorubicin hydrochloride

DNA topoisomerase II inhibitor

EHT ͭʹͲͰ (ͮHCL)

Racͭ; Racͭb; Racͮ; Racͯ

Enasidenib

IDHͮ

Ensartinib

ALK

Entinostat

HDACͭ; HDACͯ

Entospletinib

SYK

Entrectinib

TrkA; TrkB; TrkC; ROSͭ; ALK

Epidaza

HDAC

Erdafitinib

pan-FGFR

Erlotinib hydrochloride

EGFR

Etoposide

DNA topoisomerase II inhibitor

Everolimus

mTORCͭ

Fenretinide

Nuclear retinoic acid receptor acitvator

CUDC-͵ͬͳ

PIͯK; HDAC

FXͭ

BCLͲ

Galunisertib

ALK ͱ

Ganetespib

HSP͵ͬ

Gemcitabine

Antimetabolite (pyrimidine analogue)

Glasdegib

SMO

GSK JͰ hydrochloride

JMJDͯ; UTX

GSKͭͬͳͬ͵ͭͲ

AURKB; AURKC

GSKͮͲͯͲͳͳͭ

PIͯK_

GSKͮͲ͵͵ͲͮA

ROCKͭ; ROCKͮ

GSKͰͲͭͯͲͰ

PLKͭ

I-BRD͵

BRD͵

Ibrutinib

BTK

Icotinib

EGFR

Idasanutlin

pͱͯ-MDMͮ

Idelalisib

PIͯK_

Imatinib mesylate

v-Abl; c-Kit; PDGFR

Ipatasertib

AKTͭ; AKTͮ; AKTͯ

Iphosphamide

DNA alkylating agent (Nͳ-guanine residues)

IPIͱͰ͵

PIͯK_

Irinotecan

DNA topoisomerase I inhibitor

Isotretinoin

Nuclear retinoic acid receptor acitvator

Ixazomib

Proteasome

THͭͱͳ͵

MTHͭ

KU-ͱͱ͵ͯͯ

ATM

KU-Ͳͬͬͭ͵

ATM

Lapatinib

EGFR; HERͮ

Larotrectinib sulfate

Trk receptor

Lenvatinib

VEGFRͮ; VEGFRͯ; VEGFRͭ; FGFRͭ; PDGFR_; PDGFR_

LGK͵ͳͰ

PORCN

Linsitinib

IGF-ͭR
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LMK-ͮͯͱ

HDACͰ; HDACͱ

Lorlatinib

ALK; ROSͭ

LTURMͯͰ

DNA-PK

LYͯͬͮͯͰͭͰ

PIͯK_; PIͯK_; PIͯK_; PIͯK_; mTORCͭ; mTORCͮ; DNA-PK

Maphosphamide sodium salt

DNA alkylating agent (Nͳ-guanine residues)

Masitinib

c-Kit; PDGFR_; PDGFR_

Melphalan

DNA alkylating agent (Nͳ-guanine residues)

Merestinib

c-Met

Metformine hydrochloride

NA

Methotrexate

Antimetabolite (folic acid analogue)

Midostaurin

PKC_; PKC_; PKC_; Syk; Flk-ͭ; AKT; PKA; c-Kit; c-Fgr; c-Src; FLTͯ; PDGFR_; VEGFRͭ;
VEGFRͮ

Milademetan

MDMͮ

Miransertib

AKTͭ; AKTͮ; AKTͯ

Mitoxantrone dihydrochloride DNA topoisomerase II inhibitor
MK-ͮͮͬͲ dihydrochloride

AKTͭ; AKTͮ; AKTͯ

MM-ͭͬͮ

MLLͭ

I-BET-ͳͲͮ

BRDͮ; BRDͯ; BRDͰ

Momelotinib

JAKͭ; JAKͮ; JAKͯ

MTIC

DNA alkylating agent (OͲ/Nͳ-guanine residues)

Mubritinib

HERͮ

MXͲ͵

MDMͮ/XIAP

Navitoclax

BCL-ͮ; BCL-XL; BCL-W

MSCͮͰ͵ͬͰʹͰA

DNA-PK

Neratinib

HERͮ; EGFR; weakly KDR; weakly Src

Nilotinib

Bcr-Abl

Niraparib

PARPͭ; PARPͮ

NVP-HDMͮͬͭ

MDMͮ

Olaparib

PARPͭ; PARPͮ

Osimertinib

EGFRLʹͱʹR; EGFRLʹͱʹR/Tͳ͵ͬM

Oxaliplatin

DNA crosslinker

Paclitaxel

Microtubule stabilizer

Palbociclib hydrochloride

CDKͰ; CDKͲ

Pamiparib

PARPͭ; PARPͮ

Panobinostat

pan-HDAC

Pazopanib

VEGFRͭ; VEGFRͮ; VEGFRͯ; PDGFR_; PDGFR_; FGFRͭ; c-Kit; c-FMS

PCI-ͯͰͬͱͭ

HDACʹ

PD-ͬͯͮͱ͵ͬͭ

MEKͭ; MEKͮ

Perifosine

AKTͭ; AKTͮ; AKTͯ

MLN Ͱ͵ͮͰ

Neddʹ-activating enzyme

Pexidartinib

CSF-ͭR; Kit; Fltͯ

PF-ͬͲͲͱͭͲͬͬ

JAKͯ

Pictilisib

PIͯK_; PIͯK_

Pinometostat

DOTͭL

Plerixafor

NA

Ponatinib

VEGFRͮ; Bcr-Abl; PDGFR_; FGFRͭ

Prednisolone

Glucocorticoid

Prexasertib

CHKͭ

Quizartinib

FLTͯ

Ravoxertinib

ERK

Regorafenib

VEGFRͭ; VEGFRͮ; VEGFRͯ; PDGFR_; Kit; RET; Raf-ͭ

Ribociclib

CDKͰ; CDKͲ
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Romidepsin

HDACͭ; HDACͮ

Rucaparib phosphate

PARPͭ; PARPͮ

Ruxolitinib

JAKͭ; JAKͮ

SͲͯʹͰͱ

MCL-ͭ

Sapitinib

EGFR; HERͮ; HERͯ

SAR Ͱͬͱ

VPSͯͰ

Saracatinib

Src; c-YES; FYN; LYN; BLK; FGR; LCK; Abl; EGFR

Savolitinib

c-Met

Selinexor

CRMͭ

Selumetinib

MEKͭ

SHPͬ͵͵ hydrochloride

SHP ͮ

Sirolimus

mTORCͭ

Sitravatinib

Axl; MER; VEGFRͯ; VEGFRͮ; VEGFRͭ; KIT; FLTͯ; DDRͮ; DDRͭ; TRKA; TRKB

SN-ͯʹ

DNA topoisomerase I inhibitor

Sonidegib

SMO

Sorafenib

Raf-ͭ; B-Raf; VEGFR-ͮ

Sunitinib

VEGFRͮ; PDGFR_; c-Kit

Talazoparib

PARPͭ; PARPͮ

Tanespimycin

HSP͵ͬ

Taselisib

PIͯK_ mutant

Tazemetostat

EZHͮ

Temozolomide

DNA alkylating agent (OͲ/Nͳ-guanine residues)

Temsirolimus

mTORCͭ

ThioTEPA

DNA alkylating agent (Nͳ-guanine residues)

THZͭ hydrochloride

CDKͳ

THZͱͯͭ

CDKͭͮ; CDKͭͯ

Tivantinib

c-Met

Tofacitinib citrate

JAKͭ; JAKͮ; JAKͯ

Topotecan hydrochloride

DNA topoisomerase I inhibitor

Trametinib

MEKͭ; MEKͮ

EW-ͳͭ͵ͳ

ALKͮ; ALKͰ; ALKͱ

Vandetanib

VEGFRͮ; VEGFRͯ; EGFR; RET

Varlitinib

EGFR; HERͮ

Vemurafenib

BRAFVͲͬͬE

Venetoclax

BCL-ͮ

Vinblastine

Microtubule destabilizer

Vincristine sulfate

Microtubule destabilizer

Vindesine sulphate

Microtubule destabilizer

Vismodegib

SHH

Vistusertib

mTORCͭ; mTORCͮ

Volasertib

PLKͭ

Vorinostat

pan-HDAC

XAV-͵ͯ͵

TNKSͭ; TNKSͮ

YMͭͱͱ

Survivin

YO-ͬͭͬͮͳ

gamma-secretase

b)

Supplementary Figure Sͭ Gene expression of the different knockout cell lines. a) Heatmap showing the expression (transcripts per million) of the �� most
differentially expressed genes (p�� knockout versus wildtype) with an absolute log fold change >�. b) Heatmap showing the expression (transcripts per million)
of the �� most differentially expressed genes (p�� knockout versus wildtype) with an absolute log fold change >�. Genes are standardised row‐wise.
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c)

Supplementary Figure Sͮ Sensitivities of the different knockout cell lines for ALK, BCLͮ, MEK, CDKͰ/Ͳ and MDMͮ inhibitors. a) Volcano plot comparing area
under the curve (AUC) values of pͭͲ wildtype (SYͱY wildtype and pͭͰ knockout) with pͭͲ knockout (pͭͲ and pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout) cell lines. All nine ALK
inhibitors included in the library are highlighted. b) Validation of resistance to ALK inhibitors alectinib and lorlatinib in pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout cells. Error bars
indicate the SEM. c) Boxplot showing ALK mRNA expression in pͭͲ knockout and pͭͲ wildtype clonal cell lines. d+e) Volcano plot comparing AUC values for
BCLͮ inhibitors (d) and MEK inhibitors (e) of pͭͲ wildtype (SYͱY wildtype and pͭͰ knockout) with pͭͲ knockout (pͭͲ and pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout) cell lines. BCLͮ
(blue) and MEK (green) inhibitors included in the library are highlighted. f+g) Volcano plot comparing AUC values of pͭͲ wildtype (SYͱY wildtype and pͭͰ
knockout) with pͭͲ knockout (pͭͲ and pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout) cell lines (f) or pͭͰ wildtype (SYͱY wildtype and pͭͲ knockout) with pͭͰ knockout (pͭͰ and pͭͰ+pͭͲ
knockout) cell lines (g). CDKͰ/Ͳ (purple) or MDMͮ (coral) inhibitors included in the library are highlighted.
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PERSONALISED MEDICINE
Despite recent advances in the understanding and treatment of the disease, high-risk neuroblastoma remains one of the deadliest paediatric tumours. While currently approximately half
of the high-risk patients can be cured using an intense treatment schedule, the other half will
ultimately relapse or suffer from refractory disease. Relapses are thought to arise from subclones that are already present in the primary tumour. Some of these subclones may be
resistant to standard treatment because of certain mutations that allow for the outgrowth of
this subcloneͭ. Patients with relapses or refractory disease have a chance of survival of less than
ͭͬ%, which indicates the urgent need for more and better targeted treatments.
Traditionally, cancer patients are treated with chemotherapy. These cytostatic compounds
effectively induce cell death but are not very specific regarding the cells they target. As a result,
other rapidly proliferating cells, such as hematopoietic precursors and gastrointestinal mucosal
cells, are also affected, causing side effects that can be quite severe. Moreover, late effects like
organ damage, infertility, cognitive impairments or second cancers are not uncommon, especially in childhood cancer survivors. To lower the chance of developing (late) side effects, we
need drugs that target cancer cells more specifically, which is the premise of personalised
medicineͮ. According to the model of oncogene dependency, a tumour cell highly depends on
the overexpression/activation of a certain oncogene for its survivalͯ. Personalised (or precision)
medicine is built on this model as it uses inhibitors to specifically target the translated oncoproteins (or downstream targets) with the aim to interfere with the most essential survival
pathways and kill the cell. While this approach sounds promising, there are also some
challenges that come with it. The strategy of personalised medicine can only be applied to a
limited number of cases, because most of these cancer-driving mutations, like MYCN amplifications in neuroblastoma, are not directly druggable. In addition, a tumour typically consists
of distinct subclones, each with different mutations. To attack the full tumour, a combination
of several targeted drugs, preferably working synergistically, is often needed. Moreover,
targeted treatment usually leads to secondary resistance. While this can sometimes be
prevented or delayed by combination therapy, most patients will need to switch to second- or
third-generation inhibitors after a while. Nonetheless, the efficacy of targeted therapy and
hence personalised medicine can be improved by identifying so-called biomarkers, which are,
in this case, genetic aberrations that correlate with drug sensitivityͰ.

Biomarkers
Without biomarkers for both efficacy and resistance, patients are either never offered a
treatment from which they may benefit, or they may receive unnecessary doses of drugs to
which they are unlikely to respond. Also, a decent number of clinical trials still fail due to
incorrect patient selection. The studies bundled in this thesis were all designed and executed to
gain better understanding of genes involved in the pͱͯ and pRb signalling pathways and their
potential to serve as a biomarker. Both pathways are recurrently deregulated in relapsed
neuroblastoma tumours, mainly due to MDMͮ and/or CDKͰ gain or amplification, overexpression of cyclin Dͭ or homozygous loss of CDKNͮA, but adequate targeted treatment is still
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lacking for this patient group. With the model of oncogene dependency in mind, it may seem
obvious that MDMͮ or CDKͰ amplification sensitises cells to their respective inhibitors.
Likewise, CDKNͮA loss, which should also lead to higher levels of MDMͮ and CDKͰ, is frequently
considered a biomarker for these inhibitors. However, we have shown in chapter Ͱ that none of
these aberrations correlate with increased compound sensitivity in neuroblastoma cells. These
results indicate that further research is necessary to find better treatment options for patients
with pͱͯ and pRb pathway disturbances, but also to identify alternative predictive biomarkers
for MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitor response. The TAR methodology presented in this thesis
(chapter ͮ) provides a great tool to gather and appraise not only all available knowledge about
biomarkers but also about mutation frequency, target dependence, compound sensitivity,
resistance mechanisms and combination therapies in paediatric solid and brain tumours. Such
systematic reviews are very helpful to gain more insight in the importance and feasibility of
targeting a protein/pathway in a specific tumour entity and identifying patient groups that are
likely to respond to the therapy.

Biomarkers for MDMͮ inhibitors
MDMͮ has been investigated extensively over the past several decades. This is reflected by the
MDMͮ-TPͱͯ TAR (chapter ͮ), which comprises a good number of preclinical paediatric cancer
studies, as well as by the fact that roughly ͮͬͬ different MDMͮ inhibitors have been identified
and/or developed. However, only seven MDMͮ inhibitors are currently under clinical investigation, two of which (idasanutlin and HDMͮͬͭ) are also in trial for neuroblastoma. Moreover,
none of the drugs is approved by the FDA yet and biomarkers have not been extensively studied.
We, therefore, tested three different MDMͮ inhibitors in a panel of neuroblastoma cell lines,
including two MDMͮ/CDKͰ-amplified lines and two with a homozygous deletion of CDKNͮA in
chapter Ͱ. Surprisingly, we saw no correlation between the genetic background and sensitivity
to these inhibitors. Using a cell line with inducible overexpression of MDMͮ, we confirmed that
MDMͮ levels in neuroblastoma cell lines do not predict sensitivity to the used MDMͮ inhibitors.
The MDMͮ-TPͱͯ TAR in paediatric solid tumours revealed paradoxical findings about the
predictive value of MDMͮ levels: while studies in neuroblastomaͱ,Ͳ and rhabdomyosarcomaͳ
showed no correlation, MDMͮ-amplified osteosarcoma cells were indeed more sensitive for the
MDMͮ inhibitor nutlin-ͯʹ. Other biomarker candidates from this TAR were MYCN and CDKNͮA
(both discussed below), as well as SMARCBͭ deletion in rhabdoid tumours͵.
Both our own study and the TAR did, however, confirm the biomarker status of TPͱͯ. MDMͮ
exerts its main function by targeting pͱͯ for proteasomal degradation and thereby it requires
functional pͱͯ to be present in a cell. Therefore, sensitivity for MDMͮ inhibitors that target the
interaction with pͱͯ clearly correlates with pͱͯ functionality, making TPͱͯ status a bona fide
negative biomarker for MDMͮ inhibitors. Mutated pͱͯ is rare in neuroblastoma and several
other paediatric tumours. But, despite functional pͱͯ, the response of cell lines can still be very
heterogeneousͭͬ, a finding we can confirm based on the MDMͮ-TPͱͯ TAR. These varying
sensitivities indicate that other factors play a role and underline the need for additional
biomarkers.
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TPͱͯ mutations are also relatively rare in haematological malignancies, and overexpression of
MDMͮ is associated with poor prognosis in acute myeloid leukaemia (AML)ͭͭ, which is why
MDMͮ seems an attractive therapeutic target for these cancers. Vu and colleagues showed that
low expression of miR-ͭͬa, which modulates several key members of the pͱͯ and pRb pathways, correlated with Nutlin-ͯa and DSͯͬͯͮ-b (as well as cytarabine) sensitivity in AML cells and
patientsͭͮ. Hence, miR-ͭͬa levels may serve as a biomarker for MDMͮ inhibitor sensitivity.
Whether this holds also true for neuroblastoma, remains to be determined, as miR-ͭͬa is
specifically overexpressed in AML but not in neuroblastoma.
Another study suggested both FLTͯ (Fms Related Receptor Tyrosine Kinase ͯ) and MDMͮ
expression levels to be adequate biomarkers for idasanutlin in AMLͭͯ. Overexpression of FLTͯ,
which is a growth factor receptor that signals via PIͯK-AKT, RAS-MAPK and STATͱ, was
thought to enhance MDMͮ expression via these pathways. However, given this correlation with
MDMͮ levels it is questionable whether FLTͯ is a biomarker in neuroblastoma, since we showed
that MDMͮ levels do not correlate with compound sensitivity. Moreover, FLTͯ overexpression
is frequently observed in AML, but not in solid tumours.
BMI-ͭ, a ring finger protein that is part of the polycomb group complex ͭ (PRCͭ), was also
suggested as a biomarker in acute lymphatic leukaemia (ALL)ͭͰ. This complex functions as an
epigenetic repressor of multiple regulatory genes, one of which is CDKNͮA. In ALL cells, nutlin-ͯ treatment induced downregulation of BMI-ͭ. Interestingly, BMI-ͭ is one of MYCN’s target
genes and frequently overexpressed in neuroblastomaͭͱ.
A study by Ishizawa et al. used a panel of ͮͰͬ cancer cell lines to validate the biomarker status
of pͱͯ and determine a biomarker gene expression signature for MDMͮ inhibitorsͭͬ. Of all pͱͯ
wildtype cell lines, ͮͰ% were resistant to all three MDMͮ inhibitors tested, and further analyses
confirmed that the positive predictive value of TPͱͯ alone was only Ͳͮ%. Hence, the authors
defined a sensitivity signature of ͭͳͱ genes, which, together with the TPͱͯ genotype, could
predict high sensitivity in ͵ͱ% of the cell lines and ʹʹ% of PDXs. Interestingly, the top-ranked
genes in this signature were all well-known pͱͯ target genes (MDMͮ, pͮͭ and CDKͮ, among
others). This suggests that the signature may reflect high basal activity of pͱͯ, which potentially
lowers the threshold for MDMͮ inhibition to induce pͱͯ-mediated apoptosis. It was noted,
however, that pͱͯ target genes are differently regulated depending on the tissue type, and
consequently, different tumour entities may need distinct signatures to accurately predict
sensitivity. The signature that was established for AML is currently validated in a clinical trial
with DS-ͯͬͯͮb (milademetan) (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier NCTͬͮͯͭ͵ͯͲ͵).
Taken together, it appears that most candidate biomarkers for MDMͮ inhibitors are involved in
the (regulation of the) pͱͯ pathway. However, to our knowledge, none of these biomarkers
(except pͱͯ itself) have been confirmed in patient trials. More research is necessary to select a
patient group that is most likely to benefit from MDMͮ inhibition.

Biomarkers for CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors
Currently, all three clinically available CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors (palbociclib, ribociclib and abemaciclib)
are only approved for treating hormone receptor-positive, HERͮ-negative (HR+/HERͮ-)
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advanced or metastatic breast cancer. To gain more insight into the effectivity of these compounds in neuroblastoma cells with a deregulated pRb pathway, we treated our cell line panel
with all three CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors in chapter Ͱ. We found similar results for CDKͰ overexpression
as for MDMͮ; higher levels of CDKͰ did not sensitise cells to CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors. The CDKͰ/Ͳ TAR
in chapter ͯ contained no studies that could support, nor refute our findings, since only
CDKNͮA/pͭͲ and MYCN (both discussed below) were examined as biomarkers in paediatric
cancers.
In line with the only approved indication, most CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitor research stems from the field
of breast cancer. The rationale behind inhibiting CDKͰ/Ͳ in HR+/HERͮ- breast cancer is that
CCNDͭ, the gene coding for cyclin Dͭ, is a transcriptional target of the estrogen receptor (ER)
and CDKͰ/Ͳ plays an important role in driving malignant cell cycle progressionͭͲ. CDKͰ itself,
however, is rarely amplified or overexpressed in breast cancerͭͳ. Currently, HR status is often
used as an inclusion criterion and hence as a biomarker for CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors, but this is not
applicable to neuroblastoma or other paediatric cancers. One of the other biomarker candidates is overexpression of cyclin Dͭ, which correlated with palbociclib sensitivity in HR+ breast
cancer cellsͭʹ. Another study found a link between D-Cyclin Activating Features (DCAFs), such
as CCNDͭ translocation or CCNDͮ/ͯ amplification, and abemaciclib sensitivity by looking at a
broad panel of cancer cell lines and patient-derived xenograft (PDX) modelsͭ͵. DCAF defects
generally elevate expression of cyclin D, but many cancer types characterised by CCNDͭ
amplification or overexpression were not very sensitive, which is in contrast to the findings in
breast cancer cells. Hence, expression levels cannot be the only reason why cells with DCAF are
more sensitive and further research is necessary to elucidate the exact mechanism. Moreover,
the significance of DCAFs in patients is still unclearͭ͵,ͮͬ.
Another biomarker candidate is the phosphorylation of residue Yʹʹ of pͮͳ, which correlated
with palbociclib sensitivity in breast cancer cells and biopsiesͮͭ,ͮͮ. Similarly, the phosphorylation
of residue Tͭͮͳ of pͮͳ, carried out by CAK, and its associate gene signature were shown to
predict the response to palbociclib in breast cancer cell linesͮͯ.
Uitdehaag et al., who used a multi-cancer panel of ͭͬʹ cell lines, found that CDKNͮA loss was
strongly predictive of CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitor sensitivity (discussed below), as were CTNNBͭ and EZHͮ
mutationsͮͰ.
In addition to these positive biomarkers, negative ones have also been described. Similar to
TPͱͯ status being a negative biomarker for MDMͮ inhibitors, several studies, both preclinical
and clinical, found a significant correlation between RBͭ mutations and insensitivity for CDKͰ/Ͳ
inhibitorsͭʹ,ͮͱ,ͮͲ, although the correlation with pRb levels was not always presentͮ͵,ͯͬ. If pRb is
absent or mutated, EͮF will be constitutively active and there is no need for CDKͰ or CDKͲ to
induce the activation. Moreover, loss of pRb is speculated to induce replication stress, which
leads to accumulation of pͭͲͮͳ,ͮʹ. As discussed below, this will add to the resistance of tumours
with RBͭ mutations.
To identify additional resistance mechanisms, several groups studied the effect of long-term
exposure of breast cancer cells to CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors. In many of these studies, resistance was
caused by emerging aberrations within the pRb pathway. Both CDKͲͯͭ and CCNEͭͯͮ amplifi-
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cation were reported to occur after prolonged treatment with CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors. Another study
suggested, however, that the CCNEͭ/RBͮ ratio is a better biomarker than levels of CCNEͭ or
RBͭ aloneͯͯ. Yet another study reported that overexpression of low-molecular-weight cyclin E
(LMWE) was associated with resistance to palbociclib. LMWE is created by post-translational
modification and able to phosphorylate pRb independently of CDKͰͯͰ. Prolonged treatment
with palbociclib also led to increased degradation of pͮͳ and hence CDKͮ-mediated phosphorylation of pRb, while CDKͮ and cyclin E levels remained constantͮͭ. Simultaneous inhibition of
CDKͮ might help resensitise cells in this case.
Outside of the pRb pathway, loss of FAT Atypical Cadherin ͭ (FATͭ), a cadherin involved in cell
migration, was shown to correlate with CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitor resistanceͮͱ. In addition, fibroblast
growth factor receptor ͭ (FGFRͭ) amplification might be associated with resistance to these
drugsͯͱ.
Until this date, none of the potential biomarkers discussed above could be confirmed in
patientsͯͲ,ͯͳ, which suggests that factors influencing the response to the treatment are more
complex than single gene genomic aberrations. Moreover, most biomarkers were found in
HR+/Herͮ- breast cancer and it remains to be seen whether they can be directly applied to other,
non-hormonal cancers, especially since it was shown that gene signatures after CDKͰ/Ͳ
inhibitor treatment are severely context and cell type dependentͯʹ. Strikingly, many clinical
trials still include only patients with pRb pathway alterations, despite the lack of evidence that
these indeed sensitise cells to CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors and thus improve clinical outcome (e.g.,
ClinicalTrials.gov Identifiers NCTͬͯͯͭͬʹͳ͵ and NCTͬͮͭʹͳͳʹͯ). Until we have a set of established biomarkers to identify the right patient cohort upfront, (retrospective) measuring of
potential prognostic markers that indicate unresponsiveness in a patient may be useful.
Thymidine kinase-ͭ (TKͭ), an EͮF target gene involved in DNA synthesis and cellular proliferation, was found to be such a prognostic markerͯ͵. Patients with a rise in TKͭ activity after
one cycle of treatment had a significantly worse outcome and hence TKͭ levels could serve as
an early indicator of palbociclib resistance.
Taken together, it appears that several proteins and interactors of the pRb pathway, such as
pͮͳ, play a role in CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitor sensitivity. Further research is necessary to confirm this and
determine whether candidate biomarkers from breast cancer can also be applied to other types
of cancer. However, these investigations could be hampered by several compensatory mechanisms of the pathway.

CDKNͮA as a biomarker
If a tumour-driving aberration cannot be targeted, targeting downstream or interacting proteins can sometimes be a solution. From a theoretical view, it seems logical that CDKNͮA would
enhance the activity of MDMͮ and CDKͰ, because the endogenous inhibition of these proteins
is released. Hence, one would expect that CDKNͮA loss sensitises cells to MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ
inhibitors. In chapter Ͱ, we tested this hypothesis in neuroblastoma cells. In our small cell line
panel, we did not see a correlation between CDKNͮA loss and CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitor sensitivity. Instead, we saw a trend of increased resistance to MDMͮ inhibitors in the two CDKNͮA-impaired
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cell lines Shepͮ and LanͲ. In chapter ͱ, we performed a library compound screen on the
different CDKNͮA knockout clones that were established from the SYͱY cell line. Among the
ͭ͵ͳ drugs of this library were the same three CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors (palbociclib, ribociclib and
abemaciclib), as well as four MDMͮ inhibitors (idasanutlin, milademetan, MX-Ͳ͵ and HDMͮͬͭ).
These results, that were not addressed in the chapter, showed that knockout of pͭͲ did lead to
slightly increased sensitivities to all three CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors. Contrary, there was no clear effect
on MDMͮ inhibitor sensitivity upon pͭͰ knockdown. Thus, the conflicting results of our studies
indicate that CDKNͮA status lacks potential as a robust biomarker for CDKͰ/Ͳ and MDMͮ
inhibitors in neuroblastoma.
The MDMͮ-TPͱͯ TAR in chapter ͮ supports our findings that CDKNͮA/pͭͰ status has low biomarker potential. Studies, however, indicated that it could serve as a mild negative biomarker
for MDMͮ inhibitors. Gamble et al. treated a panel of ͭʹ neuroblastoma cell lines, four of which
had impaired pͭͰ function, with nutlin-ͯ or MI-ͲͯͰͬ. Although pͭͰ status did not correlate with
resistance to growth inhibition, pͭͰ-impaired cells had low caspase ͯ/ͳ activity levels upon
treatment, comparable to those of pͱͯ mutant cell lines. Another study showed that Shepͮ and
LanͲ cells (the same cell lines we used in our panel) were relatively resistant to nutlin-ͯͲ. Further
analyses with Shepͮ cells indicated a lack of pro-apoptotic activity (induction of PUMA, BAX
and caspase ͯ/ͳ activity), but normal cell cycle arrest and induction of pͮͭ expression. Together,
these two studies indicate that pͭͰ-impaired cells seem to have an intact cell cycle checkpoint
control mechanism but fail to undergo apoptosis in response to treatment with nutlin-ͯ. Stable
siRNA-mediated knockdown of pͭͰ, but not pͭͲ, reduced nutlin-ͯ sensitivity in NGP.
Furthermore, pͭͰ overexpression resulted in lower ICͱͬ values and stronger caspase ͯ/ͳ
activation in IMR-ͱ/ͳͱ cells (CDKNͮA wildtype) but not in Shepͮ cells. The authors concluded
that pͭͰ levels play a role in the response to MDMͮ inhibition, potentially by increasing the
expression of pͱͯ response genes, but CDKNͮA deletion cannot explain the poor response of
Shepͮ cells to nutlin-ͯ.
One possibility how loss of pͭͰ can desensitise cells for MDMͮ inhibitors is via the interference
with MDMX (or MDMͰ) degradationͰͭ. MDMX is a homolog of MDMͮ that also inhibits pͱͯ.
While MDMͮ targets pͱͯ for degradation, MDMX blocks the transcriptional activation domain
of pͱͯ. Moreover, MDMX can prevent degradation of MDMͮ or enhance MDMͮ’s Eͯ ligase
activity, while MDMͮ is able to ubiquitinate MDMXͰͮ. This ubiquitination of MDMX by MDMͮ is
disturbed when pͭͰ is lost, since pͭͰ acts as a critical cofactor by binding to MDMͮ and
increasing its affinity for MDMXͰͭ. Thus, loss of pͭͰ could indirectly result in resistance to MDMͮ
inhibitors due to decreased degradation of MDMX, which is then still able to inhibit pͱͯ. Dual
inhibitors of MDMͮ and MDMX, such as ALRN-Ͳ͵ͮͰ, could prevent this alternative route of pͱͯ
activation.
From the CDKͰ/Ͳ TAR, we can conclude that no studies were published on CDKNͮA status as a
biomarker in neuroblastoma. Two studies did address this biomarker in other paediatric malignancies; one found no correlation in RMS cellsͰͯ, the other reported increased sensitivity to
palbociclib upon pͭͲ knockdown in MRT cell linesͰͰ. In the multi-cancer cell line panel of
Uitdehaag et al., CDKNͮA was one of the strongest predictors of CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitor sensitivityͮͰ.
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Results by Finn et al. are also in line with the hypothesis that CDKNͮA/pͭͲ loss sensitises cells
to CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors, showing that breast cancer cells (n = ͰͰ) sensitive to palbociclib had
significantly lower levels of pͭͲͭʹ. However, this finding was later disproven by another study.
Using knockout and overexpression models, this study showed that high levels of CDKNͮA are
predictive of relative resistance to CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors, whereas normal or low levels are not
predictive of sensitivityͰͱ. The authors stated that all CDKNͮA-high cell lines from Finn et al.’s
study were ER- and exclusion of these ER- cell lines (as is also done for ER-/HR- patients)
resulted in rejection of the correlation. Moreover, the study by Gong and colleagues, which
corrected for variations in growth rates of ͱͲͬ cancer cell lines, reported that cells with CDKNͮA
loss (and without DCAF defects) showed only intermediate sensitivity and rapidly adapted to
abemaciclibͭ͵. Among their PDX models, tumours with impaired CDKNͮA showed growth arrest
but not regression, which was attributed to the compensating phosphorylation of pRb by CDKͮ.
Similarly, CDKNͮA copy number status or pͭͲ expression could also not predict therapy
response in clinical trials with HR+/HER- breast cancer patientsͯͲ,ͯͳ. Outcomes of an abemaciclib
phase I trial with breast cancer, non-small cell lung cancer, glioblastoma, melanoma and colorectal cancer patients also showed no evidence of CDKNͮA’s ability to predict the responseͰͲ.
Taken together, while CDKNͮA/pͭͲ mutation status may be able to predict compound sensitivity in vitro in some tumour types, it does not seem to do so in patients. For both pͭͰ and pͭͲ,
high expression levels may be able to predict the response to some extent, but the effect of
normal or low levels is difficult to estimate. In general, the low expression of both genes makes
them difficult biomarkers to investigate, and future studies should focus on mRNA levels rather
than immunohistochemistry or FISH to determine expression levels.

MYCN as a biomarker
For both MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors, MYCN status was mentioned as a potential biomarker
in several studies. When we compared our cell lines with high MYCN expression to the MYCNlow cell lines in chapter Ͱ, we also saw a trend of increased sensitivity for MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ
inhibitors in MYCN-high cells, but the correlation was only significant for SARͰͬͱʹͯʹ (p<ͬ.ͬͱ)
and ribociclib (p<ͬ.ͬͭ). The TARs identified four studies examining MYCN as a biomarker for
MDMͮ inhibitors and one for CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors. All studies used neuroblastoma cell lines. A
study with ͮͯ neuroblastoma cell lines, including the MYCN-regulatable cell line TetͮͭN, reported a non-significant trend for MYCN-amplified lines to be more sensitive to nutlinͰͳ. Gamble
et al. used these MYCN-inducible TETͮͭN cells and showed that MYCN+ cells had significantly
lower ICͱͬ values, higher activity of caspase ͯ/ͳ and increased expression of pͱͯ target genes
upon MDMͮ inhibition compared to MYCN- cellsͰͬ. However, these results were partially
opposed by another study, in which MYCN induction led to reduced ICͱͬ values in TetͮͭN cells
but not in another MYCN-regulatable cell line, MYCNͯͰʹ. A correlation was also absent in a study
with nine neuroblastoma cell linesͱ. These results further indicate that distinct cell lines may
respond different to MDMͮ inhibition in a MYCN-amplified background and that different
compensatory mechanisms may exist. In the case of CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors, sensitivity was significantly associated with the presence of MYCN amplification in a panel of ͮͯ cell linesͯͬ. However,
to our knowledge, no studies exist that further elucidated the mechanism or examined CDKͰ/Ͳ
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inhibition in a MYCN-regulatable background.
These conflicting results regarding MYCN and its status as a biomarker may reflect the known
dual role of MYC proteins, which can either drive proliferation or promote apoptotic deathͰ͵. It
was shown, for example, that pͱͯ is a direct transcriptional target of MYCNͱͬ. While MDMͮ
inhibition already results in the accumulation of pͱͯ, this might be further enhanced in cells with
high levels of MYCN, resulting in increased levels of pͱͯ-mediated apoptosis. Even though
MDMͮ itself was also shown to be a transcriptional target of MYCNͱͭ, it remains somewhat
unclear whether MDMͮ expression is indeed induced by MYCNͱͮ. However, MDMͮ itself is able
to induce MYCN expression, thereby creating a positive feedback loopͱͮ. This loop potentially
allows tumour promotion, making neuroblastomas with amplification of both MYCN and MDMͮ
even more aggressive. These tumour cells may also be more dependent on this axis, rendering
them more susceptible to MDMͮ inhibition.
MYCN-amplified cells also have higher levels of CDKͰ and decreased Gͭ arrestͱͯ. The underlying
mechanisms may involve the CKIs pͮͭ and/or pͮͳ. Furthermore, MYCN stimulates expression
of S-phase kinase-associated protein ͮ (SKPͮ), an enzyme that is involved in the degradation of
pͮͭ and pͮͳͱͰ. It is possible that these different mechanisms collaborate with CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors
to induce cell cycle arrest, resulting in increased sensitivity.
Taken together, the exact role of MYCN overexpression in relation to MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ
inhibitor sensitivity needs further investigation. Although conflicting results were published
about its potential as a biomarker, it could still be an interesting candidate for patient selection,
especially when combined with other genomic aberrations.

Functions and mechanisms limiting the biomarker potential of MDMͮ and CDKͰ
Our results seem to contradict the classical model of oncogene dependence and although we
did not further investigate the underlying mechanism, it is possible that other proteins
compensate for the inhibition of MDMͮ or CDKͰ/Ͳ. In chapter Ͱ, we already suggested that
MDMͮ amplification might actually result in the expression of MDMͮ inhibitor-resistant splice
variantsͱͱ,ͱͲ. It would be interesting to examine whether MDMͮ amplification in neuroblastoma
is indeed correlated with an increase of the resistant isoform MDMͮ-B. In addition to MDMͮ’s
suppression of pͱͯ, the protein also exerts other functions. These non-canonical functions could
make MDMͮ inhibition even more important, but they could also explain the lack of correlation
if these functions are not inhibited by the compounds used in our studies. The inhibitory effect
of MDMͮ on MDMX was already discussed above. MDMͮ was also shown to positively regulate
the expression of X-linked inhibitor of apoptosis protein (XIAP), which is a caspase inhibitor and
able to block the apoptosis pathwayͱͳ. Thereby, XIAP may be involved in resistance to cancer
treatment. The MDMͮ inhibitor MXͲ͵, which was also included in our drug library, was shown
to not only activate pͱͯ but also block MDMͮ’s ability to induce XIAPͱʹ. However, the potency
of MXͲ͵ is low and hence better dual inhibitors will be necessaryͱ͵.
To our knowledge, no definite compensatory mechanism has been described for CDKͰ/Ͳ, but
with such a highly regulated pathway, it seems very likely that feedback mechanisms enable
the cell to circumvent CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibition. Since pRb is also phosphorylated by CDKͮ-cyclin E,
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the potential compensatory mechanism may involve these proteins, as well as pͮͳ and/or pͮͭ.
In fact, Patel et al. showed that pͮͳ levels decrease upon treatment with a CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitor,
enabling the phosphorylation of pRb via the now free CDKͮ-cyclin E complexͮͭ. However, it is
not known whether or how fast this compensatory mechanism occurs in neuroblastoma cells.
Another possible explanation could be that CDKͰ (or CDKͲ) has other important functions that
are not inhibited by these drugs. CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors block the kinase activity of CDKͰ and CDKͲ,
thereby restraining the ability to phosphorylate pRb and activate EͮF. The fact that conflicting
results exist regarding the role of RBͭ mutations in CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitor resistance also hints
towards another role of CDKͰ/Ͳ, which is independent of pRb. To gain more insight in kinaseindependent, non-canonical functions of CDKͰ, we attempted a mass spectrometry screen to
identify additional binding partners of CDKͰ. Unfortunately, technical problems with CDKͰ coimmunoprecipitation (Co-IP) hampered the execution of these experiments. It may be
interesting to further optimise this Co-IP and repeat the experiment in the future.
Although CDKͰ and CDKͲ proteins are very similar, evidence shows that they might have
distinct non-canonical functions. Hence, limited sensitivity of CDKͰ-amplified cell lines to
CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors could also be a result of other (not inhibited) CDKͲ functions. Bellutti et al.
showed that CDKͲ transcriptionally regulates a plethora of genes in leukaemic cells affecting
pͱͯ-induced responses, among which were PRTMͱ and MDMͰͲͬ. Further research will be
needed to elucidate whether CDKͲ plays a role in escaping CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibition.

MDMͮ and CDKͰ as biomarkers for other targeted compounds
To identify alternative treatment strategies for MDMͮ- and/or CDKͰ-amplified neuroblastoma,
we used the CHPͭͯͰ cell lines with inducible overexpression that we had made for chapter Ͱ and
subjected these to a drug screen. We treated these cell lines, in the absence or presence of
doxycycline with the same drug library that we used for the CDKNͮA knockout cells. While we
were able to confirm that overexpression of MDMͮ and/or CDKͰ does not change sensitivity to
MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors, we could also not identify any other group of compounds for
which sensitivity clearly changed. Even for the EGFR inhibitors, which showed a tremendous
shift upon knockout of the CDKͰ inhibitor pͭͲ, there was no sign of altered sensitivity. Possibly,
overexpression of MDMͮ and CDKͰ does not make CHPͭͯͰ cells (more) dependant on these
proteins and this could limit differential drug vulnerabilities. A brief analysis of differential drug
sensitivities in our ͮͱ classical neuroblastoma cell lines did also not reveal any clear drug candidates to which the MDMͮ/CDKͰ-amplified cell lines NGP and TRͭͰ were more sensitive.
Nonetheless, MDMͮ and CDKͰ could potentially still serve as biomarkers for drugs not included
in our library, most likely drugs that target interaction partners of these proteins. Large-scale
loss-of-function CRISPR screens could be used to identify these. By subjecting cells with
wildtype or overexpressed MDMͮ and/or CDKͰ to a library of gRNAs, genes can be identified
whose encoded proteins are crucial for cell survival. Small molecules that target these proteins,
possibly combined with an MDMͮ or CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitor, could then be investigated as a new
potential intervention for patients with MDMͮ and/or CDKͰ amplification. Preferably, these
experiments are performed with cell lines that depend more on the expression of MDMͮ/CDKͰ
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than our established overexpression cell lines. Similar experiments can be performed with our
different CDKNͮA knockout cells.
Patients with MDMͮ/CDKͰ amplification may also benefit from therapy with a new class of
drugs called proteolysis targeting chimeras (PROTACs)Ͳͮ. These molecules consist of two linkerconnected units that can bind the protein of interest (e.g., CDKͰ), as well as an Eͯ ubiquitin
ligase (e.g., MDMͮ). Formation of the ternary complex ultimately results in the ubiquitination
and proteasomal degradation of the protein of interest. A CDKͰ PROTAC with MDMͮ as Eͯ
ubiquitin ligase might be of interest for patients with high levels of both MDMͮ and CDKͰ and
our group recently started experiments in this field. First attempts by other groups to establish
an MDMͮ-CDKͰ PROTAC were unfortunately unsuccessful due to high lipophilicity of the
compound, which hampered cell entry and hence degradation of CDKͰͲͯ.

COMBINATION THERAPIES
As discussed above, single-agent therapy often results in secondary resistance due to the
emergence of de novo mutations. To prevent or delay the development of secondary resistance
and to increase efficacy, targeted drugs can be combined with chemo- or radiotherapy or with
compounds targeting other pathways. Using drug combinations is also a way to simultaneously
suppress oncogenic pathways that act cooperatively. We used this approach in chapter Ͱ by
targeting MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ simultaneously. Despite concomitant disruption of these pathways, combination therapy did not lead to synergistic growth inhibition and we advise clinicians
to be precautious with combining idasanutlin and abemaciclib in neuroblastoma patients.
PoC module ʹ of our TARs looked specifically at drug combinations. In the case of combinations
with MDMͮ inhibitors, the aim is often to try further potentiating the effect on the pͱͯ response
or ‘hyperactivating’ pͱͯ. Since MDMͮ inhibitors reactivate pͱͯ and chemotherapy induces
apoptosis primarily through activation of pͱͯ-mediated transcription, MDMͮ inhibitors could
aid in sensitising tumour cells to chemotherapy-induced apoptosisͲͰ,Ͳͱ. Therefore, many studies
combined an MDMͮ inhibitor with chemotherapeutic drugs, such as doxorubicin, vincristine or
cisplatin. However, the effect on neuroblastoma growth was usually only additive.
Better results were obtained with certain combinations of targeted drugs. The combination of
the MDMͮ inhibitor CGMͬ͵ͳ with the ALK inhibitor ceritinib was synergistic in three out of four
neuroblastoma cell lines and resulted in tumour regression in three ALK-mutated xenografts,
though no complete elimination of residual disease was achievedͲͲ. This combination is of
special interest for those cases with ALK activation and MYCN amplification, since activated
ALK was shown to synergise with MYCN overexpression and ALK inhibitor resistance correlated
with increased expression of MYCNͲͳ. The MDMͮ inhibitor may thus help cells to overcome the
defects in pͱͯ signalling resulting from MYCN overexpression.
B-cell lymphoma ͮ (BCLͮ) is another interesting target for combination therapy. BCLͮ is a mitochondrial membrane receptor that inhibits apoptosis by sequestering pro-apoptotic proteins
like BIM, PUMA and NOXAͲʹ. Interestingly, PUMA and NOXA are both target genes of pͱͯ.
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Results from our group and others showed that BCLͮ and MDMͮ inhibitors act synergistically
in neuroblastoma cells and xenografts via the activation of two pro-apoptotic signals: BLCͮ
inhibitor treatment results in the release of BIM, while MDMͮ inhibition induces pͱͯ-mediated
activation of BAXͲ͵,ͳͬ.
Saiki et al. performed an initial combination screen in adult cancer cells using the MDMͮ
inhibitor C-ͮͱ and ͭͭͲ͵ compounds targeting a diverse array of mechanismsͳͭ. Further experiments confirmed synergy when MDMͮ inhibitors were combined with PIͯK pathway inhibitors
(targeting PIͯK, mTOR or AKT), MAPK pathway inhibitors (targeting MEK or BRAF), BCLͮ
inhibitors, BCR-ABL kinase antagonists or HDAC inhibitors. The triple inhibition of MDMͮ, PIͯK
and MEK was also investigated and found to be superior. However, it is questionable whether
patients would tolerate the inhibition of these three pathways that are also fundamental for
survival and proliferation in non-malignant cells.
Another study used a high throughput siRNA screen against human kinases to identify pathways that crosstalk with the pͱͯ pathway in UͮOS (osteosarcoma) cells, ultimately hoping to
find inhibitors that synergise with nutlin in potentiating the pͱͯ responseͳͮ. Among the identified genes were several genes involved in microtubule regulation (e.g., Aurora kinase A),
chromosomal segregation and spindle assembly checkpoint, as well as CDK͵. The study also
confirmed the dependency on the MAPK pathway, which was previously shown to be mediated
through suppression of pͮͭͳͯ, and BCLͮ.
The synergistic effects of MDMͮ inhibitors with PIͯK/mTORͳͰ, AKT/mTORͳͱ, MEKͳͲ, AURKAͳͳ
and CDK͵ͳʹ inhibitors were all confirmed in other adult non-haematologic cancers, but not yet
in neuroblastoma.
Reflecting the overall smaller number of papers addressing CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors in neuroblastoma, reports on the combination of CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors with chemotherapy were limited to
one study, which showed only an additive effect upon combining ROͬͱͬͱͭͮͰ with doxorubicinͱͯ. Abemaciclib combined with vincristine was antagonistic in rhabdomyosarcoma cells
and xenografts showed progressive diseaseͰͯ. These negative findings make sense considering
that CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors induce cell cycle arrest and therefore chemotherapy, which targets only
dividing cells, is not effective. However, the relative timing of both classes of drugs may have a
significant effect on the outcomeͳ͵.
In line with the plethora of interactors of, and genes regulated by, the pRb pathway and EͮF,
many synergistic combinations of targeted drugs with CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors have been described.
Among these are inhibitors of tyrosine kinases, EGFR, FGFR, HERͮ, PIͯK(/mTOR), AKT, BRAF,
MEK and ERKͭ/ͮʹͬ. Treatment with the MEK inhibitor binimetinib and ribociclib resulted in
stable disease in neuroblastoma cell line-derived xenograftsͯͬ, while combined inhibition of ALK
(using ceritinib) was even able to completely eradicate neuroblastoma tumours in vivoʹͭ. For
chapter ͱ, we tested the combination of abemaciclib with the EGFR inhibitor afatinib in SYͱY
wildtype cells, as well as in the pͭͲ and the pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout clones, but we did not see any
signs of synergism (unpublished data).
Currently, CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors are also tested in combination with immunotherapy, because it
was shown that CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibition not only induces cell cycle arrest but also promotes anti-
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tumour immunity��. Goel and colleagues showed that CDK�/� inhibitors induce the expression
of antigen processing and presentation genes via interferon-γ (IFN-γ) and diminish the proliferation of CD�+FOXP�+ regulatory T cells (Tregs), thereby reducing the immunosuppressive
function of the Treg population. Latter effect is mediated by DNMTͭ, which is a target gene of
E�F and able to hypomethylate the promoter of the gene encoding p��, CDKNͭA. In another
study, CDK� was shown to regulate PD-L� levels��. The CDK�-cyclin D complex is able to
phosphorylate SPOP, which is an adaptor protein of the Cullin � E� ligase. The Cullin �-SPOP E�
ligase can target PD-L� for proteasomal degradation. Palbociclib reduced the phosphorylation
of SPOP, which led to poly-ubiquitination and hence its degradation, thereby increasing PD-L�
levels. Both studies argued that combined inhibition of CDK�/� and PD-L� may result in a
greater anti-tumour effect and in concordance tumour regression was achieved with this
combination in several mouse models. Clinical trials (such as Clinicaltrials.gov Identifier
NCT��������, using abemaciclib and atezolizumab in prostate cancer patients) will have to
prove whether this combination is also beneficial in patients.

THE CDKNͮA LOCUS
The composition of the CDKNͮA locus, which codes for two transcripts with tumor suppressor
activity, is extremely uncommon in mammals. The CDKNͮA locus serves as a dual damper for
malignant growth by inhibiting two essential proliferative pathways, which makes this an
extremely vulnerable locus for inactivation in tumour cells. In the ����’s, quite some research
was performed on this locus. Despite its rarity, the design of CDKNͮA is conserved from mice to
humans, which is indicative of a powerful evolutionary selection. Evolution data shows that pͭͲ
arose from duplication of the INKͰ gene (also giving rise to pͭͱINKͰb, pͭʹINKͰc and pͭ͵INKͰd)
in a common vertebrate ancestor��. Later, pͭͰ was introduced as a single exon gene (exon ��)
between exon � of pͭͱ and exon �� of pͭͲ. The pͭͰ gene thereby uses pͭͲ’s exons � and � for its
�’ UTR and poly-A signal, which are important for mRNA stability and translation. By re-using
common features, a multi-functional and highly efficient tumour suppressor locus was created.
However, this ‘clever’ design also allows tumours to simply disrupt both genes and downstream
pathways simultaneously.
Given the fact that the typical cancer-related aberration, namely a homozygous CDKNͮA
deletion, indeed inactivates both genes, the question still remains which of the two tumour
suppressor genes plays a more important role in tumourigenesis. Norman Sharpless reviewed
the locus and argued that, depending on the tumour and the species, either one of the genes
can be more important for tumour development, although many times they both contribute to
tumourigenesis��. Mice with a homozygous deletion of the full locus are severely tumour prone
and typically develop fibrosarcomas or lymphomas��. Loss of only pͭͲ seems insufficient to
induce cancers, but these mice are highly sensitive to carcinogens��,��. Animals lacking p��ARF
(the murine orthologue of p��ARF), on the other hand, are highly prone to spontaneous and
carcinogen-induced tumours, similar to pͭͰ/pͭͲ-null mice��,��.
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Sharpless and DePinho performed a mutational analysis, showing that the disruption of the
CDKNͮA locus is common in a wide variety of tumours, and frequencies are comparable to pͱͯ
mutation in these tumours. Results also showed that homozygous deletions are more common
than point mutations, and independent mutations of pͭͲ occur more frequently than pͭͰ-only
mutations. Latter observation may hint toward a more important role of pͭͲ in tumour
development. In addition, the pͭͲ gene is much more conserved across species than pͭͰ, which
shares only the short MDMͮ-binding sequence with other speciesʹͰ. In chapter ͱ, we also
observed that knocking out pͭͲ led to more changes in the cell’s transcriptome and the
sensitivity to drugs than a knockout of pͭͰ. Whether this indeed means that neuroblastoma
cells rely more on pͭͲ than pͭͰ expression remains to be determined.
There are still many unsolved questions about the CDKNͮA locus, which is partially caused by
characteristics of both pͭͰ and pͭͲ that make research very challenging. Both coding sequences
are rather short (ͯ͵͵ and Ͱͳͭ base pairs, respectively) and have a relatively high GC content
(ͳͭ% and ͳͮ%), which can complicate genome analysis and modifications. In addition, antibodies against pͭͰ protein are not effective. During the course of this PhD, we tested several
different antibodies, but all of them failed to specifically detect the protein. While we were able
to detect overexpression of pͭͰ, there was a strong background signal in the CDKNͮA-deleted
lines Shepͮ and LanͲ. Hence, the distinction on protein level between successful pͭͰ knockout
clones and wildtype cells in chapter ͱ was not possible.

CONSEQUENCES OF PͭͲ LOSS
Despite the challenges that come with studying the CDKNͮA locus, we investigated its role in
neuroblastoma in chapter ͱ. We established separate knockouts of pͭͰ and pͭͲ in SYͱY cells,
as well as of the full CDKNͮA locus (pͭͰ+pͭͲ) to compare the effects of these different
situations. When we performed RNA sequencing on these cells, we observed striking shifts in
expression patterns in the pͭͲ and the pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout cells. Although pͭͰ knockout also
resulted in expression changes of certain genes, pͭͲ knockout had a much bigger effect on SYͱY
cells. One of the most striking changes was a shift to the mesenchymal phenotype in all pͭͲ or
pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout clones. Accompanied by this phenotypic change was an increase in EGFR
inhibitor sensitivity. In general, neuroblastoma cell lines are not very sensitive for EGFR inhibitors, as we identified with high-throughput compound screens in ͮͱ classical neuroblastoma
cell lines (unpublished data). On the contrary, Mao et al. reported that neuroblastoma tumours
with high EGFR expression, especially those without MYCN amplification, have a significantly
lower event-free survival and that afatinib inhibits neuroblastoma growth both in vitro and in
vivo͵ͬ. Unfortunately, the authors performed the in vivo study solely to examine apoptosis and
pathway inhibition by Western blot analysis, not giving any information on afatinib’s potential
to lower tumour burden. Our in vivo studies in chapter ͱ showed that afatinib is indeed able to
slow down tumour growth in xenografts with inactivated CDKNͮA. We are currently still
awaiting the results for SYͱY wildtype xenografts. Future experiments also have to show
whether our transplanted SYͱY cells kept their mesenchymal state, since it was previously
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reported that mesenchymal cells are able to transition back to a noradrenergic state after
implantation͵ͭ.
In chapter ͱ, we already pinpointed the “chicken-or-egg” problem; does loss of pͭͲ result in
EMT, which makes cells more reliant on EGFR signalling, or does loss of pͭͲ increase EGFR
signalling, which then drives EMT? Yet another option could be that these are two independent
mechanisms. One of the first steps to solve this question would be to confirm the results in other
cell lines. However, attempts to generate pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockouts in two additional neuroblastoma
cell lines (CHPͭͯͰ and SJNBͭ) were very complicated. Out of ͭͬͬ different clones, we had only
one successful knockout. It appears that these cell lines rely much more on the expression of
pͭͰ/pͭͲ than SYͱY cells. The observation that knockout of CDKNͮA is compatible in SYͱY is not
completely surprising, since another subclone from the SKNSH cell line, (Shepͮ) has a spontaneous occurring CDKNͮA deletion. It is remarkable that Shepͮ also has a mesenchymal
phenotype. Gartlgruber et al. recently showed that only four cell lines (SKNAS, HDN-ͯͯ, Shepͮ
and GIMEN) of their panel consisting of ͮͯ neuroblastoma cell lines had high mesenchymal
signature scores͵ͮ. Interestingly, all four mesenchymal cell lines have impaired expression of the
genes encoded by CDKNͮA. The only exception was LanͲ, which scored low for the signature,
despite having a homozygous loss of the CKDNͮA locus. Future experiments or data from other
cell lines or organoids will have to confirm this correlation, but it is tempting to speculate that
SYͱY cells can easily transition to a mesenchymal state, which enables them to tolerate the loss
of pͭͰ/pͭͲ.
Since we were able to obtain one CHPͭͯͰ clone that was positive for the pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout, we
performed another high-throughput drug screen using this cell line. Unfortunately, the results
were not in accordance with those of the SYͱY cells and no increased sensitivity for EGFR
inhibitors, nor any of the other drug classes, was seen. RNA sequencing will have to reveal
whether this knockout clone did switch phenotype, which may help addressing the “chicken-oregg” issue. Future pͭͲ rescue experiments in the SYͱY knockout cell lines might also provide
answers and help understanding what the consequences of pͭͲ inactivation are.
A next question that needs to be addressed is whether the phenotypic effects after knockout of
pͭͲ in SYͱY cells are also seen in patients. It has been shown that mesenchymal cells are
enriched in neuroblastoma relapses͵ͯ and that CDKNͮA deletions occur more frequently in
relapse tumours͵Ͱ,͵ͱ. First analysis in patient tumour data showed a correlation between
CDKNͮA deletion and a mesenchymal signature. However, within relapse tumours, this correlation was absent. Further analyses on larger data sets need to be done to determine the
correlations in patients.
Taken together, the data described in chapter ͱ leave enough open questions for future
research. We found an interesting link between pͭͲ loss and EMT, as well as EGFR inhibitor
sensitivity, in SYͱY cells, but the exact underlying mechanism must still be elucidated. Moreover, future experiments will have to show which genetic and molecular characteristics are
responsible for this link and allowing pͭͰ/pͭͲ loss in the first place. Ultimately, we may be able
to identify a neuroblastoma patient group that can potentially benefit from treatment with
EGFR inhibitors. Interestingly, the Cell Model Passports database by the Wellcome Sanger
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Institute also includes several cell lines with CDKNͮA loss in which EGFR inhibitors are among
the top five most potent drugs͵ͳ. These results suggest that there might be a link between pͭͲ
loss and the EGFR pathway.

TARGET ACTIONABILITY REVIEWS
As discussed above, the identification of biomarkers, both for response and resistance, is extremely important in order to (not over)treat cancer patients. The studies in this thesis clearly
showed that a lot of information is, unfortunately, still lacking and further research is necessary.
Cost- and time-efficient research is pivotal if we want to bring new therapies to the clinic as fast
as possible and gathering all information that is already available will help to oversee the information, as well as identify knowledge gaps. Systematic reviews are typically used to gather as
much information as possible on a certain subject in a standardised way. With these TARs, that
were established within the ITCC-PͰ consortium, we can systematically collect and organise all
currently available knowledge about a specific drug and its target in different childhood cancers.
Applying the methodology results in a heatmap, from which research fields that currently still
lack preclinical data can be easily appreciated. Likewise, it shows whether the gathered
literature pleads for or against clinical development of the drug in a specific tumour entity.

Challenges and limitations of the TARs
Developing the methodology for these TARs was not an easy task. While the overall idea and
goal may be straightforward, the execution and the fact that the method should be as objective
as possible proved to be a challenge. After several rounds of rectifications, we agreed on separate scores for experimental quality and outcome for each included study. By multiplying both
scores, we were able to show the magnitude of the findings and by using negative scores for
poor results one can easily distinguish between positive and negative findings. Although it is
impossible to make the scoring completely unbiased, we made tables with guidelines to help
the reviewers make “objective” decisions. To lower the impact of this subjectiveness, we proposed to have three reviewers and two rounds of adjudication. In our experience, the reviewers
usually come to an agreement quickly during these discussions. Also, the subjectiveness of the
scoring should not be a major problem, as long as the decisions for the final scores are
consistent, preferably between TARs but definitely within a single TAR. This consistency is the
main reason why ideally the same three reviewers should be involved in the TAR process from
beginning to end.
Another challenge with the TARs is the fact that new studies on the same topic are being
published continually. Some TARs focus on studies from the last ͱ, ͭͬ or ͮͬ years; other TARs
include all studies that were published, depending on the total number of studies available. In
order to keep the heatmap up to date, the TARs should be continually updated with new
studies, ideally by the same three reviewers, which is a major challenge. The ITCC-PͰ
consortium, is considering solutions for TAR updates to make this a sustainable platform.
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Despite these limitations and challenges, the TARs provide an effective way to structure and
visualise all available (pre)clinical knowledge. To our knowledge, the TAR method is unique for
its assessment of target actionability in paediatric cancers. The heatmaps and the associated
evidence in Rͮ can be used by organisations to prioritise clinical development paediatric cancer
patients, as well as by clinicians to base off-label treatment on the current status. Currently,
three other TARs (on replicated stress, FGFR and BCLͮ) are conducted within the ITCC-PͰ
consortium.

Predictability of preclinical studies
The two TARs presented in this thesis clearly depict a major challenge for “bench-to-bedside”
research: the translatability of preclinical research. Growth inhibition in vitro (PoC module Ͱ) did
not always predict tumour growth inhibition in mice (PoC module ͱ). For neuroblastoma, for
example, the appraisal score for in vitro studies using MDMͮ inhibitors was ͬ.͵, whereas the in
vivo studies scored -ͮ.ͭ on average, meaning that tumours were, on average, still progressing.
There could be several reasons for these differences; firstly, the tumour microenvironment,
which is absent in vitro, is known to influence tumour growth͵ʹ. Secondly, pharmacokinetics,
pharmacodynamics and bioavailability play a role in vivo but not in vitro. They are influenced by
external factors, such as age, gender, genetics, housing and nutrition. Thirdly, toxicity can be
an issue in vivo but not in vitro. Fourthly, drugs are typically tested over a period of a few days in
vitro, while in vivo treatment often lasts a couple of weeks. Consequently, there is more time for
variations and for secondary resistance to develop. Lastly, we used rather stringent criteria for
PoC ͱ, comparable to criteria used for patients͵͵. Moreover, some studies only presented tumour weight or Kaplan-Meier curves, so we had to estimate the effect of the drug, which may
have led to an underestimation of the effect. Likewise, for many studies we had to estimate ICͱͬ
values. To ensure better comparison and interpretation of studies, it would be helpful if researchers would use a more standardised way of reporting methods and outcomesͭͬͬ. It is also
known that the same cell line from different sources can behave differently in the same assayͭͬͭ,
which is something we also noticed from the studies included in the TARs. To prevent problems
with reproducibility, standardised models (preferably “cleaner” models such as PDXs or
genetically engineered mice [GEMs]) would be needed. The ITCC-PͰ consortium is currently
establishing a repository of Ͱͬͬ PDX models to perform comprehensive and robust drug testing.
For the MDMͮ-TPͱͯ and the CDKͰ/Ͳ TAR together, there was only a single clinical trial that
could be included. Hence, we are unable to compare the results of PoC ͱ to patient responses.
However, other studies have shown that predictability is often lowͭͬͮ,ͭͬͯ, which may be due to
the absence of metastases in orthotopic xenografts, the start of treatment, a different schedule
regimen without a chemotherapy backbone, etc. Unfortunately, a preclinical model is still a very
simplified model, which is not able to reflect the heterogeneity of human patients. And if it is
not the lack of efficacy that terminates a clinical trial, it may be the occurrence of serious
adverse effectsͭͬͰ, as was the case for the MDMͮ inhibitor nutlin-ͯ.
The lack of predictability indicates that we need better preclinical models. Personal tumour
organoids or tumouroids are “cultured mini tumours” that hold the premise to better reflect the
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patient’s tumour, such as the ͯD structure, the mutational landscape and intratumour
heterogeneityͭͬͱ,ͭͬͲ. High-throughput drug screening using a patient’s own tumour cells is
thought to give researchers/clinicians more information about the best personalised treatment.
Unfortunately, when a neuroblastoma patient relapses, it is often a race against the clock to
grow and test an organoid. Moreover, a recent pooled analysis of ͭͳ papers (ͭ͵ studies) showed
that organoids significantly predicted the clinical response in only five studies, while a positive
trend was seen in ͭͭ and no correlation was observed in three studiesͭͬͳ. These results show that
even organoids are not completely able to predict clinical responses. In addition, organoid
culturing is still very expensive and time consuming. Organoids may be quite useful for gaining
more understanding of the translatability and help with finding biomarkers, but whether they
will really be implemented in the search for personalised treatment remains to be seen.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The pͱͯ and pRb signalling networks are not only complex, but also intertwined and regulated
at many different levels. Most relapse neuroblastomas show at least some degree of deregulation of these pathways, indicating the importance of new therapies for this patient group. We
have shown that disturbances in these pathways do not sensitise neuroblastoma cells to MDMͮ
or CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors, which is counterintuitive given the theory of oncogene dependence. We
also showed that combined inhibition may not be a beneficial therapeutic option in these
patients, despite recurrent concomitant amplification of MDMͮ and CDKͰ. To our knowledge,
we were also the first group to knock out the individual genes of the CDKNͮA locus in neuroblastoma cells and we showed that pͭͲ knockout had a greater effect on gene expression and
compound sensitivity than pͭͰ knockout. Cells without functional pͭͲ became sensitive to
EGFR inhibition and changed to a more mesenchymal phenotype. Although the underlying
mechanism is not known, nor yet confirmed in other cell lines, these findings may provide a first
step towards better treatment options for neuroblastoma patients with CDKNͮA loss.
In order to find these superior treatments, we need to better understand the interplay between
the pͱͯ and the pRb pathways and their compensatory mechanisms. We should explore
strategies to inhibit all functions of MDMͮ or CDKͰ and invest more in the identification of
biomarkers (preferably predictive gene signatures instead of single genes or proteins) and
combination therapies. Information from the TARs can help to further prioritise research on
MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ and their inhibitors. Future research will also have to show whether the
consequences of pͭͲ loss can be replicated in other cells and the underlying mechanism will
have to be solved. Additionally, with high-throughput drug screens and the RNA sequencing of
the CDKNͮA knockout cell lines, we provided a lot of data for future research on this intriguing
locus.
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Summary

SUMMARY
Neuroblastoma, a tumour of the sympathetic nervous system, is the most common solid
tumour in infants. The annual incidence is ͭͬ.ͱ per one million and the median age of diagnosis
is ͭʹ-ͮͮ months. The diversity within neuroblastomas is big, ranging from tumours that regress
spontaneously to high-risk tumours that ask for an intensive treatment protocol. Risk groups
are determined based on certain risk factors, such as age, MYCN amplification and other
chromosomal aberrations. Although most high-risk tumours initially respond well to treatment,
half of the high-risk patients will eventually relapse. Survival chances then decline to less than
ͭͬ%.
In general, neuroblastomas are characterised by a paucity of recurring alterations. However, the
regulation of the cell cycle and apoptosis is disturbed in most high-risk neuroblastomas and
relapse tumours. Several different aberrations can be the cause of this deregulation. The studies
bundled in this thesis all explore disturbances in the pͱͯ and/or the pRb pathway. The pͱͯ
pathway, which regulates apoptosis, is frequently disturbed by high MDMͮ levels or loss of
pͭͰARF (which is one of the transcripts of the CDKNͮA locus). Unlike other tumours, mutations
in pͱͯ are rare in neuroblastoma. The pRb pathway, responsible for Gͭ to S phase transition,
can be over-activated by elevated cyclin Dͭ or CDKͰ levels, or loss of pͭͲINKͰa (the other
transcript of CDKNͮA).
Personalised medicine is more and more used to tailor therapy for each single patient by
identifying a tumour’s druggable (genetic) aberrations. However, due to the relatively small
number of paediatric patients, clinical research is mainly focussed on adults. In order to assess
the potential actionability of a target/pathway and prioritise (pre)clinical research on targeted
drugs in paediatric malignancies, we developed a systematic review strategy in chapter ͮ. This
so-called Target Actionability Review (TAR) methodology uses nine proof-of-concept (PoC)
modules to look at different aspects of a target/pathway or drug. PubMed is searched for
literature using minimal keywords and two independent reviewers critically appraise all relevant
papers, summarise key evidence and score experimental quality and outcome for each PoC
module based on pre-defined criteria. All scores are compared, and discrepancies are assessed
by a third reviewer and resolved by adjudication. Ultimately, the average scores are visualised
in a heatmap, which is publicly available in the Rͮ data portal [rͮ.amc.nl].
We applied this TAR strategy to MDMͮ-TPͱͯ in ͭͲ paediatric solid and brain tumours, which
resulted in a comprehensive appraisal of ͭͲͭ publications, accounting for ͯͰͯ data entries. We
identified that PoC ͭ (‘Target/pathway activation in paediatric clinical series’) was the module
most frequently addressed, as were the entities neuroblastoma, osteosarcoma and rhabdomyosarcoma. For several indications (such as malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumours,
rhabdoid tumours, hepatoblastoma and inflammatory myofibroblastic tumours) preclinical
data is still lacking. Moreover, PoC modules ‘Tumour target dependence in vitro/in vivo’,
‘Predictive biomarkers’ and ‘Resistance mechanisms’ were underrepresented. In addition, there
were no clinical studies to include. Nevertheless, our review supports clinical evaluation of
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MDMͮ inhibitors in neuroblastoma, rhabdomyosarcoma and high-grade glioma. MDMͮ inhibition might be most beneficial when combined with chemotherapy.
The TAR strategy was also applied to CDKͰ/Ͳ in chapter ͯ. The final heatmap consists of ͱͰ
publications and ͭͭͳ entries. The cancers that were most studied were neuroblastoma, osteosarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma and medulloblastoma and the overall most studied module was
PoC ͭa (‘CDKͰ/Ͳ amplification/gain/overexpression’). Based on the included studies, CDKͰ/Ͳ is
mostly overexpressed in rhabdomyosarcoma and Wilms tumour, while CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors seem
most effective in Ewing sarcoma cell lines and medulloblastoma mouse models. We identified
a lack of preclinical evidence for several indications, including, but not limited to, retinoblastoma, low-grade gliomas and ependymoma. Moreover, studies addressing ‘Tumour target
dependence in vivo’ (PoC ͯ), ‘Predictive biomarkers’ (PoC Ͳ) and ‘Resistance mechanisms’ (PoC
ͳ) were scarce. Overall, the TAR reveals that extensive preclinical work is still necessary to assess
the actionability of CDKͰ/Ͳ in paediatric cancer. Our data suggest that CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibition may
be most promising in ES and MB patients (especially group ͯ and SHH), although patients with
neuroblastoma, rhabdomyosarcoma or high-grade glioma might also benefit from this
targeted treatment. Nonetheless, combinatorial approaches may be necessary to achieve curative effects.
In chapter Ͱ, we further examined the effectivity of MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibition in
neuroblastoma. Using a panel of ten cell lines with different genetic backgrounds, we found that
neither cells with MDMͮ amplification, nor with a homozygous deletion of CDKNͮA were more
sensitive to MDMͮ inhibitors. Likewise, CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitor sensitivity was not increased in cells
with CDKͰ amplification or CDKNͮA deletion. We were able to confirm this lack of biomarker
potential using cell lines with inducible overexpression of MDMͮ and/or CDKͰ. Since MDMͮ and
CDKͰ are frequently co-amplified, we treated our cell lines with idasanutlin (MDMͮ inhibitor)
and abemaciclib (CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitor) simultaneously. However, this combination was not synergistic in any of the cell lines. Instead, we showed that abemaciclib diminished the pro-apoptotic
effect of idasanutlin. We were able to confirm the lack of synergy in xenografts and therefore
advise to be cautious with combined inhibition of MDMͮ and CDKͰ in neuroblastoma patients.
In addition, we showed that interfering with only these overexpressed oncogenes insufficiently
inhibits growth. These results indicate that we need better biomarkers for MDMͮ and CDKͰ/Ͳ
inhibitors, as well as better treatment options for neuroblastoma patients with MDMͮ/CDKͰ
amplification.
Since we found in the previous chapter that cells with a homozygous loss of CDKNͮA were not
particularly sensitive for MDMͮ and/or CDKͰ/Ͳ inhibitors, we had a closer look at this locus that
codes for two important tumour suppressors (pͭͰ and pͭͲ). In chapter ͱ, we used CRISPR-Cas͵
to knock out both genes individually, as well as simultaneously, to examine the consequences
of these perturbations in SYͱY neuroblastoma cells. Interestingly, RNA sequencing revealed
expression changes mainly in the pͭͲ and pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockouts, while pͭͰ knockouts were much
more similar to SYͱY wildtype cells. Moreover, loss of pͭͲ and pͭͰ+pͭͲ induced a shift towards
a more mesenchymal and Schwann cell precursor-like phenotype. High-throughput drug
screening of all clonal cell lines revealed, again, more significant changes in sensitivity in the pͭͲ
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and pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockouts than in the pͭͰ knockouts. Of all ͭ͵ͳ inhibitors, EGFR inhibitors showed
the biggest increase in sensitivity. Protein analysis confirmed that EGFR pathway activation is
higher in pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout cells. Moreover, the EGFR inhibitor afatinib induced apoptosis at
lower concentrations in these cells and reduced tumour growth in pͭͰ+pͭͲ knockout xenografts. This study provides first insights into the consequences of and therapeutic interference
with homozygous CDKNͮA deletions in neuroblastoma.
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Neuroblastomen zijn tumoren die ontstaan in het sympathische zenuwstelsel. Het zijn de meest
voorkomende solide tumoren in kinderen jonger dan een jaar. De jaarlijkse incidentie bedraagt
ͭͬ,ͱ per één miljoen en kinderen zijn gemiddeld ͭʹ-ͮͮ maanden oud ten tijde van de diagnose.
De diversiteit binnen de neuroblastomen is groot en reikt van tumoren die spontaan verdwijnen
tot hoog-risico tumoren die om een intensief behandelprotocol vragen. De risicogroep wordt
bepaald aan de hand van verschillende risicofactoren, zoals leeftijd, MYCN-amplificatie en
andere chromosomale afwijkingen. Hoewel we hoog-risico tumoren in eerste instantie goed
kunnen behandelen, komt de tumor bij ongeveer de helft van deze patiënten terug. De overlevingskansen nemen dan af tot minder dan ͭͬ%.
In neuroblastomen zien we over het algemeen weinig terugkerende mutaties. Toch is de
regulatie van de celcyclus en celdood in vrijwel alle hoog-risico neuroblastomen en recidieven
verstoord. Voor deze deregulatie kunnen verschillende genetische factoren verantwoordelijk
zijn. De studies die in dit proefschrift zijn gebundeld, behandelen verschillende afwijkingen en
aspecten van de pͱͯ en/of de pRb “pathways” (signaaltransductiepaden). De pͱͯ pathway
reguleert apoptose (geprogrammeerde celdood) en is in neuroblastomen vaak verstoord door
hoge expressie van MDMͮ of verlies van p��ARF (één van de genen waarvoor het CDKN�A locus
codeert). Mutaties in pͱͯ komen in veel soorten tumoren voor, maar bij neuroblastomen zijn
deze relatief zeldzaam. De pRb pathway is verantwoordelijk voor de transitie van de Gͭ naar de
S fase gedurende de celcyclus. Deze pathway is regelmatig overactief door verhoogde levels
van cycline Dͭ of CDKͰ, of door verlies van p��INK�a (het andere gen van het CDKN�A locus).
Om de therapie beter af te stemmen op de patiënt en de specifieke mutaties van diens tumor,
wordt steeds vaker gebruik gemaakt van gepersonaliseerde geneeskunde (“personalised
medicine”). Hierbij worden de (genetische) afwijkingen van de tumor bepaald en vervolgens
medicijnen toegediend die gericht aangrijpen op deze specifieke afwijkingen in de tumor.
Doordat er relatief weinig kinderen met kanker zijn, richt onderzoek voor nieuwe medicijnen
zich vooral op volwassenen. Om inzicht te krijgen in de mogelijkheid en het nut van het remmen
van een bepaald eiwit of pathway, beschrijven we in hoofdstuk ͮ een nieuwe methode voor een
systematische “review” (evaluatie van bestaande studies). Middels deze review kan bovendien
(pre)klinisch onderzoek naar doelgerichte medicijnen (“targeted drugs”) beter worden
geprioriteerd. Onze zogenaamde Target Actionability Review (TAR) methode gebruikt negen
proof‐of‐concept (PoC) modules om naar verschillende aspecten van een eiwit/pathway of
medicijn te kijken. Bij deze methode worden simpele zoektermen gebruikt om PubMed
(zoekmachine voor wetenschappelijke papers) te doorzoeken en lezen twee beoordelaars,
onafhankelijk van elkaar, de gevonden relevante papers kritisch door. Belangrijke elementen
worden samengevat en zowel de kwaliteit van de beschreven experimenten als de uitkomst
ervan worden voor elk artikel en elke PoC module beoordeeld. Deze beoordeling vindt plaats
aan de hand van scores en gedefinieerde criteria. De gegeven scores worden vergeleken en
discrepanties worden beoordeeld door een derde beoordelaar. De drie beoordelaars proberen
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vervolgens overeenstemming te bereiken. Uiteindelijk worden de gemiddelde scores weergegeven in een heatmap, die voor iedereen toegankelijk is via het Rͮ data portal [rͮ.amc.nl].
In dit hoofdstuk hebben we de TAR-strategie toegepast op MDMͮ-TP�� in ͭͲ kindertumoren,
zowel solide tumoren als hersentumoren. Dit resulteerde in een uitgebreide beoordeling van
ͭͲͭ publicaties, die goed waren voor ͯͰͯ items voor de heatmap. PoC module ͭ (‘Target/
pathway activation in paediatric clinical series’) was de module die het vaakst was beschreven,
evenals de tumorentiteiten neuroblastoom, osteosarcoom en rhabdomyosarcoom. Voor verschillende indicaties (zoals maligne perifere zenuwschedetumoren, rhabdoïde tumoren, hepatoblastomen en inflammatoire myofibroblastische tumoren) ontbreekt nog veel preklinische
data. Ook voor de modules ‘Tumor target dependence in vitro/in vivo’, ‘Predictive biomarkers’ en
‘Resistance mechanisms’ is weinig data beschikbaar. Er waren bovendien geen klinische studies
die geïncludeerd konden worden. Desalniettemin laat onze review zien dat klinische evaluatie
van MDMͮ remmers in neuroblastomen, rhabdomyosarcomen en hooggradige gliomen
veelbelovend kan zijn. De beste resultaten zullen waarschijnlijk worden behaald wanneer
MDMͮ remming wordt gecombineerd met chemotherapie.
In hoofdstuk ͯ hebben we dezelfde TAR-strategie ook toegepast op CDKͰ/Ͳ. In de uiteindelijke
heatmap konden we ͱͰ publicaties en ͭͭͳ items includeren. De indicaties die het meeste waren
beschreven waren neuroblastoom, osteosarcoom, rhabdomyosarcoom en medulloblastoom.
PoC ͭa (‘CDKͰ/Ͳ gain/amplification/overexpression’) was de meest beschreven module.
Gebaseerd op de geïncludeerde studies lijkt CDKͰ/Ͳ overexpressie het vaakst voor te komen in
rhabdomyosarcomen en Wilms tumoren, terwijl CDKͰ/Ͳ remmers in Ewing sarcoom-cellijnen
en muismodellen van medulloblastoom het meest effectief waren. Onze studie liet zien dat
preklinische data voor veel indicaties nog ontbreekt, o.a. voor retinoblastoom, laaggradige
gliomen en ependymomen. Ook studies over ‘Tumour target dependence in vivo’ (PoC ͯ), ‘Predic‐
tive biomarkers’ (PoC Ͳ) en ‘Resistance mechanisms’ (PoC ͳ) waren schaars. Uit de resultaten van
de TAR blijkt dat er nog veel preklinisch werk gedaan moet worden om goed te kunnen bepalen
of de remming van CDKͰ/Ͳ daadwerkelijk nuttig en effectief is in kinderkanker. Op basis van de
geïncludeerde studies, lijken CDKͰ/Ͳ remmers het meest veelbelovend bij Ewing sarcoom en
medulloblastoom (met name bij Groep ͯ en SHH-tumoren), hoewel mogelijk ook patiënten met
neuroblastoom, rhabdomyosarcoom of een hooggradig glioom baat kunnen hebben bij deze
behandeling. Voor de beste resultaten zal ook hier waarschijnlijk een combinatie met chemotherapie nodig zijn.
In hoofdstuk Ͱ hebben we de effectiviteit van remming van MDMͮ en CDKͰ/Ͳ in neuroblastomen verder onderzocht. We hebben hiervoor tien cellijnen met verschillende genetische
achtergronden gebruikt en vonden dat zowel MDM�-amplificatie als een homozygote deletie
van CDKN�A de cellen niet gevoeliger maakte voor MDMͮ remmers. Ook de gevoeligheid voor
CDKͰ/Ͳ remmers was niet verhoogd in cellen met CDK�-amplificatie of CDKN�A-deletie. Het
gebrek aan biomarkerpotentiaal van MDMͮ en CDKͰ konden we bevestigen in cellijnen met
induceerbare overexpressie van MDMͮ en/of CDKͰ. Bij overexpressie van deze eiwitten nam de
gevoeligheid voor MDMͮ en CDKͰ/Ͳ remmers namelijk niet toe. Aangezien MDM� en CDK�
vaak tegelijkertijd geamplificeerd zijn, hebben we de lijnen uit ons panel met idasanutlin
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(MDMͮ remmer) en abemaciclib (CDKͰ/Ͳ remmer) behandeld. Deze gelijktijdige behandeling
bereikte echter in geen van de cellijnen een synergistisch resultaat. We toonden aan dat
abemaciclib juist het pro-apoptotische effect van idasanutlin verminderde. Dit gebrek aan
synergie konden we ook aantonen in muismodellen, waarin de gelijktijdige behandeling niet
beter werkte dan de som van de losse behandelingen. We adviseren daarom om voorzichtig te
zijn met het combineren van MDMͮ en CDKͰ/Ͳ remmers in neuroblastoompatiëntjes. We
hebben bovendien laten zien dat het remmen van een oncogen (een gen dat betrokken is bij
het ontstaan van kanker) dat verhoogd tot expressie komt, niet altijd voldoende is om de groei
te remmen. Deze resultaten geven aan dat we betere biomarkers nodig hebben voor MDMͮ en
CDKͰ/Ͳ remmers, maar ook dat we op zoek moeten gaan naar betere behandelopties voor
neuroblastomen met MDMͮ/CDKͰ-amplificatie.
Omdat we in het vorige hoofdstuk zagen dat cellen met een homozygote deletie van CDKNͮA
niet gevoeliger waren voor MDMͮ en/of CDKͰ/Ͳ remmers, hebben we dit locus, dat codeert
voor twee belangrijke tumorsuppressorgenen (genen die tumorgroei remmen, maar bij
mutatie/inactivatie juist bevorderen), verder onderzocht. In hoofdstuk ͱ hebben we het
CRISPR-Cas͵ systeem gebruikt om beide genen (pͭͰ en pͭͲ) zowel los van elkaar als gelijktijdig
in SYͱY neuroblastoomcellen te inactiveren. Op deze manier konden we de gevolgen van de
verschillende genetische situaties onderzoeken en met elkaar vergelijken. We hebben vervolgens de RNA expressiepatronen van deze verschillende cellen in kaart gebracht. Hierbij zagen
we de meeste verandering ten opzichte van de wildtype (niet gemodificeerde) cellen in de pͭͲ
en de pͭͰ+pͭͲ-geïnactiveerde cellen, terwijl pͭͰ-geïnactiveerde cellen meer op de SYͱY
wildtype cellen leken. Bij inactivatie van pͭͲ of pͭͰ+pͭͲ kregen cellen een meer mesenchymaal
karakter en leken ze meer op cellen die een rol spelen in de vroege ontwikkeling van neuroblastomen (voorlopers van Schwanncellen). We hebben vervolgens bijna ͮͬͬ verschillende
medicijnen getest op deze cellijnen. Opnieuw waren er meer veranderingen ten opzichte van
wildtype cellen te zien bij de pͭͲ en de pͭͰ+pͭͲ-geïnactiveerde cellen dan bij de pͭͰ-geïnactiveerde cellen. Het grootste verschil in gevoeligheid was te zien voor EGFR remmers: de cellen
zonder pͭͲ bleken veel gevoeliger voor deze remmers. Eiwitanalyses lieten vervolgens zien dat
de EGFR pathway inderdaad actiever is in pͭͰ+pͭͲ-geïnactiveerde cellen. Apoptose trad in deze
cellen al met een lagere concentratie afatinib, een EGFR remmer, op dan bij wildtype cellen.
Bovendien remde afatinib de tumorgroei in muizen met een inactivatie van pͭͰ+pͭͲ. De
resultaten van deze studie geven eerste inzichten in de gevolgen van een homozygote deletie
van CDKNͮA in neuroblastoomtumoren en het therapeutisch ingrijpen hierop.
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DANKWOORD
Terwijl jij misschien gewoon even snel door dit boekje hebt gebladerd om bij dit dankwoord te
komen (I don’t blame you!), ging er voor mij een lange weg aan vooraf. Zo’n PhD is sowieso al
een pad met ups en downs, maar gelukkig wist ik van tevoren niet dat ik de oncologie ook nog
eens vanuit patiëntenperspectief zou ervaren. Het heeft me een rijker mens gemaakt, maar er
waren ook fases van grote onzekerheid en lange tijd was het de vraag of het überhaupt zou
lukken om mijn promotie af te ronden. Als ik echter hoorde dat anderen daaraan twijfelden,
werd mijn vechtlust alleen maar groter. Tijdens mijn re-integratieperiode moest ik na elk uur
werken ‘verplicht’ gaan rusten of wandelen om bij te komen van alle prikkels. Tijdens de wandelingen ontstond een soort mantra dat me kracht gaf: ‘ik wil dit, ik kan dit en het gaat me
lukken’. Als ik er toch weer eens doorheen zat, dacht ik aan het moment dat ik eindelijk mijn
dankwoord zou mogen schrijven en putte daar nieuwe kracht uit. Dit dankwoord, dat een doel
op zich werd, is dan ook al talloze keren in mijn hoofd geschreven. Nu, een paar jaar later, staat
het dan eindelijk echt op papier!
De paden achter de Uithof bewandelde ik semi-verplicht in mijn eentje, het spreekwoordelijke
pad van mijn PhD gelukkig niet. Ik ben iedereen die (een stukje) heeft meegewandeld of mij
over obstakels (en soms dwars erdoorheen – ik blijf immers eigenwijs) heeft geholpen dan ook
onwijs dankbaar. Zonder die hulp had ik dit dankwoord nu niet kunnen schrijven.
Jan, zelfs na al die jaren blijft mijn naam lastig voor je; het is Niel, niet Nill ;-) Dit zou erop kunnen
duiden dat je niet erg betrokken was bij mijn PhD, maar niets is minder waar. Ik ben ontzettend
dankbaar dat ik in jouw groep mocht promoveren. Ik heb vaak gedacht dat jouw geduld en
begrip ooit zouden opraken, maar dat moment kwam nooit. Je hebt de bijzondere gave om
mensen altijd te motiveren. Dank dat je al die tijd in mij hebt geloofd, dat je het aandurfde om
mij op mijn hobbelige weg te begeleiden en dat je zoveel in mij hebt geïnvesteerd. Ik bewonder
je enthousiasme en gedrevenheid om kinderen met neuroblastoom een betere toekomst te
geven.
Linda, zonder jouw hulp was ik al meteen in het begin gestrand. Vanaf dag één waren je kennis
en hulp op het lab een enorme toevoeging. Later werden ze, net als de praktische begeleiding
van studenten, ronduit onmisbaar. Ik heb het voor een groot deel aan jou te danken dat het
praktische werk altijd bleef doorlopen en dat dit boekje hier nu ligt.
Marlinde, dankjewel voor alle wetenschappelijke input, alle gezellige uren in onze vissenkom,
voor je begrip, alle keren dat je voor me opkwam en alle keren dat ik frustratietranen bij je mocht
vergieten. Ik had me geen fijnere kamergenoot en co-promotor kunnen wensen.
Max, dank dat je de rol van promotor op je wilde nemen. We hebben elkaar weinig gesproken,
maar het was fijn om te weten dat je er op de achtergrond toch was.
Lindy V (Lindooij), dankjewel voor alle gezelligheid tijdens het delen van (hotel)kamers, klim-,
knutsel-, bak- en kooksessies. Ooit krijgen we die macarons onder de knie! Together with
Kaylee, thank you for all our spontaneous (non-)serious conversations and our hilarious “f*ck
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it, let’s eat sushi”-dates; they meant a lot to me and I hope we will continue this tradition. I also
hope our app group stays alive, so I can keep bothering you with my dilemmas.
Selma, dankjewel dat je de begeleiding hebt overgenomen toen Marlinde met verlof ging. Het
was verfrissend dat je dingen vanuit een andere invalshoek bekeek.
Marli, dankjewel dat je er, zowel letterlijk als figuurlijk, van het begin tot het einde van mijn
PMC-tijd was.
Celina, ik vond het heel leuk toen ik hoorde dat je onze groep kwam versterken. Dank voor alle
gezellige praatjes, serieuzere gesprekken en sollicitatie- en PhD-adviezen.
Lindy A, dankjewel voor al je hulp en de gezellige uren bij de muizen.
Karin en Sander, dank dat jullie mijn buddy’s wilden zijn in Montréal. Ik zal die Poutine niet snel
vergeten…
I saw the Molenaar group grow from only ʹ people to what it is now. A big thank you to all other
(former) members of the Molenaar group: Emmy, Bianca, Anke, Kim, Jennemiek, Judith,
Michelle, Michael, Waleed, Thomas, Sabine, Stijn, Josephine, Femke, Jessica and Vicky.
Gedurende dit traject mocht ik ook een aantal studenten begeleiden. Kaylee, Stijn,
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